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Abstract
Managing data inconsistency has been one of the major challenges in the research
and practice of database management. Database inconsistency arises for different reasons and in different applications. Nowadays, many applications obtain
information from imprecise sources (e.g., social networks) via imprecise procedures (e.g., natural-language processing). Inconsistency may also arise when integrating conflicting data from different sources. During the past two decades,
researchers have established, developed and investigated a principled approach
to managing database inconsistency via the notion of database repairs. A repair
of an inconsistent database is traditionally defined as a consistent database that
differs from the inconsistent one in a “minimal” way.
We investigate various problems arising in the challenge of measuring how
inconsistent a database is. The problem of measuring inconsistency has been
studied extensively by the Knowledge Representation and Logic communities,
and has been recently acknowledged by the database community. Inconsistency
measures are important for estimating the extent to which a database is trustworthy, and the effort required to clean it. Specifically, we explore the computational
complexity of two basic inconsistency measures. The first measure is based on
the cost of a minimal repair (i.e., the minimal number of operations required to
obtain consistency), and the second is based on the number of repairs. We focus
on data complexity (where the schema is considered fixed and the input consists
of a database instance) and establish dichotomies in (i.e., a full classification of)
data complexity for the entire space of sets of functional dependencies.
Finally, repairs are often not equally legitimate, as it is desired to prefer one
over another; for example, one tuple is regarded more reliable than another, or
a more recent tuple should be preferred to an earlier one. Motivated by these
considerations, researchers have introduced and investigated the framework of
preferred repairs that incorporates preferences among database tuples. We revisit
the second measure in the presence of preferences among tuples in the database.
We show that the presence of preferences significantly affects the computational
complexity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Data quality is essential for data-driven applications. Databases are used to store
all kinds of data and to support internal operations of the organization, as well as
interactions with external factors. These operations mostly rely on the assumption that the data in the database is consistent. One way to achieve consistency
is by declaring integrity constraints over the schema. These constraints are used
to define certain semantic conditions that the data in the database must comply
with. Enforcing the integrity constraints helps make the database a more accurate model of the real world. The integrity constraints can be enforced by the
database management system (DBMS), by using triggers, or by the program that
interacts with the DBMS [13].
In practice, a database can become inconsistent. An inconsistent database is a
database that violates the integrity constraints assumed to hold. Database inconsistency arises for different reasons and in different applications. For example, in
common applications of Big Data, information is obtained from imprecise sources
(e.g., social encyclopedias, social networks, and sensors attached to appliances)
via imprecise procedures (e.g., natural-language processing, signal processing,
and image analysis). It may also arise when integrating conflicting data from different (possibly consistent) sources. As discussed by Bertossi [13], inconsistency
can also arise in a more traditional usage of a database, as it may be the case
that integrity enforcement is disabled because of efficiency considerations, or the
constraints are not properly enforced.
Hence, inconsistent data is abundant, and blindly rejecting conflicting data
items is likely to result in the loss of valuable information. Managing database
inconsistency has received a lot of attention in the past two decades. There are
two main approaches to handling inconsistency. One approach is data cleaning,
where one attempts to eliminate the inconsistencies by modifying, deleting or
adding tuples [16, 18, 28,34, 34, 91]. Arenas, Bertossi and Chomicki [6] introduced
a principled approach to managing inconsistency, via the notions of repairs and
consistent query answering. Informally, a repair of an inconsistent database I is
a consistent database J that differs from I in a “minimal” way. Then, one may
ask for the possible answers (obtained in at least one repair) or the consistent
answers (obtained in all the repairs). In this case, inconsistency is only handled
at the time a query should be answered, without explicitly generating the repairs.
5
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Instantiations of the repair framework differ in their definitions of integrity
constraints, operations, and minimality [1]. Common types of constraints are
denial constraints [42] that include the classic Functional Dependencies (FDs),
and inclusion dependencies [23] that generalize the referential (foreign-key) constraints. An operation can be a deletion of a tuple, an insertion of a tuple, and
an update of an attribute (cell) value. Minimality can be either local —no strict
subset of the operations achieves consistency, or global —no smaller (or cheaper)
subset achieves consistency. For example, if only tuple deletions are allowed, then
a subset repair [1,7,25,66,97] corresponds to a local minimum (i.e., restoring any
deleted tuple causes inconsistency) and a cardinality repair [1, 14, 20, 76, 92] corresponds to a global minimum (i.e., consistency cannot be gained by fewer tuple
deletions). The cost of operations may differ between tuples; this can represent
different levels of trust that we have in the tuples [61, 76].
Various computational problems around database repairs have been extensively investigated [13]. Most studied is the problem of computing the consistent
answers of a query on an inconsistent database. Consistent query answering is
a computationally hard problem [66]. Therefore, researchers have investigated
the space of tractability islands, for example, by attempting to fully characterize
intractable and tractable classes of queries [62,65,66]. Another well-studied question is that of repair checking [1]: given databases I and J, determine whether
J is a repair of I. Depending on the type of repairs and the type of constraints,
these problems may vary from tractable to highly intractable complexity classes.
In this thesis, we focus on problems that arise in measuring how inconsistent
the database is. Inconsistency measures are important for estimating the extent to
which a database is trustworthy, and the effort required to clean it. Such measures
are useful for implementing progress bars in data cleaning systems [72], as well as
for recommending next steps in interactive systems, and estimating the potential
usefulness and cost of incorporating databases for downstream analytics [67].
The problem of measuring inconsistency has been studied extensively by the
Knowledge Representation (KR) and Logic communities [45–47, 54, 64, 98], and
has been recently acknowledged by the database community [15, 72, 88].
Various inconsistency measures have been studied by the KR community
(See [98] for a survey). Different measures may have distinct characteristics that
make them more or less suitable for certain tasks. One simple measure is the
drastic measure, often denoted as Id , which is 1 if the database is inconsistent,
and 0 otherwise [98]. Another measure, IP , is based on the number of problematic tuples, which are the tuples that participate in violations of consistency [46].
As another example, take the measure IMI [53, 54] that counts the violations of
consistency (i.e., the minimal inconsistent subsets) in the database.
While the aforementioned three measures can always be computed in polynomial time, this is not the case for all inconsistency measures. As an example,
consider a measure that is based on the concept of a cardinality repair —the minimal number of deletions needed to obtain consistency [15]. A minimum-distance
measure was also introduced by Grant et al. [47] as a measure of inconsistency
for knowledge bases (denoted as Idhit ), and this measure is also the distance from
satisfaction used in property testing [44] in the special case where the repair sys6
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tem consists of unit-cost insertions and deletions. As another example, take the
measure that counts the maximal consistent subsets. This measure is sometimes
denoted as IM [46, 47] and sometimes as Imc [98].
In this thesis, we explore the computational complexity of the latter two measures (i.e., the cost of a cardinality repair and the number of repairs). We focus
on data complexity, where the schema, including the constraints, is considered
fixed, and the input consists of the database. In this case, every schema represents a different computational problem, and the computational complexity may
be different for different schemas. We establish dichotomies in data complexity
for the entire space of sets of FDs, by classifying schemas into those for which
the problem can be solved in polynomial time and those for which the problem
requires exponential time (under conventional complexity assumptions). Then,
we consider the framework of preferred repairs [94] that incorporates preferences
among tuples in the database, and explore the computational complexity of the
measure based on the number of repairs in the presence of preferences.
Next, we introduce each chapter of the thesis.

The Cost of a Cardinality Repair
In Chapter 3, we explore the computational complexity of an inconsistency measure based on the minimal number of operations required to obtain consistency.
Specifically, we focus on FDs and subset repairs, and assume that each tuple in
the database is associated with a weight that determines the cost of its deletion.
We study the complexity of computing a minimum repair, which is the weighted
version of the cardinality repair (i.e., where the total weight of the deleted tuples
is minimal among all possible repairs), also referred to as a weight-maximally
consistent subset [33] and a maximum weight repair [20]. We refer to the this
challenge as computing an optimal subset repair.
The problem of computing an optimal subset repair arises not only in the
challenge of measuring database inconsistency, but also in a fully automated
cleaning system, where a cardinality repair is the best candidate, assuming that
the system is aware of only the constraints and the weights. This problem was
also recently shown to be a special case of the most likely intention problem in the
framework of probabilistic unclean databases [92] that establishes the theoretical
basis for the HoloClean data cleaning system [91]. In this model, an unclean
database is viewed as a result of a two-step process, similarly to the noisy-channel
model: an intended clean database (“intention”) is first generated, and then noise
is introduced.
We study the data complexity of computing an optimal subset repair. The
problem is known to be computationally hard for denial constraints [76]. As we
discuss later, complexity results can be inferred from prior work [50] for FDs with
a single attribute on the left-hand side (lhs for short). For general FDs, we present
an algorithm that computes an optimal subset repair in polynomial time, even
under combined complexity (i.e., where the input consists of both the schema and
the database). However, our algorithm may fail on certain FD sets. We prove two
properties of the algorithm. The first is soundness—if the algorithm succeeds,
7
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then it returns an optimal subset repair. More interesting is the property of
completeness—if the algorithm fails, then the problem is NP-hard. In fact, in
this case the problem is APX-complete; that is, for some α > 1 it is NP-hard to
find a consistent subset with a cost lower than α times the minimum, but some α0
is achievable in polynomial time. More so, the problem remains APX-complete
if we assume that all tuples have a unit weight (in which case we say that the
database is unweighted ).
Stepping outside the framework of repairs, a different approach to data cleaning is probabilistic [4,50,91]. The idea is to define a probability space over possible
clean databases, where the probability of a database is determined by the extent
to which it satisfies the integrity constraints. The goal is to find a most probable database that, in turn, serves as the clean outcome. As an instantiation,
Gribkoff, Van den Broeck, and Suciu [50] identify probabilistic cleaning as the
“Most Probable Database” problem (MPD): given a tuple-independent probabilistic database [31,96] and a set of FDs, find the most probable database among
those satisfying the FDs (or, put differently, condition the probability space on
consistency). They show a dichotomy for unary FDs, that is, FDs with a single
attribute on the left-hand side. The case of general (not necessarily unary) FDs
has been left open. It turns out that there are reductions from MPD to computing
an optimal subset repair and vice versa. Consequently, we are able to generalize
their dichotomy to all FDs, and hence, fully settle the open problem.

Summary of Contribution
• We present an algorithm for computing an optimal subset repair that succeeds on certain sets of FDs and fails on others. We prove that this algorithm captures precisely the cases where computing an optimal subset
repair can be done in polynomial time; that is, when the algorithm succeeds, it returns an optimal subset repair in polynomial time, and when
it fails, the problem is NP-hard, and in fact, APX-complete (thus, cannot
be approximated better than some constant under conventional complexity
assumptions). Therefore, we establish a dichotomy in the data complexity
of computing an optimal subset repair.
• We draw a connection to a past dichotomy in the complexity of finding a
“most probable database” that satisfies a set of FDs with a single attribute
on the left-hand side [50]; the case of general FDs has been left open, and we
show how our dichotomy provides the missing generalization and thereby
settles the open problem.
In the Appendix, we explore the computational complexity of the problem in
the case when the allowed operations are value updates. That is, we seek what
Kolahi and Lakshmanan [61] refer to as an “optimum V-repair.” We refer to this
problem as computing an optimal update repair. There, we do not establish a full
dichotomy, but we make a substantial progress by identifying conditions where
the complexity of computing an optimal update repair and that of computing
8
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an optimal subset repair coincide, and showing decomposition techniques that
extend the opportunities of using the dichotomy.

Counting Subset Repairs
In Chapter 4, we consider an inconsistency measure based on the number of
maximal inconsistent subsets. We again focus on FDs and study the problem of
computing the number of subset repairs. Although FDs have been studied for
almost five decades and database repairs have been studied for over two decades,
not much is known about this problem. Maslowski and Wijsen [82, 83] and later
Calautti et al. [21] have studied the problem of counting repairs that satisfy
a Boolean conjunctive query, in the case of key constraints. They established
dichotomy results, classifying CQs into those where counting can be done in
polynomial time, and those where counting is #P-complete.1 The challenge in
their work is due to the query. If we ignore the query and simply count the
repairs, then we get the straightforward case of counting subset repairs under key
constraints. What about a general FD? (still straightforward). What about more
than a single FD?
We study the data complexity of repair counting. The problem of counting the
subset repairs is the same as the problem of counting the maximal independent
sets of the conflict graph, which is the graph that has the tuples of the database
as nodes and an edge between every inconsistent pair of tuples (that is, a pair of
tuples that jointly violate at least one FD). Counting the maximal independent
sets of a graph is #P-complete [90]. Special tractable cases include the class of
P4 -free graphs [29] (also known as complement reducible graphs or cographs); that
is, the graphs that do not have any induced subgraph that forms a simple path
of length four (with no edges crossing the path).
The main result of this chapter is that P4 -free graphs capture precisely the
tractable cases of counting subset repairs. More formally, we prove the following
result: for a given schema, either the conflict graph of every instance over the
schema is P4 -free (hence, repairs can be counted in polynomial time), or the
problem is #P-complete. In addition, we present a polynomial-time algorithm to
determine the side to which a given schema belongs.

Summary of Contribution
• We establish a dichotomy in the data complexity of counting subset repairs
for the entire space of (sets of) functional dependencies. We prove that
under standard complexity assumptions, the number of subset repairs can
be computed in polynomial time if and only if every database over the
schema entails a P4 -free conflict graph.
• We prove that an FD set guarantees P4 -freeness for every conflict graph if
and only if it has a left-hand side chain (i.e., if the FDs in the set can be
1

To be precise, for general key constraints they classified the CQs without self joins, and for
key constraints where the key consists of a single attribute they classified all CQs.

9
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arranged in an order such that the left-hand side of each FD contains the
left-hand side of every FD that appears earlier in the order).
• We present a polynomial-time algorithm to decide, for a given FD set,
whether the subset repairs can be counted in polynomial time, or the problem is NP-hard.

Counting Preferred Repairs
In the traditional repair framework of Arenas et al. [6], all repairs of a given
database are taken into account and treated on a par with each other. There
are situations, however, where it is natural to prefer one repair over another [22,
40, 94, 95]. For example, this is the case if one source is regarded more reliable
than another (e.g., enterprise data vs. Internet harvesting, precise vs. imprecise
sensing equipment, etc.) or if available timestamp information implies that a more
recent fact should be preferred over an earlier fact. Recency may be implied not
only by timestamps, but also by evolution semantics; for example, “divorced” is
likely to be more updated than “single,” and similarly is “Sergeant” compared
to “Private.” (See the book of Fan and Geerts [39] for a comprehensive study
of data quality.) Motivated by these considerations, Staworko, Chomicki and
Marcinkowski [94, 95] introduced the framework of preferred repairs, where a
priority relation between conflicting tuples distinguishes a set of preferred repairs.
Specifically, the notion of Pareto optimality and that of global optimality are
based on two different notions of improvement—the property of one consistent
subinstance being preferred to another. Improvements are basically lifting of the
priority relation from tuples to consistent subinstances; J is an improvement of
K if J \ K contains a tuple that is better than all those in K \ J (in the Pareto
semantics), or if for every tuple in K \ J there exists a better tuple in J \ K (in
the global semantics). In each of the two semantics, an optimal repair is a repair
that cannot be improved. A third semantics proposed by Staworko et al. [94]
is that of a completion-optimal repair, which is a globally-optimal repair under
some extension of the priority relation into a total relation. In this paper, we
refer to these preferred repairs as p-repair, g-repair and c-repair, respectively.
Fagin et al. [37] have built on the concept of preferred repairs (in conjunction
with the framework of document spanners [38]) to devise a language for declaring
inconsistency cleaning in text information-extraction systems. They have shown
there that preferred repairs capture ad-hoc cleaning operations and strategies of
some prominent existing systems for text analytics [5, 24].
Staworko et al. [94] showed several results on preferred repairs. For example,
every c-repair is also a g-repair, and every g-repair is also a p-repair. They
also showed that p-repair and c-repair checking are solvable in polynomial time
(under data complexity) in the case of denial constraints, and that there is a set
of functional dependencies (FDs) for which g-repair checking is coNP-complete.
Later, Fagin et al. [36] extended that hardness result to a full dichotomy in
complexity over all sets of FDs: g-repair checking is solvable in polynomial time
10
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whenever the set of FDs is equivalent to a single FD or two key constraints per
relation; in every other case, the problem is coNP-complete.
In Chapter 5, we revisit the inconsistency measure considered in Chapter 4 in
the presence of preferences. That is, we study the computational complexity of
the problem of counting preferred repairs. As a first step, we consider the more
simple problem of deciding whether there is exactly one preferred repair. Observe that this problem does not arise when considering subset repairs, as there
are always at least two subset repairs when constraints are FDs. Staworko et
al. [94] refer to this problem categoricity. The problem of repairing uniqueness
(in a different repair semantics) is also referred to as determinism by Fan et
al. [41]. As acknowledged by Fagin et al. [37], categoricity is an important problem, as a single preferred repair implies that the priority relation contains enough
information to clean the inconsistent database unambiguously. We refer to the
three variants of this computational problem, under the three optimality semantics Pareto, global and completion, as Pareto categoricity, global categoricity, and
completion categoricity, respectively.
Studying the complexity of the categoricity problem is fundamental for understanding the complexity of counting preferred repairs. As we explain next, it
turns out that each of the three variants of the problem entails quite a distinct
picture of complexity. For Pareto categoricity, Kimelfeld et al. [60] established a
dichotomy in data complexity, stating that, under standard complexity assumptions, Pareto categoricity can be solved in polynomial time if and only if the
FD set associates (up to equivalence) at most one FD with every relation in the
schema. For global categoricity, they show that in the tractable case of Pareto
categoricity, global categoricity is likewise solvable in polynomial time. However,
global categoricity becomes Πp2 -complete for certain FD sets. In Chapter 5, we
establish a far more positive picture for completion categoricity. In particular, we
show that the problem is solvable in polynomial time for every set of FDs. In fact,
we present an algorithm for solving completion categoricity in polynomial time,
assuming that constraints are given as an input conflict hypergraph [25] (hence,
we establish polynomial-time data complexity for various types of integrity constraints, such as conditional FDs [17] and denial constraints [42].) The algorithm
is extremely simple, yet its proof of correctness is quite intricate.
Then, we move on to the counting problem. Clearly, in cases where categoricity is intractable, the counting task is hopeless. But do the tractable cases of
categoricity generalize to counting? We prove the following dichotomy for each
one of the three semantics of preferred repairs. If the restriction of the set of
FDs to each relation is equivalent to a single FD (or no FDs), then the preferred
repairs can be counted in polynomial time. In any other case, the problem is
#P-complete. The proofs build on our dichotomy for the problem of counting
subset repairs presented in Chapter 4, past reductions by Fagin et al. [36], and
new hardness results that we prove in this chapter. The most challenging new
hardness result applies to c-repairs (where, as said above, categoricity is solvable
in polynomial time).
The above #P-completeness is due to the fact that there could be exponentially many preferred repairs. But this does not preclude the existence of an
11
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efficient procedure to determine whether there are at least a thousand repairs, or
at least any manageable (e.g., polynomial) number of repairs. We could efficiently
determine that if we had an algorithm for efficiently enumerating (producing) the
preferred repairs. Such an algorithm is desirable for another fundamental reason.
One could expect that, in certain occasions, preferences could reduce the space of
repairs (compared to the subset repairs) so much that we would be able to store
all of them explicitly, and thereby solve related problems (e.g., consistent query
answering) efficiently. In fact, this has been one of the motivations of Staworko
et al. [95] to embark on the investigation of repairs with priorities.2 Nevertheless,
the fact that there are only a few preferred repairs does not necessarily imply
that we can efficiently find them. An efficient enumeration algorithm for preferred repairs would resolve this problem in a positive way, as the time it would
take to generate all preferred repairs is polynomial in the number of such repairs
(in addition to the size of the input).
We adopt the classic yardsticks of Johnson et al. [56], who view an efficient
enumeration algorithm as one that produces a set of (possibly exponentially
many) answers in polynomial total time (that is, polynomial in the combined
size of the input and the output). Stronger notions are incremental polynomial
time and polynomial delay, which bound the time between producing every two
consecutive answers. In the traditional case of subset repairs (i.e., without preferences), the task is that of enumerating the maximal independent sets of a given
hypergraph h (the conflict hypergraph). This task is also known (or more precisely can be phrased) as enumerating the minimal transversals of a hypergraph,
a problem well studied in past decades [35], wherein the existence of a polynomialtotal-time solver is still an open question. Yet, efficient algorithms are known for
the case where h is a graph [27, 56], or more generally, a hypergraph of bounded
dimension [19].
Our contribution incorporates priorities in the problem of enumerating maximal independent sets. Clearly, in cases where categoricity is intractable, enumeration is intractable as well. Hence, the results on Pareto and global categoricity
imply that it may be possible to devise an efficient enumeration algorithm only
in the case of a single FD; and, indeed, in this case, enumeration can be done
with polynomial delay for all three semantics. Furthermore, we establish two
new algorithms. The first algorithm enumerates the c-repairs, with polynomial
delay, for general conflict graphs (e.g., arbitrary FDs). The second applies to the
case where priorities behave as partitioned preferences [10, 57, 69, 77, 78], where
the set of tuples in the database is partitioned into blocks M1 , . . . , Mk , such that
two conflicting tuples t1 and t2 that belong to the same block are incomparable,
while for two tuples t1 ∈ Mi and t2 ∈ Mj such that i < j it always holds that
t1  t2 . Our algorithm enumerates the preferred repairs under each of the three
semantics in incremental polynomial time, for arbitrary conflict hypergraphs of
bounded dimension.

2

Private communication with Jan Chomicki.
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Summary of Contribution
• We present an algorithm for solving completion categoricity in polynomial
time for arbitrary conflict hypergraphs (and, in particular, for FDs and the
more general DCs).
• We prove that for transitive priority relations, all notions of preferred repairs
remain different, but the global categoricity and completion categoricity
problems coincide; hence, global categoricity can be solved in polynomial
time for arbitrary conflict hypergraphs in this case (while it can reach Πp2 hardness already for two FDs without the transitivity assumption).
• We establish a dichotomy in data complexity for the entire space of (sets of)
functional dependencies for the problem of counting preferred repairs, for
all three notions of preferred repairs. We prove that the problem is solvable
in polynomial time if the FD set contains a single FD (up to equivalence)
for every relation, and otherwise it is NP-hard.
• We devise enumeration algorithms with efficiency guarantees on the delay
between generated repairs, even for constraints represented as general conflict graphs or hypergraphs. The first algorithm enumerates the completionoptimal repairs with polynomial delay, and the second algorithm enumerates
preferred repairs for all three notions in incremental polynomial time in the
case of partitioned preferences.

Structure of the Thesis
In Chapter 2, we give the basic definitions and notations that we use throughout
the thesis. We study the problem of computing an optimal subset repair in Chapter 3. Then, we investigate the problem of counting subset repairs in Chapter 4.
In Chapter 5, we consider the framework of preferred repairs and explore the
problem of counting preferred repairs. Finally, we conclude and discuss future
directions in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
In this chapter, we present some basic terminology and notation that we use
throughout the thesis. These include database and computational complexity
concepts.

2.1

Signatures and Instances

We assume three infinite collections: attributes (column names), relation symbols
(table names), and constants (cell values). A heading is a sequence (A1 , . . . , Ak )
of distinct attributes, where k is the arity of the heading. A signature S is a
mapping from a finite set of relation symbols R to headings S(R). We use the
conventional notation R(A1 , . . . , Ak ) to denote that R is a relation symbol that
is assigned the heading (A1 , . . . , Ak ). An instance I of a signature S maps every
relation symbol R(A1 , . . . , Ak ) to a finite set, denoted RI , of tuples (c1 , . . . , ck )
where each ci is a constant. We may omit stating the signature S of an instance
I when S is clear from the context or irrelevant.
Let S be a signature, R a relation symbol of S, I an instance of S, and t a
tuple in RI . We refer to the expression R(t) as a fact of I. By a slight abuse of
notation, we identify an instance I with the set of its facts. For example, R(t) ∈ I
denotes that t is a tuple in RI . As another example, J ⊆ I means that RJ ⊆ RI
for every relation symbol R of S; in this case, we say that J is subinstance of
I. For a fact f = R(c1 , . . . , ck ) over a relation symbol R(A1 , . . . , Ak ), we denote
by f.Ai the value of the fact f in attribute Ai (i.e., f.Ai = ci ), and by f [X]
the projection of f onto the attributes in X (i.e., if X = {Aj1 , . . . , Ajn }, then
f [X] = (cj1 , . . . , cjn )).
A weighted instance of a signature S is a pair (I, w), where I is an instance of
S and w : I → R is a weight function. The function w assigns a strictly positive
weight w(f ) to each fact f of I, that can represent, for example, a reliability
level for the source of the fact (e.g., the accuracy of the extraction program or
the generating sensor), or the currency (timestamp) of the fact. If w(f ) = w(g)
for every pair of facts f, g ∈ I, then we say that (I, w) is unweighted. A weighted
instance (J, w0 ) is a subinstance of (I, w) if J is a subinstance of I (i.e., J ⊆ I) and
w0 (f ) = w(f ) for every fact f ∈ J. In this case, we denote the weight function
w0 by w|J .
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We use capital letters from the beginning of the English alphabet (e.g., A, B,
C), possibly with subscripts and/or superscripts, to denote individual attributes,
and capital letters from the end of the English alphabet (e.g., X, Y , Z), possibly
with subscripts and/or superscripts, to denote sets of attributes. We follow the
convention of avoiding commas and curly braces when writing sets of attributes
(e.g., ABC instead of {A, B, C}).

2.2

Integrity and Inconsistency

Let S be a signature, and I an instance of S. In this thesis, we consider two representation systems for integrity constraints. The first is functional dependencies
and the second is conflict hypergraphs.

2.2.1

Functional Dependencies

A Functional Dependency (FD for short) over a signature S is an expression of
the form R : X → Y , where R is a relation symbol of S and X and Y are sets
of attributes of R. When R is clear from the context, we simply write X → Y .
We may also write X and Y by simply concatenating the attribute symbols (e.g.,
AB → C). We denote by ∆|R the restriction of an FD set ∆ to the FDs over R
(i.e., those of the form R : X → Y ). An FD X → Y is trivial if Y ⊆ X, and
otherwise it is nontrivial.
An instance I satisfies an FD R : X → Y if for every two facts f and g over R,
if f and g agree on (i.e., have the same constants in the position of) the attributes
of X, then they also agree on the attributes of Y . We say that I satisfies a set ∆
of FDs if I satisfies every FD in ∆; otherwise, we say that I violates ∆.
An FD X → Y is entailed by ∆ (denoted by ∆ |= X → Y ) if for every
instance I of the schema, if I satisfies ∆, then it also satisfies X → Y . The
closure of ∆, denoted cl (∆), is the set of all FDs that are entailed by ∆. The
closure of an attribute set X (w.r.t. ∆), denoted cl ∆ (X), is the set of all attributes
A such that the FD X → A is entailed by ∆. Two sets ∆1 and ∆2 of FDs are
equivalent if they have the same closure (or in other words, each FD in ∆1 is
entailed by ∆2 and vice versa, or put differently, every instance that satisfies one
also satisfies the other). For example, ∆ = {R : A → BC, R : C → A} and
{R : A → C, R : C → AB} are equivalent.
Let ∆ be a set of FDs. A minimal cover [80] of ∆ is a set ∆m of FDs that
satisfies the following properties: (a) ∆ and ∆m are equivalent, (b) FDs in ∆m
contain a single attribute on their right-hand side, that is, they have the form
X → A, (c) no FD in ∆m is redundant, that is, no X → A in ∆m satisfies
(∆ \ {X → A}) |= X → A, and (d) there is no redundant attribute in ∆m , that
is, no FD XB → A in ∆m satisfies ∆ |= X → A.
We say that an FD X → Y in ∆ is a local minimum of ∆ if there is no FD
Z → W in ∆ such that Z ⊂ X. We say that X → Y is a global minimum of
∆ if X ⊆ Z for every FD Z → W in ∆. Clearly, every global minimum of ∆
is also a local minimum, but not necessarily vice versa. For example, in the set
{A → B, AC → D, AE → F }, the FD A → B is a global minimum, since it holds
16
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fact

name

birth place

birth date

f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
f7
f8
f9
f10

Bob Griffin
Bob Griffin
Wendy Long
Wendy Long
Larry Huber
Larry Huber
Ryan Rottman
Ryan Rottman
Carl Sanders
Carl Sanders

Arkansas
Louisiana
Massachusetts
New York
Minnesota
New Jersey
Connecticut
Louisiana
Georgia
Georgia

August 8, 1934
August 1, 1934
June 21, 1960
June 21, 1960
May 6, 1946
April 12, 1950
March 17, 1984
March 17, 1984
May 14, 1925
May 15, 1925

Figure 2.1: Inconsistent data from DBpedia.
that {A} ⊂ {A, C} and {A} ⊂ {A, E}. This FD is a also a local minimum of the
FD set. On the contrary, there is no global minimum in the set {A → B, B → A},
but each one of the FDs in this set is a local minimum.
An FD schema is a pair (S, ∆), where S is a signature and ∆ is a set of FDs
over S. Two FD schemas (S, ∆) and (S 0 , ∆0 ) are equivalent if S = S 0 and ∆ is
equivalent to ∆0 .
Example 2.2.1. Figure 2.1 depicts an instance that stores information about
the birth place and date of people. The data is taken from DBpedia – a project
that extracts structured data from Wikipedia [8]. For instance, the fact f1 states
that Bob Griffin was born in Arkansas on August 8, 1934.
In the corresponding FD schema (S, ∆), the signature S consists of a single
relation
Born(name, birth place, birth date)
and ∆ contains two FDs: name → birth place (every person has a single birth
place) and name → birth date (every person has a single birth date). Note that
both FD are global minima of ∆.
The instance of Figure 2.1 is inconsistent, as it violates the FDs. For example,
the facts f1 and f2 violate both FDs, as they state that Bob Griffin was born
in two different states and on two different dates. The facts f3 and f4 jointly
violate the FD name → birth place but satisfy the FD name → birth date, which
is violated by {f9 , f10 }.

2.2.2

Conflict Hypergraphs

While FDs define integrity logically, at the level of the signature, a conflict hypergraph [25] provides a direct specification of inconsistencies at the instance level,
by explicitly stating sets of facts that cannot co-exist.
All hypergraphs (and graphs) used in this thesis are finite and undirected. The
set of nodes of a hypergraph h is denoted by N(h), and its set of hyperedges is
17
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denoted by E(h); here, every hyperedge e ∈ E(h) is a subset of N(h). In the special
case where every hyperedge is a pair {u, v} of distinct nodes, the hypergraph is
simply a graph and a hyperedge is simply an edge. Two nodes of a hypergraph
h are neighbors if at least one hyperedge of h contains both. An independent set
of a hypergraph h is a set U of nodes that does not contain any hyperedge; that
is, U ⊆ N(h) and e 6⊆ U for all e ∈ E(h). (Observe that an independent set may
include neighboring nodes.) An independent set U of a hypergraph h is maximal
if U is not strictly contained in any other independent set of h.
Conventionally, inconsistent databases are instances that violate integrity constraints [6]. Here, we use the abstraction of a conflict hypergraph that can represent inconsistencies for various types of integrity constraints, including FDs, the
more general conditional FDs [17], and the more general denial constraints [42].
In fact, every constraint that is anti-monotonic (i.e., where subsets of consistent
sets are always consistent) can be represented as a conflict hypergraph. In the
case of the above constraints, the translation from the logical constraints to the
conflict hypergraph can be done in polynomial time under data complexity (i.e.,
when the signature and constraints are assumed to be fixed).
Formally, a conflict hypergraph over an instance I is simply a hypergraph h
over the facts of I (that is, N(h) = I) [25]. A special case of a conflict hypergraph
is defined by an FD schema (S, ∆) and an instance I over S. In that case, the
conflict hypergraph, called a conflict graph and denoted hI∆ , is the graph over
the facts of I that has an edge between every two facts that violate one or more
FDs in ∆. Note, however, that a conflict graph could express constraints that
are defined over pairs of facts that are not FDs.
Example 2.2.2. Consider a signature S that consists of a single relation symbol
Follows/2, where Follows(x, y) means that person x follows person y (e.g., in
a social network). We assume that there are two sets of people: ai for i = 1, 2, 3,
and bj for j = 1, . . . , 5. All facts have the form Follows(ai , bj ), denoted fij . The
instance I has the following facts: f11 , f12 , f21 , f22 , f23 , f24 , f31 , f32 , f34 , and
f35 . The hypergraph h for I encodes the following rules: (a) each ai can follow at
most i people; and (b) each bj can be followed by at most j people. Specifically,
h contains the following hyperedges:
• {f11 , f12 }, {f21 , f22 , f23 }, {f21 , f22 , f24 }, {f21 , f23 , f24 }, {f22 , f23 , f24 },
{f31 , f32 , f34 , f35 }
• {f11 , f21 }, {f11 , f31 }, {f21 , f31 }, {f12 , f22 , f32 }
An example of a (maximal) independent set is {f11 , f22 , f23 , f32 , f34 , f35 }.

2.2.3

Subset Repairs

Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema and let I be an instance of S. A consistent subset
(of I w.r.t. ∆) is a subinstance J of I such that J |= ∆. A subset repair, or srepair for short, is a consistent subinstance that becomes inconsistent whenever
any deleted tuple is restored (brought back) [6]. Similarly, a consistent subset of
a weighted instance (I, w) is a weighted instance (J, w|J ) that is a subinstance of
(I, w) and such that J |= ∆. Moreover, (J, w|J ) is a subset repair of (I, w) if it is
a maximal consistent subinstance of (I, w).
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When considering a conflict hypergraph h over an instance I (or a weighted
instance (I, w)), consistent subsets of I (respectively, (I, w)) correspond to independent sets of h, and subset repairs of I (respectively, (I, w)) correspond to
maximal independent sets of h. We denote by SRep(h) the set of all s-repairs of
I (respectively, (I, w)) w.r.t. h.
Example 2.2.3. Consider again the instance of Figure 2.1. The subset {f1 , f3 }
is consistent, but not a subset repair, as we can add the fact f5 , for example,
without violating consistency. The subset {f1 , f3 , f5 , f7 , f9 }, on the other hand, is
a subset repair, as adding another fact to this set will always result in a violation
of an FD. Note that the instance has many different subset repairs, such as
{f2 , f4 , f6 , f8 , f10 } and {f1 , f4 , f6 , f7 , f9 }.
For the instance of Example 2.2.2, the subset {f11 , f22 , f23 , f32 , f34 , f35 } is a
subset repair, and it is also a maximal independent set of the corresponding
conflict hypergraph.

2.3

Complexity Classes

Our complexity analysis focuses primarily on data complexity, where the signature S and dependency set ∆ are assumed to be fixed, and only the instance I is
considered the input. In particular, a “polynomial” running time may have an exponential dependency on the arity of the relations in S. Hence, each combination
of S and ∆ defines a distinct problem, and different combinations may feature
different computational complexities. We also consider the measure of combined
complexity, where the signature S, the dependency set ∆ and the instance I are
all given as input.

2.3.1

Optimization Problems

An optimization problem is a tuple (I, Sol , cost, goal) where I is a set of instances
(i.e., input encodings), Sol maps every instance x ∈ I into a space Sol (x) of solutions, cost is a function that maps every x and y into a number cost(x, y) ∈ Q, and
goal ∈ {min, max} (i.e., the problem is either a minimization or a maximization
problem, respectively). Given an instance x, the goal is to compute an optimal
solution opt(x) ∈ Sol (x) that maximizes or minimizes cost(x, y), depending on
the type of the problem. We say that (I, Sol , cost, goal) is an NP optimization
problem if:
• the length of solutions y ∈ Sol (x) is bounded by a polynomial in the length
of x;
• both x ∈ I and y ∈ Sol (x) can be decided in polynomial time;
• cost(x, y) is computable in polynomial time, given x ∈ I and y ∈ Sol (x).
For α ≥ 1, an α-approximation for an optimization problem (I, Sol , cost, goal)
is an algorithm that, for every instance x, produces an α-optimal solution y, that
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n

cost(x,y)
, cost(x,opt(x))
cost(x,opt(x))
cost(x,y)

o

is, a solution y ∈ Sol (x) such that max
≤ α. The
complexity class APX is the class of all NP optimization problems that have a
polynomial-time α-approximation for some constant α ≥ 1.
Let P = (I, Sol , cost, goal) be an NP optimization problem. A PolynomialTime Approximation Scheme (PTAS) for P is an algorithm A that takes as input
an instance x ∈ I and α > 1, and returns a solution A(x, α) ∈ Sol (x), such that
for every α > 1 it is the case that the algorithm A(·, α) is a polynomial-time
α-approximation for P [101].
Let P = (I, Sol , cost, goal) and P 0 = (I 0 , Sol 0 , cost0 , goal0 ) be NP optimization
problems. A PTAS reduction from P to P 0 is a triple (f, g, κ) of algorithms that
enable to transform a PTAS for P 0 into a PTAS for P :
• f transforms, in polynomial time, every instance x ∈ I into an instance
f (x) ∈ I 0 ;
• κ maps every rational α > 1 into a rational κ(α) > 1;
• g transforms, in polynomial time, every κ(α)-optimal solution y 0 for f (x),
under P 0 , into an α-optimal solution g(x, y 0 ) for x, under P .
A strict reduction from P to P 0 is pair (f, g) such that (f, g, κ) is a PTAS reduction where κ is the identity function; that is, g(x, y 0 ) transforms an α-optimal
solution for f (x) into an α-optimal solution for x.
An NP optimization problem Q is APX-hard if there is a PTAS reduction
from P to Q for every problem P in APX. As usual, Q is APX-complete if Q is
in APX and Q is APX-hard. Throughout the thesis, we give several examples of
known APX-complete problems, such as the vertex-cover minimization problem:
find a smallest set of nodes that hits all edges of a given graph. It is known
that an APX-hard problem does not have a PTAS, unless P = NP. Moreover, if
Q is APX-hard, then there is a constant α > 1 such that Q does not have any
polynomial-time α-approximation, assuming P 6= NP [58].

2.3.2

Counting Problems

For counting problems, a basic tractable class is FP (functions computable in
polynomial time), and a common measure of intractability is #P-hardness (or
#P-completeness). #P is the class of functions that count the number of witnesses for an NP problem (e.g., the number of satisfying assignments for a given
formula in propositional logic). Hardness for #P is defined by means of a Turing
reduction. Using an oracle to a #P-hard function, one can solve in polynomial
time every problem in the polynomial hierarchy [99].

2.3.3

Enumeration Problems

For enumeration problems, Johnson, Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [56] introduced several complexity guarantees, which we recall here. An enumeration problem P is a collection of pairs (x, Y ) where x is an input and Y is a finite set of
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answers for x, denoted by P(x). A solver for an enumeration problem P is an
algorithm that, when given an input x, produces a sequence of answers such that
every answer in P(x) is printed precisely once. We say that a solver A for an
enumeration problem P runs in:
• polynomial total time if the total execution time of A is polynomial in
(|x| + |P(x)|);
• polynomial delay if the time between every two consecutive answers produced is polynomial in |x|;
• incremental polynomial time if, after generating N answers, the time to
generate the next (N + 1)st answer is polynomial in (|x| + N ).

2.4

Fact-Wise reductions

Let (S, ∆) and (S 0 , ∆0 ) be two FD schemas. A mapping from S to S 0 is a function
µ that maps facts over S to facts over S 0 . (We say that f is a fact over S if f
is a fact of some instance I over S.) We extend a mapping µ to map instances
I over S to instances over S 0 by defining µ(I) to be {µ(f ) | f ∈ I}. A factwise reduction [59] from (S, ∆) to (S 0 , ∆0 ) is a mapping Π from S to S 0 with the
following properties.
1. Π is injective; that is, for all facts f and g over S, if Π(f ) = Π(g) then
f = g.
2. Π preserves consistency and inconsistency; that is, for every instance I over
S, the instance Π(I) satisfies ∆0 if and only if I satisfies ∆.
3. Π is computable in polynomial time.
In the case of weighted instances, the mapping Π also maps the weight function
w into a weight function Π(w). Hence, we add a fourth property.
4. Π preserves weights; that is, for every instance I of S and every fact f ∈ I,
we have that w(f ) = Π(w)(Π(f )).
We will use the concept of fact-wise reductions throughout the thesis to prove
our hardness results.
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Chapter 3
The Cost of a Cardinality Repair
In this chapter, we consider an inconsistency measure based on the minimum
number of operations required to obtain consistency. Here, we focus on FDs
and tuple deletions, and explore the computational complexity of computing a
weighted cardinality repair, which we refer to as an optimal subset repair (optimal
s-repair, for short).
We present the algorithm OptSRepair (Algorithm 1). The algorithm seeks
opportunities for simplifying the problem by eliminating attributes and FDs, until
no FDs are left (and then the problem is trivial). For example, if all FDs share an
attribute A on the left-hand side, then we can partition the table according to A
and solve the problem separately on each partition; but now, we can ignore A in
each partition. We refer to this simplification as “common lhs.” Two additional
simplifications are the “consensus FD” and “lhs marriage.” Importantly, the
algorithm terminates in polynomial time, even under combined complexity (where
both the database and FDs are given as input).
However, OptSRepair may fail by reaching a nonempty FD set where no simplification can be applied. We prove the following about the algorithm. When it
succeeds, it returns an optimal s-repair. When it fails, the problem is NP-hard,
and in fact, APX-complete (hence, cannot be approximated better than some
constant). More so, the problem remains APX-complete if we assume that all
tuples have a unit weight. Consequently, we establish the following dichotomy in
complexity for the entire space of FD schemas (S, ∆).
• If we can eliminate all nontrivial FDs in ∆ with the three simplifications,
then an optimal s-repair can be computed in polynomial time using the
algorithm OptSRepair.
• Otherwise, computing an optimal s-repair is APX-complete, even when all
tuples have the same weight.
Finally, we show how our dichotomy settles an open problem in the complexity of finding a “most probable database” [50] in the framework of probabilistic
databases. A past dichotomy resolves this problem in the case where all the
FDs contain a single attribute on the left-hand side, and we prove that our dichotomy resolves the problem for general FD sets. That is, we prove that if all
the nontrivial FDs in ∆ can be eliminated using the three simplifications, then
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a most probable database can be computed in polynomial time. Otherwise, it is
NP-hard to compute an approximate most probable database for any constant or
polynomial approximation ratio.
The chapter presents a joint work with Benny Kimelfeld and Sudeepa Roy.
The results were published and presented in the 2018 ACM Symposium on Principles of Database Systems (PODS) [74]. An extended version of the conference
paper was published in the ACM Transactions on Database Systems (TODS)
journal [75]. The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, we give the basic
definitions and problem statement. We present our algorithm in Section 3.2, and
state our dichotomy in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, we discuss the connection
to the most probable database problem. Then, we give the full proof of our dichotomy for s-repairs in Section 3.5. We conclude and discuss future directions
in Section 3.6.

3.1

Formal Setup

In this chapter, our integrity constraints are FDs; hence, two tuples from different relations cannot jointly violate the constraints and it suffices to consider a
database with a single relation. In a general database, our results can be applied
to each relation individually (in which case, an optimal s-repair is a union of optimal s-repairs). Throughout this chapter, we assume that every FD has a single
attribute on its right-hand side; that is, it has the form X → A. Clearly, this is
not a limiting assumption, since replacing X → Y Z with X → Y and X → Z
preserves equivalence.
Let (I, w) be a weighted instance and let (J, w|J ) be a subinstance of (I, w).
We denote by w(J) the sum of weights of the facts in J (that is, w(J) =
P
w
f ∈J w(f )). The distance from (J, w|J ) to (I, w), denoted dist sub (J, I), is the
weighted sum of the facts missing from I; that is,
X
def
dist w
(J,
I)
=
w(f ) .
sub
f ∈(I\J)

An optimal subset repair of (I, w), or just optimal s-repair for short, is a consistent
subset (J, w|J ) of (I, w) such that dist w
sub (J, I) is minimal among all consistent
subsets of (I, w). When there is risk of ambiguity, we may stress that the optimal
s-repair is of (I, w) and under ∆ or under S and ∆. Every optimal s-repair is an
s-repair, but not necessarily vice versa. Observe that a consistent subset can be
transformed into a (not necessarily optimal) s-repair, with no increase of distance,
in polynomial time.
We also define approximations of optimal repairs in the natural ways, as
follows. For a number α ≥ 1, an α-optimal s-repair is an s-repair (J, w|J ) of
w
0
0
(I, w) such that dist w
sub (J, I) ≤ α · dist sub (J , I) for all s-repairs (J , w|J 0 ) of (I, w).
In particular, an optimal s-repair is the same as a 1-optimal s-repair.
Example 3.1.1. Our running example in this chapter is based on the instance
of Figure 3.1, over the relation Office(facility, room, floor, city), describing the
location of offices in an organization. For example, the first fact in I corresponds
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fact

facility

room

floor

city

w

f1
f2
f3
f4

HQ
HQ
HQ
Lab1

322
322
122
B35

3
30
1
3

Paris
Madrid
Madrid
London

2
1
1
2

(a) Weighted instance (I, w)

fact

facility

room

floor

city

w

f2
f3
f4

HQ
HQ
Lab1

322
122
B35

30
1
3

Madrid
Madrid
London

1
1
2

(b) Consistent subset (J1 , w|J1 )

fact

facility

room

floor

city

w

f1
f4

HQ
Lab1

322
B35

3
3

Paris
London

2
2

(c) Consistent subset (J2 , w|J2 )

fact

facility

room

floor

city

w

f3
f4

HQ
Lab1

122
B35

1
3

Madrid
London

1
2

(d) Consistent subset (J3 , w|J3 )

Figure 3.1: For Office(facility, room, floor, city) and FDs facility → city and
facility room → floor, a weighted instance (I, w) and consistent subsets (J1 , w|J1 ),
(J2 , w|J2 ) and (J3 , w|J3 ).
to an office in room 322, in the third floor of the headquarters (HQ) building,
located in Paris. The weight of each fact is on the rightmost column (gray shaded).
Note that the instance (J2 , w|J2 ) is unweighted, while the instances (J1 , w|J1 ) and
(J3 , w|J3 ) are weighted.
The set ∆ consists of the following FDs:
• facility → city: a facility belongs to a single city.
• facility room → floor: a room in a facility does not extend beyond one floor.
Note that the FDs allow for the same room number to occur in different facilities (possibly on different floors, in different cities). The instance (I, w) (Figure A.1(a)) violates ∆, while the other instances (Figures 3.1(b)–3.1(d)) satisfy
∆. The instances (J1 , w|J1 ), (J2 , w|J2 ) and (J3 , w|J3 ) are all consistent subsets of
(I, w). The instances (J1 , w|J1 ) and (J2 , w|J2 ) are also subset repairs of (I, w).
We have dist w
sub (J1 , I) = 2 since the missing fact (fact f1 ) has the weight 2.
w
We also have dist w
sub (J2 , I) = 2 and dist sub (J3 , I) = 3. The reader can verify that
(J1 , w|J1 ) and (J2 , w|J2 ) are optimal s-repairs. The instance (J3 , w|J3 ) is not an
optimal s-repair and, in fact, not an s-repair at all, since the second fact can be
added to J3 without violating consistency.
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We now give some non-standard notation that we need for this chapter. A
common lhs of an FD set ∆ is an attribute A such that A ∈ X for all FDs X → Y
in ∆. An FD X → Y might be such that X is empty, and then we denote it by
∅ → Y and call it a consensus FD. Satisfying the consensus FD ∅ → Y means
that all tuples agree on Y , or in other words, the column that corresponds to each
attribute in Y consists of copies of the same value. For example, ∅ → city means
that all tuples have the same city. A consensus attribute (of ∆) is an attribute
in cl ∆ (∅), that is, an attribute A such that ∅ → A is implied by ∆. We say that
∆ is consensus free if it has no consensus attributes.
An lhs marriage of an FD set ∆ is a pair (X1 , X2 ) of distinct lhs of FDs in ∆
with the following properties.
• cl ∆ (X1 ) = cl ∆ (X2 );
• The lhs of every FD in ∆ contains either X1 or X2 (or both).
Example 3.1.2. Consider the FD set ∆ of Example 3.1.1. The attribute facility
is a common lhs as it appears on the left-hand side of every FD in ∆. A simple
example of an FD set with an lhs marriage is the following FD set.
def

∆A↔B→C = {A → B , B → A , B → C}

(3.1)

As another example, consider the following FD set.
def

∆1 = {ssn → first , ssn → last , first last → ssn , ssn →
address , ssn office → phone , ssn office → fax}
Under ∆1 , the pair ({ssn}, {first, last}) is an lhs marriage.
Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema. If X is a set of attributes, then we denote by
∆ − X the set ∆0 of FDs that is obtained from ∆ by removing each attribute of
X from every left-hand side and right-hand side of every FD in ∆. Hence, no
attribute in X occurs in ∆ − X. If A is an attribute, then we may write ∆ − A
instead of ∆ − {A}. Similarly, we denote by S − X the signature obtained from
S by removing the attributes of X from the relation of S.

3.2

Algorithm

We now describe an algorithm for finding an optimal s-repair. The algorithm
terminates in polynomial time, even under combined complexity, yet it may fail.
If it succeeds, then the result is guaranteed to be an optimal s-repair. We later
discuss the situations in which the algorithm fails. The algorithm, OptSRepair,
is shown as Algorithm 1. The input is a set ∆ of FDs and a weighted instance
(I, w), both over the same relation (that we do not need to refer to explicitly). In
the remainder of this section, we fix ∆ and (I, w), and describe the execution of
OptSRepair on ∆ and (I, w). In the pseudocode, we use conventional operators
in relational algebra: projection (π), selection (σ) and union (∪).
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Algorithm 1 OptSRepair(∆, I, w)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

if ∆ is trivial then
return (I, w)
remove trivial FDs from ∆
if ∆ has a common lhs then
return CommonLHSRep(∆, I, w)
if ∆ has a consensus FD then
return ConsensusRep(∆, I, w)
if ∆ has an lhs marriage then
return MarriageRep(∆, I, w)
fail

. successful termination

. cannot find an optimal s-repair

Subroutine 1 CommonLHSRep(∆, I, w)
1:
2:
3:

A := a common lhs of ∆
J := ∪(a)∈πA I OptSRepair(∆ − A, σA=a I, w|σA=a I )
return (J, w|J )

Subroutine 2 ConsensusRep(∆, I, w)
select a consensus FD ∅ → A in ∆
for all (a) ∈ πA I do
Ja := OptSRepair(∆ − A, σA=a I, w|σA=a I )
4: amax := argmax{w(Ja ) | (a) ∈ πA I}
1:
2:
3:

a

5:

return (Jamax , w|Jamax )

Subroutine 3 MarriageRep(∆, I, w)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

select an lhs marriage (X1 , X2 ) of ∆
for all (a1 , a2 ) ∈ πX1 X2 I do
Ja1 ,a2 := OptSRepair(∆ − X1 X2 , σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 I, w|σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 I )
w(a1 , a2 ) := w(Ja1 ,a2 )
Vi := πXi I for i = 1, 2
E := {(a1 , a2 ) | (a1 , a2 ) ∈ πX1 X2 I}
G := weighted bipartite graph (V1 , V2 , E, w)
Emax := a maximum weight matching of G
J := ∪(a1 ,a2 )∈Emax Ja1 ,a2
return (J, w|J )

The algorithm handles four cases. The first is where ∆ is trivial. Then, (I, w)
is itself an optimal s-repair. The second case is where ∆ has a common lhs A.
Then, the algorithm groups the facts by A, finds an optimal s-repair for each
group (via a recursive call to OptSRepair), this time by ignoring A (i.e., removing
A from the FDs of ∆), and returning the union of the optimal s-repairs. The
precise description is in Subroutine 1 (CommonLHSRep). The third case is where
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∆ has a consensus FD ∅ → A. Similarly to the second case, the algorithm groups
the facts by A and finds an optimal s-repair for each group. This time, however,
the algorithm returns an optimal s-repair with a maximal weight among these
repairs. The precise description is in Subroutine 2 (ConsensusRep).
The fourth (last) case is the most involved. This is the case where ∆ has
an lhs marriage (X1 , X2 ). In this case, the problem is reduced to finding a
maximum weighted matching of a bipartite graph [68]. The maximum weight
matching problem is the problem of finding, given a weighted bipartite graph
(i.e., a bipartite graph in which every edge is associated with a weight), a matching in which the sum of the weights is maximal. The graph, which we denote
by G = (V1 , V2 , E, w), consists of two disjoint node sets V1 and V2 , an edge set
E that connects nodes from V1 to nodes from V2 , and a weight function w that
assigns a weight w(v1 , v2 ) to each edge (v1 , v2 ). For i = 1, 2, the node set Vi is the
set of facts in the projection of I to Xi .1 To determine the weight w(v1 , v2 ), we
select from I the subset Iv1 ,v2 that consists of the tuples that agree with v1 and v2
on X1 and X2 , respectively. We then find an optimal s-repair for (Iv1 ,v2 , w|Iv1 ,v2 ),
after we remove from ∆ every attribute in either X1 or X2 . Then, the weight
w(v1 , v2 ) is the weight of this optimal s-repair. Next, we find a maximum weight
matching Emax of G. Note that Emax is a subset of E such that no node appears
more than once. The returned result is then the disjoint union of the optimal
s-repairs of (Iv1 ,v2 , w|Iv1 ,v2 ) over all (v1 , v2 ) in Emax . The precise description is in
Subroutine 3 (MarriageRep).
The following example illustrates the execution of Subroutine 3. Example 3.3.2, given in the next subsection, illustrates the evolution of FD sets during
the execution of OptSRepair.
Example 3.2.1. Let ∆ = {A → B, B → A, B → C} be a set of FDs over
R(A, B, C), and let I be an instance that contains four facts: R(1, 0, 0), R(1, 1, 0),
R(0, 1, 1), R(0, 1, 2). Suppose that the weight of R(1, 1, 0) is 3, while the weight
of the rest of the facts is 1. The FD set ∆ has an lhs marriage ({A}, {B}).
There are three tuples in πAB I, namely (1, 0), (1, 1), and (0, 1). In the subroutine
MarriageRep we first find an optimal s-repair for the table corresponding to each
such tuple. Clearly, an optimal s-repair of the instance (σA=1,B=0 I, w|σA=1,B=0 I )
(that contains the fact R(1, 0, 0)) is the instance itself, and w(1, 0) = 1. Similarly, the instance (σA=1,B=1 I, w|σA=1,B=1 I ) (that contains the fact R(1, 1, 0)) is
consistent and w(1, 1) = 3. Finally, for the instance (σA=0,B=1 I, w|σA=0,B=1 I ) (that
contains the facts R(0, 1, 1), R(0, 1, 2)), we have that w(0, 1) = 1, since these two
facts violate the FD B → C (hence, only one of them will be in a repair).
The bipartite graph G will contain two nodes v0 , v1 (corresponding to the values 0, 1 in attribute A) on the left hand-side, and two nodes u0 , u1 (corresponding
to the values 0, 1 in attribute B) on the right-hand side. The edge set E will contain the edges (v1 , u0 ) (with w(v1 , u0 ) = 1), (v1 , u1 ) (with w(v1 , u1 ) = 3), and
(v0 , u1 ) (with w(v0 , u1 ) = 1). A maximum weight matching of G will contain a
single edge (v1 , u1 ), and the corresponding instance that contain the fact R(1, 1, 0)
1

In principle, it may be the case that the same tuple occurs in both V1 and V2 , since the
tuple is in both projections. Nevertheless, we still treat the two occurrences of the tuple as
distinct nodes, and so effectively assume that V1 and V2 are disjoint.
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is indeed an optimal s-repair of (I, w). If, on the other hand, the weight of the
fact R(1, 1, 0) is also 1, the weight of the edge (v1 , u1 ) will be 1, and a maximum
weight matching will contain two edges (v1 , u0 ) and (v0 , u1 ). In this case, there
are two optimal s-repairs: one that contains both R(1, 0, 0) and R(0, 1, 1), and
one that contains both R(1, 0, 0) and R(0, 1, 2). The algorithm will return one of
these repairs.
The following theorem states the correctness and efficiency of OptSRepair.
Theorem 3.2.2. Let ∆ and (I, w) be a set of FDs and a weighted instance, respectively, over a relation schema R(A1 , . . . , Ak ). If OptSRepair(∆, I, w) succeeds,
then it returns an optimal s-repair. Moreover, OptSRepair(∆, I, w) terminates in
polynomial time in k, |∆|, and |I|.
In the next subsection, we discuss the cases where OptSRepair(∆, T ) fails. The
complete proof of Theorem 3.2.2 is given in Section 3.5. The proof is by induction
on the number of simplifications that OptSRepair applies to ∆. For each one of
the three simplifications, we prove that if OptSRepair returns an optimal s-repair
after the simplification is applied, then it also returns an optimal s-repair for the
original set of FDs.

3.3

Dichotomy

The reader can observe that the success or failure of OptSRepair(∆, I, w) depends
only on ∆, and not on (I, w). The algorithm OSRSucceeds(∆), depicted as Algorithm 2, tests whether ∆ is such that OptSRepair succeeds by simulating the cases
and corresponding changes to ∆. The next theorem shows that, under conventional complexity assumptions, OptSRepair covers all sets ∆ such that an optimal
s-repair can be found in polynomial time. Hence, we establish a dichotomy in the
complexity of computing an optimal s-repair.
Theorem 3.3.1. Let ∆ be a set of FDs.
• If OSRSucceeds(∆) returns true, then an optimal s-repair can be computed
in polynomial time by executing OptSRepair(∆, I, w) on the input (I, w).
• If OSRSucceeds(∆) returns false, then computing an optimal s-repair is
APX-complete, and remains APX-complete on unweighted instances.
Moreover, the execution of OSRSucceeds(∆) terminates in polynomial time in
|∆|.
The proof of Theorem 3.3.1 is involved; hence, we give the full proof in Section 3.5. Note that the positive side of the dichotomy is not guaranteed by traditional conditions on FDs, such as Boyce-Codd normal form (BCNF) [26]. For
example, the FD set {A → B, B → A} over R(A, B) is in BCNF, but computing
an optimal s-repair is APX-complete in this case.
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Algorithm 2 OSRSucceeds(∆)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

while ∆ is nontrivial do
remove trivial FDs from ∆
if ∆ has a common lhs A then
∆ := ∆ − A
else if ∆ has a consensus FD ∅ → A then
∆ := ∆ − A
else if ∆ has an lhs marriage (X1 , X2 ) then
∆ := ∆ − X1 X2
else
return false
return true

Example 3.3.2. We now illustrate the application of Theorem 3.3.1 to several
FD sets. Consider first the FD set ∆ of our running example. The execution of
OSRSucceeds(∆) transforms ∆ as follows.
{facility → city , facility room → floor}
(common lhs) V{∅ → city , room → floor}
(consensus) V{room → floor}
(common lhs) V{∅ → floor}
(consensus) V{}
Therefore, OSRSucceeds(∆) is true, and hence, an optimal s-repair can be found
in polynomial time.
Next, consider the FD set ∆A↔B→C from Example 3.1.2. The execution of
the algorithm OSRSucceeds(∆A↔B→C ) is as follows.
{A → B, B → A, B → C}
(lhs marriage) V{∅ → C}
(consensus) V{}
Hence, this is again an example of an FD set on the tractable side of the dichotomy.
As the last positive example we consider the FD set ∆1 of Example 3.1.2.
{ssn → first , ssn → last , first last → ssn , ssn → address ,
ssn office → phone , ssn office → fax}
(lhs marriage) V{∅ → address , office → phone , office → fax}
(consensus) V{office → phone , office → fax}
(common lhs) V{∅ → phone , ∅ → fax}
(consensus) V{}
On the other hand, for ∆ = {A → B, B → C}, none of the conditions of
OSRSucceeds(∆) is true, and therefore, the algorithm returns false. It thus follows
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from Theorem 3.3.1 that computing an optimal s-repair is APX-complete (even if
all tuple weights are the same). The same applies to ∆ = {A → B, C → D}.
As another example, the following corollary of Theorem 3.3.1 generalizes the
tractability of our running example to general FD sets with an lhs chain. An FD
set ∆ has an lhs chain if for every two FDs X1 → Y1 and X2 → Y2 it is the case
that X1 ⊆ X2 or X2 ⊆ X1 . For example, the FD set of our running example has
an lhs chain, since {facility} ⊂ {facility, room}. The FD set {A → B, B → A},
on the other hand, does not have an lhs chain, as {A} 6⊆ {B} and {B} 6⊆ {A}.
As will be seen later, the definition of an lhs chain plays an important role in the
main result of Chapter 4.
Corollary 3.3.3. If ∆ is an FD set with an lhs chain, then an optimal s-repair
is computable in polynomial time.
Proof. The reader can easily verify that when ∆ has an lhs chain, OSRSucceeds(∆)
will reduce it to emptiness by repeatedly removing consensus attributes and
common-lhs, as done in our running example.
Finally, we discuss approximations of optimal s-repairs. An easy observation
is that the computation of an optimal s-repair is easily reducible to the weighted
vertex-cover problem—given a graph G where nodes are assigned nonnegative
weights, find a vertex cover (i.e., a set C of nodes that intersects with all edges)
with a minimal sum of weights. Indeed, given a weighted instance (I, w), we
construct the graph G that has the facts of I as the set of nodes, and an edge
between every f and g such that {f, g} violates one or more FDs in ∆. Given
a vertex cover C for G, we obtain a consistent subset (J, w|J ) by deleting from
I every fact with a node in C. Clearly, this reduction is strict. As weighted
vertex cover is 2-approximable in polynomial time [11], we conclude the same for
optimal subset repairing.
Proposition 3.3.4. For all FD sets ∆, a 2-optimal s-repair can be computed in
polynomial time.
While Proposition 3.3.4 is straightforward, it is of practical importance as it
limits the severity of the lower bounds we establish in this chapter.

3.4

The Most Probable Database Problem

In this section, we draw a connection to the Most Probable Database problem
(MPD) [50]. An instance in our setting can be viewed as a relation of a tupleindependent database [31] if each weight is in the interval [0, 1]. In that case,
we view the weight as the probability of the corresponding fact, and we call the
instance a probabilistic instance. Such an intance (I, w) represents a probability
space over the subsets of (I, w), where a subset is selected by considering each fact
f ∈ I independently and selecting it with the probability w(f ), or equivalently,
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deleting it with the probability 1 − w(f ). Hence, the probability of a subset
(J, w|J ), denoted Prw
I (J), is given by:

! 
Y
Y
def
Prw
w(f ) × 
(1 − w(f ))
(3.2)
I (J) =
f ∈J

f ∈I\J

Given a constraint ϕ over the schema of (I, w), MPD for ϕ is the problem of
computing a subset (J, w|J ) that satisfies ϕ, and has the maximal probability
among all such subsets. Here, we consider the case where ϕ is a set ∆ of FDs.
Hence, MPD for ∆ is the problem of computing
argmax Prw
I (J) .
J⊆I , J|=∆

Gribkoff, Van den Broeck, and Suciu [50] proved the following dichotomy for
unary FDs, which are FDs of the form A → X having a single attribute on their
left-hand side.
Theorem 3.4.1. [50] Let ∆ be a set of unary FDs over a relational schema.
MPD for ∆ is either solvable in polynomial time or NP-hard.
The question of whether such a dichotomy holds for general (not necessarily
unary) FDs has been left open. The following corollary of Theorem 3.3.1 fully
resolves this question.
Theorem 3.4.2. Let ∆ be an FD set over a relational schema. If OSRSucceeds(∆)
is true, then MPD for ∆ is solvable in polynomial time; otherwise, MPD is
NP-hard, and has no polynomial-time (multiplicative) approximation within any
subexponential factor, unless P = NP.
Proof. We first show a reduction from MPD to the problem of computing an
optimal s-repair. Let (I, w) be an input for MPD. By a certain fact we refer to
a fact f for which w(f ) = 1. We assume that the set of certain facts satisfies
∆ collectively, since otherwise the probability of any consistent subset is zero
(and we can select, e.g., the empty subset as a most likely solution). We can
then replace each probability 1 with a probability that is smaller than, yet close
enough to 1, so that every consistent subset that excludes a certain fact is less
likely than any subset that includes all certain facts. In addition, as observed by
Gribkoff et al. [50], facts with probability at most 0.5 can be eliminated, since
we can always remove them from any (consistent) subset without reducing the
probability. Hence, we assume that 0.5 < w(f ) < 1 for all f ∈ I. From (3.2) we
conclude the following.
!
!
!
Y
Y w(f )
Y w(f )
w
×
(1 − w(f )) ∝
(3.3)
PrI (J) =
1 − w(f )
1 − w(f )
f ∈J
f ∈I
f ∈J
Note that p ∝ q means that the two numbers differ by a multiplicative factor
that is the same for all possible worlds. The reason for the proportionality (∝) is
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that all consistent subsets share the same right factor of the first product. While
the weight of a consistent subset is the sum of its fact weights, the probability of
a possible world is obtained by multiplying probabilities. Hence, a probability is
translated into a weight by taking its logarithm. Thus, we construct an instance
(I 0 , w0 ) that is the same as (I, w), except that w0 (f ) = log(w(f )/(1 − w(f ))) for
all f ∈ I 0 . Since we assume that w(f ) > 0.5 for all f ∈ I, it holds that w0 (f ) is
strictly positive for all f ∈ I 0 . Then, a most likely database of (I, w) is the same2
as an optimal s-repair of (I 0 , w0 ).
For the “otherwise” part we show a reduction from the problem of computing
an optimal s-repair of an unweighted instance to MPD. The reduction is straightforward: given I, we set the weight w(f ) of each fact f ∈ I to 0.9 (or any fixed
number greater than 0.5). From (3.2) it follows that a consistent subset is most
probable if and only if it has a maximal number of facts. From (3.3) we conclude
that the probability of a subset (J, w|J ) is proportional to (0.9/0.1)|J| = 9|J| .
Therefore, the gap between the probability of an s-repair (J, w|J ) and that of an
optimal s-repair (Jopt , w|Jopt ) is 9|Jopt |−|J| . The APX-hardness of finding an optimal
subset repair implies that, assuming P 6= NP, there is a fixed α > 1 such that
we cannot guarantee any (J, w|J ) with |I| − |J| < α(|I| − |Jopt |), or equivalently,
we cannot guarantee |Jopt | − |J| < (α − 1)(|I| − |Jopt |). Note, however, that
(α − 1)(|I| − |Jopt |) is Ω(|I|) in every instance constructed in our proof of the negative side of Theorem 3.3.1 (as we always have to remove at least a linear number
of facts to obtain consistency). Therefore, we cannot get an approximation better
than the exponential 9Ω(|I|) .
Comment 3.4.3. When considering unary FDs, there is a disagreement between
our tractability condition (Algorithm 2) and that of Gribkoff et al. [50]. In particular, the FD set ∆A↔B→C defined in Example 3.1.2 is classified as polynomial
time in our dichotomy while NP-hard by Gribkoff et al. [50]. This is due to a gap
in their proof of hardness.3

3.5

Proof of Dichotomy

In this section, we prove Theorem 3.3.1 (i.e., our dichotomy in the complexity of
computing an optimal s-repair).

3.5.1

Positive Side

The positive side is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.2.2. Recall that Theorem 3.2.2 states that if OptSRepair(∆, I, w) succeeds on a set of FDs ∆ and an
instance (I, w), then it returns an optimal s-repair of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆ in polynomial time. Since OSRSucceeds(∆) simulates the execution of OptSRepair(∆, I, w)
and returns true if and only if OptSRepair(∆, I, w) succeeds on every instance
2

We do not need to make an assumption of infinite precision to work with logarithms, since
the algorithms we use for computing an optimal s-repair can replace addition and subtraction
with multiplication and division, respectively.
3
This has been established in a private communication with the authors of [50].
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∆−X
Lemma 3.5.2

consensus
∆−A
Lemma 3.5.1

∆ − X1 X2

common lhs

lhs marriage

Lemma 3.5.3

∆

Trivial ∆

∆0

Figure 3.2: An illustration of the proof of Theorem 3.2.2. We start with an FD
set ∆0 and apply simplifications to it, until we get a trivial set of FDs ∆. The
red arrows represent simplifications. A black arrow from ∆0 to ∆ means that
if we can find an optimal s-repair for ∆0 in polynomial time, then we can find
an optimal s-repair for ∆ in polynomial time. The proof is in the lemma that
appears next to the corresponding black arrow.
(I, w), the positive side of Theorem 3.3.1 follows immediately from Theorem 3.2.2.
Hence, we start by proving this theorem.
The proof of Theorem 3.2.2 is illustrated in Figure 3.2. We prove the theorem
by induction on the number of simplifications that OptSRepair applies to ∆.
For each one of the three simplifications, we prove that if OptSRepair returns an
optimal s-repair after the simplification is applied, then it also returns an optimal
s-repair for the original set of FDs. We start by proving this for the common lhs
simplification.
Lemma 3.5.1. Let (I, w) be a weighted instance and ∆ be a set of FDs that has a
common lhs A. If OptSRepair(∆ − A, σA=a I, w|σA=a I ) returns an optimal s-repair
of (σA=a I, w|σA=a I ) w.r.t. ∆ − A for all (a) ∈ πA I, then CommonLHSRep(∆, I, w)
returns an optimal s-repair of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆.
Proof. Let (J, w|J ) be the result of CommonLHSRep(∆, I, w). We start by proving
that J is consistent. Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that J is not
consistent. Then, there are two facts f1 and f2 in J that jointly violate an FD
Z → B in ∆. Since A is a common lhs, it holds that A ∈ Z; hence, the facts f1
and f2 agree on the value of attribute A, and do not agree on the value of attribute
B. Assume that f1 .A = f2 .A = a. By definition, there is an FD (Z \ {A)} → B
in ∆ − A. Clearly, the facts f1 and f2 agree on all the attributes in Z \ {A},
and do not agree on the value of attribute B. Thus, f1 and f2 violate an FD in
∆−A, which is a contradiction to the fact that OptSRepair(∆−A, σA=a I, w|σA=a I )
returns an optimal s-repair of (σA=a I, w|σA=a I ) that contains both f1 and f2 .
Next, we prove that (J, w|J ) is an optimal s-repair of (I, w). Let us assume, by
way of contradiction, that this is not the case. That is, there is another consistent
subset (J 0 , w|J 0 ) of (I, w), such that w(J 0 ) > w(J). In this case, there exists at
least one value a0 of attribute A, such that the total weight of the facts f ∈ J 0 for
which it holds that f.A = a0 is higher than the total weight of such facts in J. Let
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F = {f1 , . . . , fn } be the set of facts from J for which it holds that fj .A = a0 , and
let G = {g1 , . . . , gm } be the set of such facts in J 0 . It holds that w(G) > w(F ).
We claim that {g1 , . . . , gm } is a consistent subset of (σA=a0 I, w|σA=a0 I ). Let us
assume, by way of contradiction, that {g1 , . . . , gm } is not a consistent subset of
(σA=a0 I, w|σA=a0 I ). Thus, there exist two facts gj1 and gj2 that jointly violate an
FD, Z → B, in ∆ − A. By definition, there is an FD (Z ∪ {A}) → B in ∆, and
since gj1 and gj2 agree on the value of attribute A, they clearly violate this FD
as well, which is a contradiction to the fact that they both appear in J 0 (which is
a consistent subset of I). Hence, G is a consistent subset of σA=a0 I and it holds
that w(G) > w(F ), which is a contradiction to the fact that {f1 , . . . , fn } is an
optimal s-repair of σA=a0 I. We conclude that J is a consistent subset of I, and
there is no other consistent subset of I with a weight higher that w(J); hence,
(J, w|J ) is an optimal s-repair of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆.
Next, we consider the consensus FD simplification.
Lemma 3.5.2. Let (I, w) be a weighted instance and let ∆ be a set of FDs
that has a consensus FD ∅ → A. If OptSRepair(∆ − A, σA=a I, w|σA=a I ) returns
an optimal s-repair of (σA=a I, w|σA=a I ) w.r.t. ∆ − A for all (a) ∈ πA I, then
ConsensusRep(∆, I, w) returns an optimal s-repair of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆.
Proof. Let (J, w|J ) be the result of ConsensusRep(∆, I, w). We will start by proving that J is consistent. Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that J is
inconsistent. Thus, there are two fact f1 and f2 in J that jointly violate an FD
Z → B in ∆. Note that f1 and f2 agree on the value of attribute A (since
ConsensusRep(∆, I, w) always returns a set of facts that agree on the value of
attribute A). Assume that f1 .A = f2 .A = a. Therefore, it holds that B 6= A and
f1 .B 6= f2 .B. By definition, there is an FD (Z \ {A}) → B in ∆ − A. Clearly,
the facts f1 and f2 agree on all the attributes in Z \ {A}, but do not agree on the
value of attribute B. Thus, f1 and f2 also jointly violate an FD in ∆ − A, which
is a contradiction to the fact that OptSRepair(∆ − A, σA=a I, w|σA=a I ) returns an
optimal s-repair of (σA=a I, w|σA=a I ) that contains both f1 and f2 .
Next, we prove that (J, w|J ) is an optimal s-repair of (I, w). Clearly, an
optimal s-repair of (I, w) is also an optimal s-repair of σA=a0 I for some (a0 ) ∈ πA I
(as ∆ contains the FD ∅ → A). We know that OptSRepair(∆ − A, σA=a I, w|σA=a I )
returns an optimal s-repair of (σA=a I, w|σA=a I ) w.r.t. ∆ − A for all (a) ∈ πA I, and
ConsensusRep(∆, I, w) selects the s-repair with the highest weight among these
s-repairs; hence, (J, w|J ) is an optimal s-repair of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆.
We now prove the above for the lhs-marriage simplification.
Lemma 3.5.3. Let (I, w) be a weighted instance and ∆ be a set of FDs that has
an lhs marriage (X1 , X2 ). If OptSRepair(∆−X1 X2 , σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 I, w|σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 I )
returns an optimal s-repair of (σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 I, w|σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 I ) w.r.t. ∆ − X1 X2 for
all (a1 , a2 ) ∈ πX1 X2 I, then MarriageRep(∆, I, w) returns an optimal s-repair of
(I, w) w.r.t. ∆.
Proof. Let (J, w|J ) be the result of MarriageRep(∆, I, w). We first prove that
J is consistent. Assume, by way of contradiction, that f1 and f2 are two facts
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in J that jointly violate ∆. We first observe that f1 [X1 ] = f2 [X1 ] if and only
if f1 [X2 ] = f2 [X2 ], since J is constructed via a matching of G (lines 8-9). If
f1 [X1 ] 6= f2 [X1 ] and f1 [X2 ] 6= f2 [X2 ], then the definition of an lhs marriage
implies that f1 and f2 disagree on the left-hand side of every FD in ∆, and hence
satisfy ∆. We conclude that f1 [X1 ] = f2 [X1 ] and f1 [X2 ] = f2 [X2 ], and therefore,
f1 and f2 are both in σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 I for some (a1 , a2 ) ∈ πX1 X2 I. Suppose that f1
and f2 violate the FD Z → B in ∆. Since f1 and f2 agree on X1 and X2 , the facts
f1 and f2 must violate Z \(X1 ∪X2 ) → B, which is in ∆−X1 X2 . This contradicts
the assumption that OptSRepair(∆−X1 X2 , σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 I, w|σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 I ) returns
an s-repair. We conclude that J is consistent, as claimed.
We complete the proof by showing that (J, w|J ) is optimal. Let (J 0 , w|J 0 ) be
a consistent subset of (I, w). We need to prove that w(J 0 ) ≤ w(J). From the
construction of J it follows that w(J) = w(Emax ), where w(E) denotes the sum
of weights of a matching E of G. So, it suffices to prove that w(J 0 ) ≤ w(E 0 ) for
some matching E 0 of G.
The definition of an lhs marriage implies that both X1 → X2 and X2 → X1
are entailed by ∆. Hence, if f1 and f2 are facts of J 0 , then it is again the case that
f1 [X1 ] = f2 [X1 ] if and only if f1 [X2 ] = f2 [X2 ]. We select as E 0 the matching of G
that contains the edges (a1 , a2 ) whenever f [X1 ] = a1 and f [X2 ] = a2 for some fact
f of J 0 . As J 0 is consistent, we have that (σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 J 0 , w|σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 J 0 ) is a consistent subset of (σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 I, w|σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 I ) w.r.t. ∆ − X1 X2 for all (a1 , a2 ) ∈
E 0 , since all the facts in this instance agree on X1 X2 . Then, if (Ja1 ,a2 , w|Ja1 ,a2 ) is
an optimal s-repair of (σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 I, w|σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 I ), then w(σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 J 0 ) ≤
w(Ja1 ,a2 ). Moreover, w(Ja1 ,a2 ) = w(a1 , a2 ) due to the construction of G and the
assumption that OptSRepair(∆ − X1 X2 , σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 I, w|σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 I ) returns an
optimal s-repair. Thus, w(J 0 ) ≤ w(E 0 ) as claimed.
Finally, we use the above lemmas to prove Theorem 3.2.2. We will prove the
theorem by induction on n, the number of simplifications that will be applied to
∆ by OptSRepair. We start by proving the basis of the induction, that is, n = 0.
In this case, OptSRepair(∆, I, w) will only succeed if ∆ = ∅ or if ∆ is trivial.
Clearly, in this case, I is consistent w.r.t. ∆ and an optimal s-repair of (I, w) is
(I, w) itself. And indeed, OptSRepair(∆, I, w) will return (I, w).
For the inductive step, we need to prove that if the claim is true for all
n = 0, . . . , k − 1, it is also true for n = k. In this case, OptSRepair(∆, I, w) will
start by applying some simplification to the schema. Clearly, the result is a set
of FDs ∆0 , such that OptSRepair(∆0 , I 0 , w|I 0 ) will apply k − 1 simplifications to
∆0 . One of the following holds:
1. ∆ has a common lhs A. In this case, the condition of line 4 is satisfied and
the subroutine CommonLHSRep will be called. Note that OptSRepair(∆, I, w)
will succeed if and only if OptSRepair(∆ − A, σA=a I, w|σA=a I ) succeeds for
each (a) ∈ πA I. We know from the inductive assumption that for each
(a) ∈ πA I, if OptSRepair(∆ − A, σA=a I), w|σA=a I ) succeeds, then it returns
an optimal s-repair. Thus, Lemma 3.5.1 implies that OptSRepair(∆, I, w)
returns an optimal s-repair of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆.
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2. ∆ does not have a common lhs, but has a consensus FD ∅ → A. In this case,
the condition of line 4 is not satisfied, but the condition of line 6 is satisfied
and the subroutine ConsensusRep will be called. Again, OptSRepair(∆, I, w)
will succeed if and only if OptSRepair(∆ − A, σA=a I, w|σA=a I ) succeeds for
each (a) ∈ πA I. We know from the inductive assumption that for each
(a) ∈ πA I, if OptSRepair(∆ − A, σA=a I, w|σA=a I ) succeeds, then it returns
an optimal s-repair. Thus, Lemma 3.5.2 implies that OptSRepair(∆, I, w)
returns an optimal s-repair of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆.
3. ∆ does not have a common lhs or a consensus FD, but has an lhs marriage. In this case, the conditions of line 4 and line 6 are not satisfied,
but the condition of line 8 is satisfied and the subroutine MarriageRep
will be called. As in the previous cases, OptSRepair(∆, I, w) will succeed if and only if OptSRepair(∆ − X1 X2 , σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 I, w|σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 I )
succeeds for each (a1 , a2 ) ∈ πX1 X2 I. We know from the inductive assumption that if OptSRepair(∆ − X1 X2 , σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 I, w|σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 I ) succeeds, then it returns an optimal s-repair. Thus, Lemma 3.5.3 implies that
OptSRepair(∆, I, w) returns an optimal s-repair of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆.
This concludes our proof of correctness of algorithm OptSRepair. Next, we
prove the complexity claim of Theorem 3.2.2. The main observation here is that
whenever the algorithm makes a recursive call, it is applied to disjoint sets of facts
of I. For the common lhs and consensus FD simplifications, the recursive call is
applied to σA=a I for every (a) ∈ πA I, and for the lhs marriage simplification, the
recursive call is applied to σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 I for every (a1 , a2 ) ∈ πX1 X2 I.
We now provide the recurrence function for each one of the subroutines of
the algorithm. The following is the recurrence function for the subroutines
CommonLHSRep and ConsensusRep.
X
F (k, n) ≤ P (k, n) +
F (k − 1, na )
(a)∈πA I

where k is the number of attributes that occur in ∆, n is the number of facts in
I, P is a polynomial, and na is the number of facts in σA=a I. These subroutines
have the same recurrence function (up to the polynomial P ) since in both cases
we split the database into blocks of facts that agree on the value of attribute A,
and then solve the problem separately for each one of these blocks.
The recurrence function for the subroutine MarriageRep looks as follows.
X
F (k, n) ≤ P (k, n) +
F (k − 1, na1 ,a2 )
(a1 ,a2 )∈
πX1 X2 I

where na1 ,a2 is the number of facts in σX1 =a1 ,X2 =a2 I.
Since finding an optimal s-repair for a trivial FD set requires no computation
(except for returning the table itself), and since in each one of the above recurrence functions, the tables in the last argument form a partition of I, a standard
analysis of F shows that it is bounded by a polynomial.
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Table 3.1: FD schemas used in the proof of hardness of Theorem 3.3.1.

3.5.2

FD Schema

Signature

FDs

(SABC , ∆A→B→C )

R(A, B, C)

A → B, B → C

(SABC , ∆A→C←B )

R(A, B, C)

A → C, B → C

(SABC , ∆AB→C→B )

R(A, B, C)

AB → C, C → B

(SABC , ∆AB↔AC↔BC )

R(A, B, C)

AB → C, AC → B, BC → A

Negative Side

For the negative side of Theorem 3.3.1, membership in APX is due to Proposition 3.3.4. The proof of hardness is based on the concept of a fact-wise reduction [59], as previously done for proving dichotomies on sets of FDs [36,59,60,73].
The following lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 3.5.4. Let (S, ∆) and (S 0 , ∆0 ) be two FD schemas. If there is a fact-wise
reduction from (S, ∆) to (S 0 , ∆0 ), then there is a strict reduction from the problem
of computing an optimal s-repair under S and ∆ to that of computing an optimal
s-repair under S 0 and ∆0 .
Our proof, which is illustrated in Figure 3.3, consists of four steps.
1. We first prove APX-hardness for each of the FD sets in Table 3.1 over
R(A, B, C). For ∆A→B→C and ∆A→C←B we adapt reductions by Gribkoff
et al. [50] in the work that we discussed in Section 3.4. For ∆AB→C→B
we show a reduction from MAX-NM-SAT [52]. Most intricate is the proof
for ∆AB↔AC↔BC , where we devise a nontrivial adaptation of a reduction
by Amini et al. [3] from finding a maximum bounded covering by 3-sets to
triangle packing in graphs of bounded degree.
2. Next, we consider an FD set ∆ that cannot be further simplified (that is,
∆ does not have a common lhs, a consensus FD, or an lhs marriage). We
show that ∆ can be classified into one of five certain classes of FD sets.
3. Then, we prove that for each FD set ∆ in one of the five classes there exists
a fact-wise reduction from one of the four schemas of Table 3.1.
4. Finally, we prove that whenever OSRSucceeds simplifies ∆ into ∆0 , there
is a fact-wise reduction from (R, ∆0 ) to (R, ∆), where R is the underlying
relation schema.
Next, we give the full proof. Recall that in the negative side of Theorem 3.3.1 we
consider unweighted instances; hence, in this section we ignore the weight function
and consider traditional database instances I. Also recall that to construct an
α-optimal repair, it suffices to construct a consistent subset J of I such that
w
dist w
sub (J, I) ≤ α · dist sub (Jopt , I), where Jopt is an optimal s-repair of I. We
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∆−X
Lemma 3.5.22

consensus
∆−A
Lemma 3.5.21

∆ − X1 X2

common lhs

lhs marriage

Lemma 3.5.23

∆

Class (1)
Lemma 3.5.15

Class (2)
Lemma 3.5.16

∆A→C←B

Class (3)

Class (5)

Lemma 3.5.17

∆AB↔AC↔BC

Lemma 3.5.10
Max-2-SAT

Class (4)

Lemma 3.5.16

∆A→B→C

Lemma 3.5.6

∆0

∆AB→C→B

Lemma 3.5.7

Triangle Packing

Lemma 3.5.18

Lemma 3.5.12

Max-non-mixed-SAT

Figure 3.3: An illustration of our proof of the negative side of Theorem 3.3.1. We
start with an FD set ∆0 and apply simplifications to it, until we get a non trivial
set of FDs ∆, that we classify into one of five classes. The red arrows represent
simplifications. A black arrow represents a reduction that we construct in the
lemma that appears next to the arrow.
can then transform the consistent subset into a repair, without increasing the
distance, by greedily adding facts while we can. Hence, in our proofs, we will
often construct consistent subsets without reasoning about maximality.
Step 1: Hardness for the FD sets of Table 3.1
We start by proving that computing an optimal s-repair for the FD schemas in
Table 3.1 is APX-complete. Proposition 3.3.4 implies that the problem is in APX
for each one of these sets. Thus, it is only left to show that the problem is also
APX-hard. Gribkoff et al. [50] proved that the MPD problem is NP-hard for
both ∆A→B→C and ∆A→C←B . Their hardness proof also holds for the problem of
computing an optimal s-repair. Thus, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5.5. [50] Computing an optimal s-repair is NP-hard for both ∆A→C←B
and ∆A→B→C .
We will now strengthen the above result by showing that the problems are
not only NP-hard, but also APX-hard. Gribkoff et al. [50] prove Lemma 3.5.5
by showing a reduction from the MAX-2-SAT problem: given a 2-CNF formula
ψ, determine what is the maximum number of clauses in ψ which can be simultaneously satisfied. We now show that their reduction is a PTAS-reduction
from MAX-2-SAT to our problem, and since MAX-2-SAT is known to be APXcomplete [9], we will conclude that our problem is APX-complete as well. We
give the results separately for the convenience of later reference.
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Lemma 3.5.6. Computing an optimal s-repair for ∆A→C←B is APX-complete.
Proof. The reduction of Gribkoff et al. [50] uses the following construction. Given
a 2-CNF formula ψ, they construct an instance I over R(A, B, C), by adding the
facts R(ci , xk , lxk ) and R(ci , xj , lxj ) for each clause ci = lxj ∨ lxk in ψ, where lx is
either x or ¬x for x ∈ {xj , xk }. The FD A → C in ∆A→C←B ensures that each
consistent subset contains at most one fact for each clause. The FD B → C in
∆A→C←B ensures that for every variable x, each consistent subset contains either
x or ¬x (but not both) in attribute C. Hence, as proved by Gribkoff et al. [50], it
holds that the maximum number of clauses that can be simultaneously satisfied
is exactly the size of an optimal s-repair of the constructed instance I. We denote
by n the number of clauses in ψ. Clearly, the constructed I contains 2n facts.
Hence, an optimal solution for MAX-2-SAT satisfies m clauses if and only if an
optimal s-repair is obtained by deleting 2n − m facts from I.
We now prove that their reduction is a PTAS-reduction (f, g, κ). The function
f is described above. Clearly, it transforms an input x to MAX-2-SAT to an input
f (x) to our problem in polynomial time. Given a solution y 0 to f (x), the solution
g(x, y 0 ) for x will assign the value 1 to a variable xj in the formula if a fact
R(ci , xj , xj ) is in I \ y 0 (i.e., it belongs to the s-repair obtained by deleting the
facts in y 0 from I). Similarly, it will assign the value 0 to a variable xk if a fact
R(ci , xk , ¬xk ) is in I \ y 0 . As explained above, a consistent subset of I cannot
contain two facts R(ci , xj , xj ) and R(cr , xj , ¬xj ); hence, this is indeed a truth
assignment to the variables in the formula. Moreover, the assignment g(x, y 0 )
satisfies each ci that appears in attribute A in some fact from I \ y 0 , and since
each fact in I \ y 0 has a different ci in attribute A (otherwise, the FD A → C is
violated), exactly 2n − |y 0 | clauses are satisfied by g(x, y 0 ). Note that since I \ y 0 is
an s-repair, we cannot add facts to it without violating consistency; hence, clauses
ci that do not appear in I \ y 0 are not satisfied by this assignment. We will prove
that if y 0 is a κ(α)-optimal solution to our problem on f (x), then g(x, y 0 ) is an
.
α-optimal solution to MAX-2-SAT on x, where κ(α) = 4α−1
3α
Let yopt be a set of clauses satisfied by an optimal solution to the MAX-2-SAT
0
problem, and let yopt
be an optimal solution to our problem. It is known that
there is always an assignment that satisfies at least half of the clauses in the
formula; hence, it holds that 12 n ≤ |yopt |. Now, for β > 1, let y 0 be a β-optimal
solution to our problem. Then,
0
|y 0 | ≤ β|yopt
|

We will now show that if β = 4α−1
, then g(x, y 0 ) is an α-optimal solution for
3α
MAX-2-SAT. Let y be the set of clauses satisfied by the assignment g(x, y 0 ).
0
|y| = 2n − |y 0 | ≥ 2n − β|yopt
| = 2n − β(2n − |yopt |) = β|yopt | − 2(β − 1)n

≥ β|yopt | − 2(β − 1) · 2|yopt | = (4 − 3β)|yopt |
Hence, we have that:
|y|
1
≥ (4 − 3β) =
|yopt |
α
4α − 1
⇒β=
3α
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Figure 3.4: An illustration of the reduction used by Amini et al. [3] to prove
APX-hardness for the problem of finding the maximum number of edge disjoint
triangles in a tripartite graph with a bounded degree.
Therefore, to obtain an α-optimal solution to MAX-2-SAT, we need to find
solution to our problem. Clearly, κ(α) > 1 whenever α > 1, and
a
that concludes our proof.
4α−1
-optimal
3α

Next, we consider the FD set ∆A→B→C .
Lemma 3.5.7. Computing an optimal s-repair for ∆A→B→C is APX-complete.
Proof. Gribkoff et al. [50] use the same reduction for both ∆A→C←B and ∆A→B→C .
The only difference is that for ∆A→B→C the FD A → B (rather than A → C)
ensures that each consistent subset contains at most one fact for each clause.
Hence, the proof of the previous lemma also holds for this case.
Next, we prove that computing an optimal s-repair for ∆AB↔AC↔BC is APXcomplete as well. To do that, we consider the problem of finding the maximum
number of edge-disjoint triangles in a tripartite graph with a bounded degree B.
Amini et al. [3] (who refer to this problem as MECT-B) proved that this problem
is APX-complete. We first prove that the complement problem of MECT-B (i.e.,
what is the minimum number of triangles that need to be left out in any choice of
a set of edge-disjoint triangles from the graph) is APX-hard for tripartite graphs
that satisfy a specific property. We denote the complement problem by MECT-B.
We use the reduction of Amini et al. [3] to prove that.
To prove APX-hardness for the problem MECT-B, they build a reduction
from the problem of finding a maximum bounded covering by 3-sets: given a
collection of subsets of a given set that contain exactly three elements each,
such that each element appears in at most B subsets, find the maximum number
of disjoint subsets. In their reduction, they construct a tripartite graph, such
that for each subset Si = {x, y, z}, they add to the graph the structure from
Figure 3.4. Note that the nodes ai [1] . . . ai [9] are unique for this subset, while
the nodes x[0], x[1], y[0], y[1], z[0], z[1] will appear only once in the graph, even if
they appear in more than one subset. Thus, we can build a set of edge-disjoint
triangles for the constructed tripartite graph by selecting, for each subset, six out
of the thirteen triangles (the even ones). This is true since the even triangles
do not share an edge with any other triangle. Hence, in their reduction, they
construct a tripartite graph with the following property: the maximum number
6
of the total number of triangles.
of edge-disjoint triangles in the graph is at least 13
6
We denote a graph that satisfies this property by 13
-tripartite graph. Thus, the
reduction of Amini et al. [3] implies that the following holds.
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Lemma 3.5.8. The problem MECT-B for

6
-tripartite
13

graphs is APX-hard.

We will now prove that the complement problem is APX-hard as well.
Lemma 3.5.9. The problem MECT-B on

6
-tripartite
13

graphs is APX-hard.

6
Proof. We construct a PTAS reduction (f, g, κ) from MECT-B on 13
-tripartite
6
graphs to MECT-B on 13 -tripartite graphs. The function f is the identity function; that is, f (x) = x. Given a solution y 0 to MECT-B, the solution g(x, y 0 ) will
contain every trinagle that belongs to x, but does not belong to y 0 . We will now
prove that if y 0 is an 13α−6
-optimal solution for MECT-B on f (x), then g(x, y 0 )
7α
is an α-optimal solution for MECT-B on x.
0
Let yopt be an optimal solution to MECT-B on x, and let yopt
be an optimal
solution to MECT-B on f (x). Let n be the number of triangles in x. Since the
6
6
input to both problems is a 13
-tripartite graph, it holds that |yopt | ≥ 13
· n. Now,
0
for β > 1, let y be a β-optimal solution to MECT-B on f (x). Then,
0
|y 0 | ≤ β|yopt
|

, then g(x, y 0 ) is an α-optimal solution for
We will show that if β = 13α−6
7α
MECT-B on x. We denote by y the set g(x, y 0 ) of edge-disjoint triangles. Note
0
that if |y 0 | = m, then |y| = n − m. Moreover, if |yopt
| = m, then |yopt | = n − m.
0
|y| = n − |y 0 | ≥ n − β|yopt
| = n − β(n − |yopt |) = β|yopt | − (β − 1)n
13
13 7
≥ β|yopt | − (β − 1) · |yopt | = ( − β)|yopt |
6
6
6
Hence, the following holds.
|y|
13 7
1
≥ ( − β) =
|yopt |
6
6
α
13α − 6
⇒β=
7α
Thus, to obtain an α-optimal solution to MECT-B, we need to find a
optimal solution to MECT-B, and that concludes our proof.

13α−6
7α

6
Next, we introduce our reduction from MECT-B on 13
-tripartite graphs to
the problem of computing an optimal s-repair for ∆AB↔AC↔BC .

Lemma 3.5.10. Computing an optimal s-repair for ∆AB↔AC↔BC is APX-complete.
6
Proof. We construct a strict reduction (f, g) from MECT-B on 13
-tripartite graphs.
In our construction, facts R(a, b, c) will represent triangles (consisting of the nodes
a, b and c), and the FDs will assert the edge disjointness. More formally, the in6
put x to the MECT-B problem is a 13
-tripartite graph with a bounded degree
B. We assume that x contains three sets of nodes: {a1 , . . . , an }, {b1 , . . . , bl } and
{c1 , . . . , cr }. Given such an input, the function f will construct an input I for our
problem as follows. For each triangle in x that consists of the nodes ai , bj , and ck ,
the instance I will contain a fact R(ai , bj , ck ). Given a solution y 0 to our problem
on f (x), the solution g(x, y 0 ) will contain every triangle (ai , bj , ck ) corresponding
to a fact in y 0 . We will now prove that at most m triangles need to be left out
in any choice of a set of edge-disjoint triangles from x if and only if there is a
consistent subset of I that is obtained by deleting at most m facts.
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The “if ” direction Assume that there is a consistent subset J of I that is
obtained by deleting at most m facts. The FD AB → C implies that a consistent subset cannot contain two facts R(ai , bj , ck1 ) and R(ai , bj , ck2 ) such that
ck1 6= ck2 . Moreover, the FD AC → B implies that it cannot contain two facts
R(ai , bj1 , ck ) and R(ai , bj2 , ck ) such that bj1 6= bj2 , and the FD BC → A implies
that it cannot contain two facts R(ai1 , bj , ck ) and R(ai2 , bj , ck ) such that ai1 6= ai2 .
Thus, two triangles (ai1 , bj1 , ck1 ) and (ai2 , bj2 , ck2 ) in x that correspond to two facts
R(ai1 , bj1 , ck1 ) and R(ai1 , bj1 , ck1 ) in J, will not share an edge (they can only share
a single node). Hence, there is a set of edge-disjoint triangles from x that does
not contain at most m triangles from x (one for each fact in I \ J).
The “only if ” direction Assume that there is a set S of edge-disjoint triangles
from g, such that at most m triangles from g do not belong to S. We can build a
consistent subset J of I in the following way: for each triangle (ai , bj , ck ) in S we
will add the fact R(ai , bj , ck ) to J. Thus, J will contain |S| facts; that is, there
will be at most m facts in I \ J. It is only left to show that J is consistent. Let
us assume, by way of contradiction, that J is not consistent. That is, there are
two facts R(a1 , b1 , c1 ) and R(a2 , b2 , c2 ) in J that violate an FD in ∆AB↔AC↔BC .
If the facts violate the FD AB → C, it holds that a1 = a2 and b1 = b2 . Thus, the
corresponding two triangles from S share the edge (a1 , b1 ), which is a contradiction
to the fact that S is a set of edge-disjoint triangles. Similarly, if the facts violate
the FD AC → B, then the corresponding two triangles share an edge (a1 , c1 ),
and if they violate the FD BC → A, the corresponding two triangles share an
edge (b1 , c1 ). Therefore, there exists a consistent subset of I that is obtained by
deleting at most m facts.
The above implies that if y 0 is an α-optimal solution to our problem on f (x),
then g(x, y 0 ) is an α-optimal solution to MECT-B on x. Hence, our reduction is
a strict reduction from MECT-B, and Lemma 3.5.9 implies that our problem is
indeed APX-complete.
Finally, we construct a reduction from MAX-NM-SAT to the problem of computing an optimal s-repair for ∆AB→C→B . MAX-NM-SAT is the problem of
determining what is the maximum number of clauses that can be simultaneously
satisfied in a CNF-formula where each clause contains either only positive literals
or only negative literals. We start by proving the MAX-NM-SAT is APX-hard.
Lemma 3.5.11. The problem MAX-NM-SAT is APX-hard.
Proof. Guruswami [52] constructed a reduction from the MAX-3-SAT problem
(which is the same as MAX-2-SAT, except that the input is a 3CNF formula) to
the MAX-NM-SAT problem. Given an input x to the first problem (i.e., a 3CNF
formula), he constructs an input f (x) to
problem W
by replacing

 every
W the second
p
n
caluse ci in x with two clauses: ci =
l ∨ zci and ci =
l ∨ ¬zci , where
l∈Pci

l∈Nci

Pci is the set of positive literals in ci , Nci is the set of negative literals in ci , and
zci is a new variable. We now prove that this reduction is a PTAS-reduction, and
since MAX-3-SAT is APX-complete [102], this will conclude our proof.
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Clearly, the function f described above transforms an input x to MAX-3-SAT
to an input f (x) to MAX-NM-SAT in polynomial time. The function g will
transform a solution y 0 to MAX-NM-SAT on f (x) to a solution y to MAX-3-SAT
on x by projecting the assignment y 0 to the variables in x. That is, for every
variable z that appears in x, we will have that y(z) = 1 if y 0 (z) = 1, and y(z) = 0
if y 0 (z) = 0. We now prove that if y 0 is a κ(α)-optimal solution to MAX-NMSAT on f (x), then g(x, y 0 ) is an α-optimal solution to MAX-3-SAT on x, where
3α
.
κ(α) = 2α+1
Let n be the number of clauses in x. Then, the number of clauses in f (x) is
2n. We start by showing that at least k clauses can be simultaneously satisfied in
x if and only if at least n+k clauses can be simultaneously satisfied in f (x). Each
clause ci in x corresponds to two clauses cpi and cni in f (x). If ci is satisfied by
a positive literal, then cpi is satisfied by the same assignment, and we can satisfy
cni by assigning the value 0 to the variable zci . A similar argument holds for the
case where ci is satisfied by a negative literal, in which case we will assign the
value 1 to zci . If ci is not satisfied, then by assigning the value 1 to zc1 we can
satisfy the clause cpi , but the clause cni will not be satisfied. Hence, an assignment
that satisfies k clauses in x can be extended to an assignment that satisfies n + k
clauses in f (x). For the second direction, if there is an assignment that satisfies
at least n + k clauses in f (x), then for at least k values i it holds that both cpi
and cni are satisfied. For each such i, at least one of these two clauses is satisfied
by a literal from ci ; hence, the projection of this assignment to the variables of x
satisfies at least k clauses in x. We conclude that an optimal solution to MAX3-SAT satisfies k clauses if and only if an optimal solution to MAX-NM-SAT
satisfies n + k clauses.
Let yopt be a set of clauses satisfied by an optimal solution to the MAX-3-SAT
0
be an optimal solution to the MAX-NM-SAT problem. It
problem, and let yopt
is known that there is always an assignment that satisfies at least half of the
clauses in the formula; hence, it holds that 12 n ≤ |yopt |. Now, for β > 1, let y 0 be
a β-optimal solution to MAX-NM-SAT. Then,
0
|yopt
| ≤ β|y 0 |
3α
We will now show that if β = 2α+1
, then g(x, y 0 ) is an α-optimal solution for
MAX-3-SAT. Let y be the set of clauses satisfied by the assignment g(x, y 0 ).

1 0
1
1
1
|yopt | − n = (|yopt | + n) − n = |yopt | − (1 − )n
β
β
β
β
1
1
3
≥ |yopt | − (1 − )2|yopt | = ( − 2)|yopt |
β
β
β

|y| ≥ |y 0 | − n ≥

Hence, we have that:
|y|
3
1
≥ −2=
|yopt |
β
α
3α
⇒β=
2α + 1
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Therefore, to obtain an α-optimal solution to MAX-3-SAT, we need to find a
solution to MAX-NM-SAT.

3α
-optimal
2α+1

Next, we construct a PTAS reduction from MAX-NM-SAT to our problem
and this will conclude our proof of APX-completeness for ∆AB→C→B . Note that
in our proof hardness for MAX-NM-SAT we constructed an instance in which
every clause contains at most four literals; hence, we use this assumption in the
proof of the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5.12. Computing an optimal s-repair for ∆AB→C→B is APX-complete.
Proof. We construct a PTAS reduction (f, g, k) from MAX-NM-SAT to the problem of computing an optimal s-repair for ∆AB→C→B . In our construction, each
variable z in a clause c will be represented by a fact R(c, b, z) (where b = 1 if c
is positive, and b = 0 otherwise). The FD C → B will ensure that an assignment corresponding to a consistent subset is a valid truth assignment and the
FD AB → C will ensure that each consistent subset contains at most one fact
for each clause.
More formally, the input to the first problem is a formula ψ with the propositional variables x1 , . . . , xn , such that ψ has the form c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cm where each
cj is a clause. Each clause is a disjunction of literals from one of the following
sets: (a) {xi : i = 1, . . . , n} or (b) {¬xi : i = 1, . . . , n} (that is, each clause either
contains only positive literals or only negative literals). The goal is to determine
what is the maximum number of clauses in the formula ψ that can be simultaneously satisfied. Given such an input, we will construct the input f (x) = I for
our problem as follows. For each i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , m, the instance I
will contain the following facts:
• R(cj , 1, xi ), if cj contains only positive variables and xi appears in cj .
• R(cj , 0, xi ), if cj contains only negative variables and ¬xi appears in cj .
We will now prove that there is an assignment that satisfies at least k clauses in
ψ if and only if there is a consistent subset of the constructed instance I that is
obtained by deleting at most N − k tuples, where N is the number of facts in I.
The “if ” direction Assume that there is a consistent subset J of I that is
obtained by deleting at most N − k facts (hence, J contains k facts). The FD
AB → C implies that no consistent subset of I contains two facts R(cj , bj , xi1 ) and
R(cj , bj , xi2 ) such that xi1 6= xi2 . Thus, each consistent subset contains at most
one fact R(cj , bj , xi ) for each cj . We will now define an assignment τ as follows:
def
τ (xi ) = bj if there exists a fact R(cj , bj , xi ) in J for some cj . Note that the
FD C → B implies that no consistent subset contains two facts R(cj1 , 1, xi ) and
R(cj2 , 0, xi ); thus, the assignment is well defined. Finally, as mentioned above, J
contains a fact R(cj , bj , xi ) for k clauses cj from ψ. If xi appears in cj without
def
negation, it holds that bj = 1; hence, τ (xi ) = 1 and cj is satisfied. Similarly, if
def
xi appears in cj with negation, it holds that bj = 0; hence, τ (xi ) = 0 and cj is
satisfied. Thus, each one of these k clauses is satisfied by τ and we conclude that
there exists an assignment that satisfies at least k clauses in ψ.
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The “only if ” direction Assume that τ is an assignment that satisfies at
least k clauses in ψ. We claim that there exists a consistent subset of I that is
obtained by deleting N − k facts. Since τ satisfies at least k clauses, for each
one of these clauses cj there exists a variable xi ∈ cj , such that τ (xi ) = 1 if xi
appears in cj without negation or τ (xi ) = 0 if it appears in cj with negation.
Let us build a consistent subset J as follows. For each cj that is satisfied by τ
we will choose exactly one variable xi that satisfies the above and add the fact
R(cj , bj , xi ) (where τ (xi ) = bj ) to J. Since there are at least k satisfied clauses, J
will contain at least k facts; thus, it is only left to prove that J is consistent. Let
us assume, by way of contradiction, that J is not consistent. Since J contains
one fact for each satisfied cj , no two facts violate the FD AB → C. Thus, J
contains two facts R(cj1 , 1, xi ) and R(cj2 , 0, xi ), but this is a contradiction to the
fact that τ is an assignment (that is, it cannot be the case that τ (xi ) = 1 and
τ (xi ) = 0). Therefore, J is a consistent subset of I that contains at least k facts
(hence, obtained by deleting at most N − k facts).
Hence, given a solution y 0 to our problem on f (x), the solution g(x, y 0 ) will
assign the value 1 to the variable xi if there is a fact R(cj , 1, xi ) in I \ y 0 , and it
will assign the value 0 to the variable xk if there is a fact R(cj , 0, xk ) in I \ y 0 . We
-optimal solution to our problem on f (x), then
will now prove that if y 0 is a 8α−1
7α
0
g(x, y ) is an α-optimal solution to MAX-NM-SAT on x. Recall that we assumed
that each clause in x contains at most four literals. Let ni be the number of
clauses in x that contain i literals for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Then, the number of
clauses in x is n1 + n2 + n3 + n4 , and the number of facts in the constructed
instance is N = n1 + 2n2 + 3n3 + 4n4 . Let yopt be a set of clauses satisfied by an
0
be an optimal solution to our
optimal solution to MAX-NM-SAT on x and let yopt
problem. As we have already mentioned before, there is a always an assignment
that satisfies at least half of the clauses in the formula; hence, it holds that
3 +4n4
3 +n4
= 4n1 +4n2 +4n
≥ N8 .
|yopt | ≥ n1 +n2 +n
2
8
0
For β > 1, let y be a β-optimal solution to our problem. Then,
0
|y 0 | ≤ β|yopt
|

, then g(x, y 0 ) is an α-optimal solution for
We will now show that if β = 8α−1
7α
MAX-NM-SAT. Let y be the set of clauses satisfied by the assignment g(x, y 0 ).
0
|y| = N − |y 0 | ≥ N − β|yopt
| = N − β(N − |yopt |) = β|yopt | − (β − 1)N

≥ β|yopt | − (β − 1) · 8|yopt | = (8 − 7β)|yopt |
Hence, we have that:
|y|
1
≥ (8 − 7β) =
|yopt |
α
8α − 1
⇒β=
7α
Thus, to obtain an α-optimal solution to MAX-NM-SAT, we need to find a
8α−1
-optimal solution to our problem.
7α
So far, we have shown that the problem of finding an optimal s-repair is APXcomplete for all the FD sets in Table 3.1, and this concludes the first step of our
hardness proof.
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Figure 3.5: Classes of FD sets that cannot be simplified.
Step 2: Classifying FD sets
We now show that when a nontrivial set of FDs ∆ cannot be further simplified,
it can be classified to one of five classes of FD sets. Later, for each one of
these classes, we will build a fact-wise reduction from one of the FD schemas in
Table 3.1. We first identify that if an FD set ∆ cannot be simplified, then there
are at least two distinct local minima X1 → Y1 and X2 → Y2 in ∆. Recall that a
local minimum of ∆ is an FD with a set-minimal left-hand side, that is, an FD
X → Y such that no FD Z → W in ∆ satisfies that Z is a strict subset of X.
We pick any two local minima from ∆. Then, we divide the FD sets into five
classes based on the relationships between X1 , X2 , cl ∆ (X1 ) \ X1 , which we denote
c1 , and cl ∆ (X2 ) \ X2 , which we denote by X
c2 . The classes are illustrated in
by X
Figure 3.5.
c1 and X
c2 . If two lines do not
Each line in Figure 3.5 represents one of X1 , X2 , X
overlap, then the corresponding two sets are assumed to be disjoint. For example,
c1 and X
c2 in class (1) are disjoint. Overlapping lines represent sets that
the sets X
c1 and X
c2 in class (2). When
have a nonempty intersection, an example being X
two dashed lines overlap, we do not assume anything about their intersection. As
an example, the sets X1 and X2 can have an empty or a nonempty intersection
in each of the classes. Finally, if a line covers another line, then the set that
corresponds to the first line contains that of the second line. For instance, the
c2 in class (4) contains the set X1 \ X2 , while in class (5) it holds that
set X
c2 . We remark that Figure 3.5 covers the important cases that we
(X1 \ X2 ) 6⊆ X
need to analyze, but it misses a few cases. The full details and the proofs are
given after the following example.
Example 3.5.13. In what follows, we discuss the five classes of Figure 3.5.
Specifically, we mention which FD set of Table 3.1 is used in the corresponding
fact-wise reductions, and give an example of an FD set in the class.
Class 1. We build fact-wise reductions from ∆A→C←B to the FD sets in this
class. An example of an FD set in this class is ∆1 = {A → B, C → D}. In
c1 = {B} and X
c2 = {D}. Thus, X
c1 ∩ X2 = ∅,
this case X1 = {A}, X2 = {C}, X
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c2 ∩ X1 = ∅ and X
c1 ∩ X
c2 = ∅ and indeed the only overlapping lines in (1) are
X
the dashed lines corresponding to X1 and X2 .
Class 2. For this class, the fact-wise reductions are from ∆A→B→C . The FD
set ∆2 = {A → C, A → D, B → C, B → E}, for example, belongs to this class.
c1 = {C, D} and X
c2 = {C, E}. Hence,
It holds that X1 = {A}, X2 = {B}, X
c1 ∩ X2 = ∅ and X
c2 ∩ X1 = ∅, but X
c1 ∩ X
c2 6= ∅, and the difference from (1) is
X
c1 and X
c2 in (2) overlap.
that the lines corresponding to X
Class 3. We again build fact-wise reductions from ∆A→B→C to the FD sets in
this class. As an example of an FD set in this class we use the set ∆3 = {A →
c1 = {B, C, D}
B, A → C, B → D}. Here, it holds that X1 = {A}, X2 = {B}, X
c2 = {D}. Thus, X
c1 ∩ X2 6= ∅, but X
c2 ∩ X1 = ∅. The difference from (2)
and X
c1 overlap and we do not assume
is that now the lines corresponding to X2 and X
c1 and X
c2 .
anything about the intersection between X
Class 4. Here, the fact-wise reductions are from ∆AB↔AC↔BC . An example of
an FD set that belongs to this class is ∆4 = {A → B, B → C, C → A}. In this
case we have three local minima. We pick two of them: A → B and B → C.
c1 = {B, C} and X
c2 = {A, C}. Thus, X
c1 ∩ X2 6= ∅
Now, X1 = {A}, X2 = {B}, X
c2 ∩ X1 6= ∅. The difference from (3) is that now the lines corresponding to
and X
c2 overlap. Moreover, the line corresponding to X
c1 covers the entire line
X1 and X
c2 covers the entire line
corresponding to X2 \ X1 and the line corresponding to X
c2 and
corresponding to X1 \ X2 . This means that we assume that (X1 \ X2 ) ⊆ X
c1 .
(X2 \ X1 ) ⊆ X
Class 5. For FD sets in this class we build a fact-wise reduction from ∆AB→C→B .
The FD set ∆5 = {AB → C, C → A, C → D} is an example of an FD set
c1 = {C, D} and
that belongs to this class. Here, X1 = {A, B}, X2 = {C}, X
c2 = {A, D}, therefore X
c1 ∩ X2 6= ∅ and X
c2 ∩ X1 6= ∅. The difference from (4)
X
c2 .
is that now we assume that (X1 \ X2 ) 6⊆ X
Note that for each class we build infinitely many fact-wise reductions, one for
each FD set in this class.
We now show that an FD set that cannot be simplified indeed belongs to one
of the five classes. First, we prove the following.
Lemma 3.5.14. Let ∆ be an FD set that cannot be simplified. Then, ∆ contains
at least two local minima X1 → Y1 and X2 → Y2 , such that X1 6= X2 .
Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that ∆ does not contain two distinct
local minima. In this case, ∆ contain exactly one local minimum X → A. That
is, for every FD Z → B there exists an FD Z 0 → B 0 such that Z 0 ⊂ Z, except for
FDs of the form X → A0 . Hence, for every FD Z → B in ∆ it holds that X ⊆ Z.
In this case, ∆ either has a consensus FD (when X = ∅) or a common lhs (when
X 6= ∅), which is a contradiction to the fact that ∆ cannot be simplified.
Let ∆ be an FD set that cannot be simplified, and let X1 → Y1 and X2 → Y2
be two local minima in ∆. One of the following holds:
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Figure 3.6: Classification according to five conditions on ∆, X1 and X2 .
c1 ∩ cl ∆ (X2 ) = ∅ and X
c2 ∩ cl ∆ (X1 ) = ∅.
1. X
c1 ∩ X
c2 6= ∅, X
c1 ∩ X2 = ∅ and X
c2 ∩ X1 = ∅.
2. X
c1 ∩ X2 6= ∅ or X
c2 ∩ X1 6= ∅, but not both.
3. X
c1 ∩ X2 6= ∅ and X
c2 ∩ X1 6= ∅ and also (X1 \ X2 ) ⊆ X
c2 and (X2 \ X1 ) ⊆ X
c1 .
4. X
c1 ∩ X2 6= ∅ and X
c2 ∩ X1 6= ∅ and also either (X2 \ X1 ) 6⊆ X
c1 or (X1 \ X2 ) 6⊆
5. X
c2 (or both).
X
In all of the above cases, we assume nothing about the intersection between
X1 and X2 (that is, the intersection may be empty or nonempty), but we do
assume something about the relationship between the rest of the attributes in
c1 ) and cl ∆ (X2 ), and also
the closure of X1 under ∆ (that is, the attributes in X
about the relationship between the rest of the attributes in the closure of X2
c2 ) and cl ∆ (X1 ).
under ∆ (that is, the attributes in X
c1
For the first two cases, we assume that there is no intersection between X
c2 and X1 . The differand X2 and similarly there is no intersection between X
ence between the cases is that in the first case we also assume that there is no
c1 and X
c2 , while in the second case we assume that this
intersection between X
intersection is nonempty. For the other three cases, we assume that at least one
c1 ∩ X2 or X
c2 ∩ X1 is nonempty.
of the intersections X
In the third case, we assume that only one of the above intersections is
c1 ∩ X2 6= ∅ or X
c2 ∩ X1 6= ∅, but not both. For
nonempty; that is, either X
the last two cases, we assume that both intersections are not empty, and the
difference between these cases is based on containment. In the fourth case, we
c2 and (X2 \ X1 ) ⊆ X
c1 ), while in the last case we
assume that (X1 \ X2 ) ⊆ X
assume that at least one of these containments does not hold.
Using the decision tree of Figure 3.6, the reader can verify that the above five
cases cover all the possible cases. Lemma 3.5.14 states that a set of FDs ∆ that
cannot be simplified contains at least two local minima X1 → Y1 and X2 → Y2 ;
hence, ∆ can be classified into one of the five classes mentioned above based on
these two local minima.
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Step 3: Hard classes
Next, we prove that for each one of the five classes mentioned above, there is
a fact-wise reduction from one of the hard schemas we discussed earlier (the
schemas of Table 3.1). Lemma 3.5.4 will then imply that computing an optimal
s-repair for a nontrivial set of FDs that cannot be simplified is APX-complete.
Note that in all of the fact-wise reductions we assume that the set of FDs
does not contain trivial FDs, since the OSRSucceeds algorithm removes trivial
FDs from ∆ at each iteration. We denote by SABC the signature that consists of
a single relation symbol R(A, B, C). We start with the first class.
Lemma 3.5.15. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema. Suppose that ∆ contains two
distinct local minima X1 → Y1 and X2 → Y2 , and the following hold:
c1 ∩ cl ∆ (X2 ) = ∅,
• X
c2 ∩ cl ∆ (X1 ) = ∅.
• X
Then, there is a fact-wise reduction from (SABC , ∆A→C←B ) to (S, ∆).
Proof. We define a fact-wise reduction Π : (SABC , ∆A→C←B ) → (S, ∆), using the
FDs X1 → Y1 and X2 → Y2 and the constant ∈ Const. Let f = RABC (a, b, c)
be a fact over R(A, B, C) and let {A1 , . . . , An } be the set of attributes in R. We
define Π as follows:

A k ∈ X1 ∩ X2





a
Ak ∈ X 1 \ X 2



b
Ak ∈ X2 \ X1
def
Π(f ).Ak =
c1
ha, ci Ak ∈ X




c2

hb, ci Ak ∈ X



ha, bi otherwise
It is left to show that Π is a fact-wise reduction. To do so, we prove that Π is
well defined, injective and preserves consistency and inconsistency.
Π is well defined. This is straightforward from the definition and the fact that
c1 ∩ cl ∆ (X2 ) = ∅ and X
c2 ∩ cl ∆ (X1 ) = ∅.
X
Π is injective. Let f, f 0 be two distinct facts, such that f = RABC (a, b, c)
and f 0 = RABC (a0 , b0 , c0 ) (and f 6= f 0 ). Assume that Π(f ) = Π(f 0 ). Let us
denote Π(f ) = (x1 , . . . , xn ) and Π(f 0 ) = (x01 , . . . , x0n ). Note that X1 \ X2 and
X2 \ X1 are not empty since X1 6= X2 . Moreover, since both FDs are minimal,
X1 6⊂ X2 and X2 6⊂ X1 . Therefore, there are l and p such that Π(f ).Al = a,
Π(f ).Ap = b. Furthermore, since X1 → Y1 and X2 → Y2 are not trivial, there
are m and n such that Π(f ).Am = ha, ci and Π(f ).An = hb, ci. Similarly, it holds
that Π(f 0 ).Al = a0 , Π(f 0 ).Ap = b0 , Π(f 0 ).Am = ha0 , c0 i, and Π(f 0 ).An = hb0 , c0 i.
Hence, Π(f ) = Π(f 0 ) implies that Π(f ).Al = Π(f 0 ).Al , Π(f ).Ap = Π(f 0 ).Ap ,
Π(f ).Am = Π(f 0 ).Am and also Π(f ).An = Π(f 0 ).An . We obtain that a = a0 ,
b = b0 and c = c0 , which implies f = f 0 .
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Π preserves consistency. Let f = (a, b, c) and f 0 = (a0 , b0 , c0 ) be two distinct
facts. We contend that the pair {f, f 0 } is consistent w.r.t. ∆A→C←B if and only
if the set {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is consistent w.r.t. ∆.
The “if ” direction Assume {f, f 0 } is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆A→C←B . We prove
that {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆. Since we have that {f, f 0 } is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆A→C←B it either holds that a = a0 and c 6= c0 or b = b0 and c 6= c0 (or
both). In the first case, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) agree on the attributes on the left-hand
side of the FD X1 → Y1 , but do not agree on the attribute in Y1 (since the FD is
not trivial). Similarly, in the second case, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) agree on the attributes
on the left-hand side of the FD X2 → Y2 , but do not agree on the attribute in Y2 .
Thus, {Π(t), Π(f 0 )} does not satisfy at least one of these FDs and {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )}
is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆. This concludes our proof of the “if” direction.
The “only if ” direction Assume that {f, f 0 } is consistent w.r.t ∆A→C←B .
We prove that {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is consistent w.r.t ∆. First, note that each FD that
contains an attribute Ak 6∈ (cl ∆ (X1 ) ∪ cl ∆ (X2 )) on its left-hand side is satisfied
by {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )}, since f and f 0 cannot agree on both A and B (otherwise, the
FD A → C implies that f = f 0 ). Thus, from now on we will only consider FDs
that do not contain an attribute Ak 6∈ (cl ∆ (X1 ) ∪ cl ∆ (X2 )) on their left-hand
side. The FDs in ∆A→C←B imply that if f and f 0 agree on one of {A, B} then
they also agree on C; thus, one of the following holds:
1. a 6= a0 , b = b0 and c = c0 . In this case, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) only agree on the
attributes Ak such that Ak ∈ X1 ∩X2 or Ak ∈ X2 \X1 or Ak ∈ cl ∆ (X2 )\X2 .
That is, they only agree on the attributes Ak such that Ak ∈ cl ∆ (X2 ). Thus,
each FD that contains an attribute Ak 6∈ cl ∆ (X2 ) on its left-hand side is
satisfied. Moreover, any FD that contains only attributes Ak ∈ cl ∆ (X2 ) on
its left-hand side, also contains only attributes Ak ∈ cl ∆ (X2 ) on its righthand side (by definition of a closure). Thus, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) agree on both
the left-hand side and the right-hand side of such FDs and {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )}
satisfies all the FDs in ∆.
2. a = a0 , b 6= b0 and c = c0 . This case is symmetric to the previous one; thus,
a similar proof applies for this case as well.
3. a 6= a0 , b 6= b0 . In this case, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) only agree on the attributes
Ak such that Ak ∈ X1 ∩ X2 . Since X1 → Y1 and X2 → Y2 are local
minima, there is no FD in ∆ that contains only attributes Ak such that
Ak ∈ X1 ∩ X2 on its left-hand side (as if there is an FD Z → B in ∆, such
that Z ⊆ X1 ∩ X2 , then Z ⊂ X1 in contradiction to the fact that X1 is a
local minimum). Hence, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) do not agree on the left-hand side
of any FD in ∆ and {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is consistent w.r.t. ∆.
This concludes our proof of the “only if” direction.
Next, we consider the second and the third classes, as one fact-wise reduction
works for both classes.
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Lemma 3.5.16. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema. Suppose that ∆ contains two
distinct local minima X1 → Y1 and X2 → Y2 , and one of the following holds:
c1 ∩ X
c2 6= ∅, X
c1 ∩ X2 = ∅ and X
c2 ∩ X1 = ∅,
• X
c1 ∩ X2 6= ∅ and X
c2 ∩ X1 = ∅.
• X
Then, there is a fact-wise reduction from (SABC , ∆A→B→C ) to (S, ∆).
Proof. We define a fact-wise reduction Π : (SABC , ∆A→B→C ) → (S, ∆), using
X1 → Y1 and X2 → Y2 and the constant
∈ Const. Let f = RABC (a, b, c) be
a fact over R(A, B, C) and let {A1 , . . . , An } be the set of attributes in R. We
define Π as follows:

Ak ∈ X 1 ∩ X 2





a
Ak ∈ X 1 \ X 2



b
Ak ∈ X2 \ X1
def
Π(f ).Ak =
c1 \ cl ∆ (X2 )

ha, ci Ak ∈ X




c2

hb, ci Ak ∈ X



a
otherwise
It is left to show that Π is a fact-wise reduction. To do so, we prove that Π is
well defined, injective and preserves consistency and inconsistency.
Π is well defined. This is straightforward from the definition and the fact that
c2 ∩ X1 = ∅ in both cases.
X
Π is injective. Let f, f 0 be two distinct facts, such that f = RABC (a, b, c)
and f 0 = RABC (a0 , b0 , c0 ) (and f 6= f 0 ). Assume that Π(f ) = Π(f 0 ). Let us
denote Π(f ) = (x1 , . . . , xn ) and Π(f 0 ) = (x01 , . . . , x0n ). Note that X1 \ X2 and
X2 \ X1 are not empty since X1 6= X2 . Moreover, since both FDs are minimal,
X1 6⊂ X2 and X2 6⊂ X1 . Therefore, there are l and p such that Π(f ).Al = a,
Π(f ).Ap = b. Furthermore, since X2 → Y2 is not trivial, there is at least one m
such that Π(f ).Am = hb, ci. Similarly, it holds that Π(f 0 ).Al = a0 , Π(f 0 ).Ap = b0 ,
and Π(f 0 ).Am = hb0 , c0 i. Hence, Π(f ) = Π(f 0 ) implies that Π(f ).Al = Π(f 0 ).Al ,
Π(f ).Ap = Π(f 0 ).Ap and Π(f ).Am = Π(f 0 ).Am . We obtain that a = a0 , b = b0
and c = c0 , which implies f = f 0 .
Π preserves consistency. Let f = RABC (a, b, c) and f 0 = RABC (a0 , b0 , c0 ) be
two distinct facts. We contend that the pair {t, t0 } is consistent w.r.t. ∆A→B→C
if and only if the set {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is consistent w.r.t. ∆.
The “if ” direction Assume {f, f 0 } is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆A→B→C . We prove
that {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆. Since we have that {f, f 0 } is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆A→B→C , one of the following holds:
c1 ∩ X
c2 6= ∅, at
1. a = a0 and b 6= b0 . For the first case of this lemma, since X
c
c
least one attribute Ak ∈ X1 also belongs to X2 and it holds that Π(f ).Ak =
hb, ci and Π(f 0 ).Ak = hb0 , c0 i. For the second case of this lemma, since
c1 ∩ X2 6= ∅, at least one attribute Ak ∈ X
c1 also belongs to X2 and it holds
X
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that Π(f ).Ak = b and Π(f 0 ).Ak = b0 . Moreover, in both cases, by definition
of a closure, the FD X1 → Ak is implied by ∆. Hence, in both cases, the
facts Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) agree on the attributes on the left-hand side of the
FD X1 → Ak , but do not agree on the right-hand side of this FD. If two
facts do not satisfy an FD that is implied by a set ∆ of FDs, they also do
not satisfy ∆; thus, {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆.
2. a = a0 , b = b0 and c 6= c0 . For the first case of this lemma, as menc1 such that Π(t).Ak = hb, ci and
tioned above, there is an attribute Ak ∈ X
Π(f 0 ).Ak = hb0 , c0 i. Moreover, by definition of a closure, the FD X1 → Ak is
implied by ∆. The tuples Π(t) and Π(f 0 ) agree on the attributes on the lefthand side of the FD X1 → Ak , but do not agree on the right-hand side of
c2 ∩ X1 = ∅
this FD. For the second case of this lemma, since it holds that X
and since the FD X2 → Y2 is not trivial, there is at least one attribute
c2 such that Π(f ).Ak = hb, ci and Π(t0 ).Ak = hb0 , c0 i. Furthermore,
Ak ∈ X
the FDs X2 → Ak is implied by ∆. The facts Π(f ) and Π(t0 ) again agree on
the attributes on the left-hand side of the FD X2 → Ak , but do not agree
on the right-hand side of this FD. In both cases, there exist two facts that
do not satisfy an FD that is implied by ∆; thus, they also do not satisfy ∆,
and {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆.
3. a 6= a0 , b = b0 and c 6= c0 . In this case, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) agree on the
attributes on the left-hand side of the FD X2 → Y2 , but do not agree on
the right-hand side of this FD (since the FD is not trivial and contains at
least one attribute Ak such that Π(f ).Ak = hb, ci and Π(f 0 ).Ak = hb0 , c0 i on
its right-hand side). Therefore, {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆.
This concludes our proof of the “if” direction.
The “only if ” direction Assume that {f, f 0 } is consistent w.r.t ∆A→B→C .
We prove that {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is consistent w.r.t ∆. First, note that each FD that
contains an attribute Ak 6∈ (cl ∆ (X1 ) ∪ cl ∆ (X2 )) on its left-hand side is satisfied
by {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )}, since f and f 0 cannot agree on A (otherwise, the FDs A → B
and B → C imply that f = f 0 ). Thus, from now on we will only consider FDs
that do not contain an attribute Ak 6∈ (cl ∆ (X1 ) ∪ cl ∆ (X2 )) on their left-hand
side. One of the following holds:
1. a 6= a0 , b = b0 and c = c0 . In this case, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) only agree on the
c2 . That
attributes Ak such that Ak ∈ X1 ∩ X2 or Ak ∈ X2 \ X1 or Ak ∈ X
is, they only agree on the attributes Ak such that Ak ∈ cl ∆ (X2 ). Thus,
each FD that contains an attribute Ak 6∈ cl ∆ (X2 ) on its left-hand side is
satisfied. Moreover, any FD that contains only attributes Ak ∈ cl ∆ (X2 ) on
its left-hand side, also contains only attributes Ak ∈ cl ∆ (X2 ) on its righthand side (by definition of a closure); thus, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) agree on both
the left-hand side and the right-hand side of such FDs and {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )}
satisfies all the FDs in ∆.
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2. a 6= a0 , b 6= b0 . In this case, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) only agree on the attributes Ak
such that Ak ∈ X1 ∩ X2 . Since X1 → Y1 and X2 → Y2 are minimal, there
is no FD in ∆ that contains only attributes Ak such that Ak ∈ X1 ∩ X2 on
its left-hand side. Thus, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) do not agree on the left-hand side
of any FD in ∆ and {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is consistent w.r.t. ∆.
This concludes our proof of the “only if” direction.
c1 ∩ X2 6= ∅
We now consider the fourth class. For this class, we assume that X
c2 ∩ X1 6= ∅ and also that (X1 \ X2 ) ⊆ X
c2 and (X2 \ X1 ) ⊆ X
c1 . In this case,
and X
∆ contains at least one more local minimum (that is, there are at least three).
Otherwise, for every FD Z → B in ∆ it holds that either X1 ⊆ Z or X2 ⊆ Z.
If X1 ∩ X2 6= ∅, then ∆ contains a common lhs (an attribute from X1 ∩ X2 ). If
c2 and X2 ⊆ X
c1 ,
X1 ∩ X2 = ∅, then ∆ contains an lhs marriage (because X1 ⊆ X
which means that cl ∆ (X1 ) = cl ∆ (X2 )).
Lemma 3.5.17. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema. Suppose that ∆ contains three
distinct local minima X1 → Y1 , X2 → Y2 and X3 → Y3 . Then, there is a factwise reduction from (SABC , ∆AB↔AC↔BC ) to (S, ∆).
Proof. We define a fact-wise reduction Π : (SABC , ∆AB↔AC↔BC ) → (S, ∆), using X1 → Y1 , X2 → Y2 and X3 → Y3 and the constant
∈ Const. Let
f = RABC (a, b, c) be a fact over R(A, B, C) and let {A1 , . . . , An } be the set
of attributes in R. We define Π as follows:


A k ∈ X1 ∩ X2 ∩ X3




Ak ∈ (X1 ∩ X2 ) \ X3
a




b
Ak ∈ (X1 ∩ X3 ) \ X2



c
Ak ∈ (X2 ∩ X3 ) \ X1
def
Π(f ).Ak =

ha, bi
A k ∈ X 1 \ X2 \ X3




ha, ci
A k ∈ X 2 \ X1 \ X3





hb, ci
A k ∈ X 3 \ X1 \ X2



ha, b, ci otherwise
It is left to show that Π is a fact-wise reduction. To do so, we prove that Π is
well defined, injective and preserves consistency and inconsistency.
Π is well defined. This is straightforward from the definition.
Π is injective. Let f, f 0 be two distinct facts, such that f = RABC (a, b, c) and
f 0 = RABC (a0 , b0 , c0 ) (and f 6= f 0 ). Assume that Π(f ) = Π(f 0 ). Let us denote
Π(t) = (x1 , . . . , xn ) and Π(f 0 ) = (x01 , . . . , x0n ). Note that X1 contains at least
one attribute that does not belong to X3 (otherwise, it holds that X1 ⊆ X3 ,
which is a contradiction to the fact that X3 is minimal). Thus, there exists an
attribute Al such that either Π(f ).Al = a and Π(f 0 ).Al = a0 or Π(f ).Al = ha, bi
and Π(t0 ).Al = ha0 , b0 i. Similarly, X3 contains at least one attribute that does
not belong to X2 . Thus, there exists an attribute Ap such that either Π(f ).Ap =
b and Π(t0 ).Ap = b0 or Π(f ).Ap = hb, ci and Π(t0 ).Ap = hb0 , c0 i. Finally, X2
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contains at least one attribute that does not belong to X1 . Thus, there exists an
attribute Ar such that either Π(f ).Ar = c and Π(t0 ).Ar = c0 or Π(f ).Ar = ha, ci
and Π(t0 ).Ar = ha0 , c0 i. Hence, Π(f ) = Π(f 0 ) implies that Π(f ).Al = Π(f 0 ).Al ,
Π(f ).Ap = Π(f 0 ).Ap and Π(f ).Ar = Π(f 0 ).Ar . We obtain that a = a0 , b = b0 and
c = c0 , which implies f = f 0 .
Π preserves consistency. Let f = RABC (a, b, c) and f 0 = RABC (a0 , b0 , c0 ) be
two distinct facts. We contend that the set {f, f 0 } is consistent w.r.t. ∆AB↔AC↔BC
if and only if the set {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is consistent w.r.t. ∆.
The “if ” direction Assume that {f, f 0 } is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆AB↔AC↔BC .
We prove that {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆. Since {f, f 0 } is inconsistent
w.r.t. ∆AB↔AC↔BC , f and f 0 agree on two attributes, but do not agree on the
third one. Thus, one of the following holds:
• a = a0 , b = b0 and c 6= c0 . In this case, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) agree on all of the
attributes that appear on the left-hand side of X1 → Y1 . Since this FD
is not trivial, it must contain on its right-hand side an attribute Ak such
that Ak 6∈ X1 . That is, one of the following holds: (a) Π(f ).Ak = c,(b)
Π(f ).Ak = ha, ci, (c) Π(t).Ak = hb, ci or (d) Π(f ).Ak = ha, b, ci. Since
c 6= c0 , it holds that Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) do not satisfy the FD X1 → Y1 and
{Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆.
• a = a0 , b 6= b0 and c = c0 . This case is symmetric to the first one. Π(f )
and Π(f 0 ) agree on all of the attributes that appear on the left-hand side of
X2 → Y2 , but do not agree on the attribute that appears on the right-hand
side of the FD.
• a 6= a0 , b = b0 and c = c0 . This case is also symmetric to the first one. Here,
Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) agree on the left-hand side, but not on the right-hand side
of the FD X3 → Y3 .
The “only if ” direction Assume that {f, f 0 } is consistent w.r.t ∆AB↔AC↔BC .
We prove that {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is consistent w.r.t ∆. Note that f and f 0 cannot
agree on more than one attribute (otherwise, they will violate at least one FD in
∆AB↔AC↔BC ). Thus, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) may only agree on attributes that appear
in X1 ∩ X2 ∩ X3 and in one of (X1 ∩ X2 ) \ X3 , (X1 ∩ X3 ) \ X2 or (X2 ∩ X3 ) \ X1 . As
mentioned above, X1 contains at least one attribute that does not belong to X3 ;
thus, no FD in ∆ contains only attributes from X1 ∩ X2 ∩ X3 and (X1 ∩ X3 ) \ X2
on its left-hand side (otherwise, X1 will not be minimal). Similarly, no FD in ∆
contains only attributes from X1 ∩X2 ∩X3 and (X2 ∩X3 )\X1 on its left-hand side,
and no FD in ∆ contains only attributes from X1 ∩ X2 ∩ X3 and (X1 ∩ X2 ) \ X3
on its left-hand side. Therefore Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) do not agree on the left-hand
side of any FD in ∆, and {Π(t), Π(f 0 )} is consistent w.r.t. ∆.
Finally, we consider the fifth and last class.
Lemma 3.5.18. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema. Suppose that ∆ contains two
distinct local minima X1 → Y1 and X2 → Y2 , and the following hold:
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c1 ∩ X2 6= ∅ and X
c2 ∩ X1 6= ∅,
• X
c1 .
• (X2 \ X1 ) 6⊆ X
Then, there is a fact-wise reduction from (SABC , ∆AB→C→B ) to (S, ∆).
Proof. We define a fact-wise reduction Π : (SABC , ∆AB→C→B ) → (S, ∆), using
X1 → Y1 , X2 → Y2 and the constant ∈ Const. Let f = RABC (a, b, c) be a fact
over R(A, B, C) and let {A1 , . . . , An } be the set of attributes in R. We define Π
as follows:

A k ∈ X 1 ∩ X2





c
Ak ∈ X1 \ X2



b
c1
Ak ∈ (X2 \ X1 ) ∩ X
def
Π(f ).Ak =
c1

ha, bi
Ak ∈ (X2 \ X1 ) \ X



hb, ci
c1 \ (X2 \ X1 )

Ak ∈ X



ha, b, ci otherwise
It is left to show that Π is a fact-wise reduction. To do so, we prove that Π is
well defined, injective and preserves consistency and inconsistency.
Π is well defined. This is straightforward from the definition.
Π is injective. Let f, f 0 be two distinct facts, such that f = RABC (a, b, c) and
f 0 = RABC (a0 , b0 , c0 ) (and f 6= f 0 ). Assume that Π(f ) = Π(f 0 ). Let us denote
Π(f ) = (x1 , . . . , xn ) and Π(f 0 ) = (x01 , . . . , x0n ). Since the FD X2 → Y2 is a local
minimum, it holds that X1 6⊆ X2 . Thus, there is an attribute that appears in X1 ,
but does not appear in X2 . Moreover, it holds that (X2 \ X1 ) 6⊆ (cl ∆ (X1 ) \ X1 );
thus, X2 \X1 contains at least one attribute that does not appear in cl ∆ (X1 )\X1 .
Therefore, there are l and p such that Π(f ).Al = c and Π(f 0 ).Al = c0 , and also
Π(f ).Ap = ha, bi and Π(f 0 ).Ap = ha0 , b0 i. Hence, Π(f ) = Π(f 0 ) implies that
Π(f ).Al = Π(f 0 ).Al and Π(f ).Ap = Π(f 0 ).Ap . We obtain that a = a0 , b = b0 and
c = c0 , which implies f = f 0 .
Π preserves consistency. Let f = RABC (a, b, c) and f 0 = RABC (a0 , b0 , c0 ) be
two distinct facts. We contend that the set {f, f 0 } is consistent w.r.t. ∆AB→C→B
if and only if the set {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is consistent w.r.t. ∆.
The “if ” direction Assume {f, f 0 } is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆AB→C→B . We prove
that {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆. Since we have that {f, f 0 } is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆AB→C→B , one of the following holds:
1. a = a, b = b0 and c 6= c0 . In this case, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) agree on all of the
attributes that appear in X2 . Since X2 → Y2 is not trivial, the attribute
Ak in Y2 does not belong to X2 . That is, one of the following holds: (a)
Π(f ).Ak = c, (b) Π(f ).Ak = hb, ci or (c) Π(f ).Ak = ha, b, ci. Since c 6= c0 ,
it holds that {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} violates the FD X2 → Y2 and it is inconsistent
w.r.t. ∆.
2. b 6= b0 and c = c0 . In this case, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) agree on all of the attributes
that appear in X1 . Since X1 → Y1 is not trivial, the attribute Ak in Y1 does
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not belong to X1 . That is, one of the following holds: (a) Π(f ).Ak = b,
(b) Π(f ).Ak = ha, bi, (c) Π(f ).Ak = hb, ci or (d) Π(f ).Ak = ha, b, ci. Since
b 6= b0 , it holds that {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} violates the FD X1 → Y1 and it is again
inconsistent w.r.t. ∆.
The “only if ” direction Assume that {f, f 0 } is consistent w.r.t ∆AB→C→B .
We prove that {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is consistent w.r.t ∆. Note that f and f 0 cannot
agree on the value of both attributes A and B, since if this is the case, the FD
AB → C implies that they also agree on the value of attribute C, and f = f 0 .
One of the following holds:
1. b 6= b0 and c 6= c0 . In this case, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) only agree on the attributes
Ak such that Ak ∈ X1 ∩ X2 . Since X1 → Y1 and X2 → Y2 are local minima,
there is no FD in ∆ that contains on its left-hand side only attributes Ak
such that Ak ∈ X1 ∩X2 . Thus, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) do not agree on the left-hand
side of any FD in ∆ and {Π(f ), Π(t0 )} is consistent w.r.t. ∆.
2. a 6= a0 , b = b0 and c = c0 . In this case, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) agree on all of the
attributes that belong to cl ∆ (X1 ), and only on these attributes. Any FD
in ∆ that contains only attributes from cl ∆ (X1 ) on its left-hand side, also
contains only attributes from cl ∆ (X1 ) on its right-hand side (by definition
of closure). Thus, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) satisfy all the FDs in ∆.
3. a 6= a0 , b = b0 and c 6= c0 . In this case, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) only agree on the
attributes Ak such that Ak ∈ X1 ∩ X2 or Ak ∈ (X2 \ X1 ) ∩ (cl ∆ (X1 ) \ X1 ).
Since the FD X2 → Y2 is a local minimum, and since X2 contains an
attribute that does not belong to cl ∆ (X1 ), no FD in ∆ contains on its lefthand side only attributes Ak such that Ak ∈ X1 ∩ X2 or Ak ∈ (X2 \ X1 ) ∩
(cl ∆ (X1 ) \ X1 ). Thus, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) do not agree on the left-hand side of
any FD in ∆ and {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is consistent w.r.t. ∆.

We now prove that computing an optimal s-repair for a set of FDs that cannot
be simplified is APX-complete.
Lemma 3.5.19. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema, such that ∆ is a nontrivial FD
set. If no simplification can be applied to ∆, then computing an optimal s-repair
for ∆ is APX-complete.
Proof. If no simplification can be applied to ∆, then, as we explained above, there
are at least two local minima X1 → Y1 and X2 → Y2 in ∆. Note that we always
remove trivial FDs from ∆ before applying a simplification; thus, we can assume
that ∆ does not contain trivial FDs. One of the following holds:
c1 ∩ cl ∆ (X2 ) = ∅ and X
c2 ∩ cl ∆ (X1 ) = ∅ (that is, ∆ belongs to the first
1. X
class). In this case, Lemma 3.5.6 and Lemma 3.5.15 imply that computing
an optimal s-repair is APX-hard.
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c1 ∩ X
c2 6= ∅, X
c1 ∩X2 = ∅ and X
c2 ∩X1 = ∅ (that is, ∆ belongs to the second
2. X
class). In this case, Lemma 3.5.7 and Lemma 3.5.16 imply that computing
an optimal s-repair is APX-hard.
c1 ∩ X2 6= ∅ or X
c2 ∩ X1 6= ∅, but not both (that is, ∆ belongs to
3. Either X
the third class). In this case, Lemma 3.5.7 and Lemma 3.5.16 imply that
computing an optimal s-repair is APX-hard.
c1 ∩ X2 6= ∅ and X
c2 ∩ X1 6= ∅ and also (X1 \ X2 ) ⊆ X
c2 and (X2 \ X1 ) ⊆
4. X
c1 (that is, ∆ belongs to the fourth class). Here, Lemma 3.5.10 and
X
Lemma 3.5.17 imply that computing an optimal s-repair is APX-hard.
c1 ∩ X2 6= ∅ and X
c2 ∩ X1 6= ∅ and also either (X2 \ X1 ) 6⊆ X
c1 or (X1 \ X2 ) 6⊆
5. X
c2 (that is, ∆ belongs to the fifth class). Lemma 3.5.12 and Lemma 3.5.18
X
imply that computing an optimal s-repair is APX-hard.
Proposition 3.3.4 implies that computing an optimal s-repair is always in APX;
thus, the problem is actually APX-complete in each one of these cases. This
concludes our proof of the lemma.
At this point, we know that computing an optimal s-repair for a set of FDs
that cannot be simplified is APX-complete. Next, we discuss the cases where
OSRSucceeds returns false on a set of FDs that can be simplified (but cannot be
reduced to a trivial set of FDs).
Step 4: Applying simplifications
The OSRSucceeds algorithm starts with a set of FDs ∆ and simplifies this set
using our three simplifications until it is no longer possible. We now show that
whenever OSRSucceeds simplifies an FD set ∆ into an FD set ∆ − X, there is
a fact-wise reduction from (S − X, ∆ − X) to (S, ∆), where S is the underlying
schema. Therefore, Lemma 3.5.4 implies that if computing an optimal s-repair is
APX-hard w.r.t. ∆ − X, then it is also APX-hard w.r.t. ∆.
Lemma 3.5.20. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema. Let X be a set of attributes that
appear in S. Then, there is a fact-wise reduction from (S − X, ∆ − X) to (S, ∆).
Proof. We define a fact-wise reduction Π : (S − X, ∆ − X) → (S, ∆), using the
constant ∈ Const. Let R(A1 , . . . , Am ) be the single relation in S. Let f be a
fact over S − X. We define Π as follows:
(
Ak ∈ X
def
Π(f ).Ak =
t.Ak otherwise
It is left to show that Π is a fact-wise reduction. To do so, we prove that Π is
well defined, injective and preserves consistency and inconsistency.
Π is well defined. This is straightforward from the definition.
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Π is injective. Let f, f 0 be two distinct facts over S − X. Since f 6= f 0 , there
exists an attribute Aj in {A1 , . . . , Am } \ X, such that f.Aj 6= f 0 .Aj . Thus, it also
holds that Π(f ).Aj 6= Π(f 0 ).Aj and Π(f ) 6= Π(f 0 ).
Π preserves consistency. Let f, f 0 be two distinct facts over S − X. We
contend that the set {f, f 0 } is consistent w.r.t. ∆ − X if and only if the set
{Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is consistent w.r.t. ∆.
The “if ” direction Assume that {f, f 0 } is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆ − X. We
prove that {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆. Since {f, f 0 } is inconsistent
w.r.t. ∆ − X, there exists an FD Z → B in ∆ − X, such that f and f 0 agree on
all the attributes on the left-hand side of the FD, but do not agree on attribute B.
The FD (Z ∪X 0 ) → B (for some X 0 ⊆ X) belongs to ∆, and since Π(f ).Ak = t.Ak
and Π(f 0 ).Ak = t0 .Ak for each attribute Ak 6∈ X, and Π(f ).Ak = Π(f 0 ).Ak =
for each attribute Ak ∈ X, it holds that Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) agree on all the attributes
in Z ∪X 0 , but do not agree on the attribute B; thus, {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is inconsistent
w.r.t. ∆.
The “only if ” direction Assume that {f, f 0 } is consistent w.r.t ∆ − X. We
prove that {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is consistent w.r.t ∆. Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is inconsistent w.r.t ∆. That is, there exists an FD
Z → B in ∆, such that Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) agree on all the attributes in Z, but do not
agree on attribute B. Clearly, it holds that B 6∈ X (since Π(f ).Ai = Π(f 0 ).Ai =
for each attribute Ai ∈ X). Note that the FD (Z \ X) → B belongs to ∆ − X.
Since Π(f ).Ak = f.Ak and Π(f 0 ).Ak = f 0 .Ak for each attribute Ak 6∈ X, the
facts f and f 0 also agree on all the attributes on the left-hand side of the FD
(Z \ X) → B, but do not agree on the attribute B on its right-hand side. Thus,
f and f 0 violate an FD in ∆, which is a contradiction to the fact that the set
{f, f 0 } is consistent w.r.t. ∆ − X.
The following lemmas are straightforward based on Lemma 3.5.20.
Lemma 3.5.21. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema. If ∆ has a common lhs A, then
there is a fact-wise reduction from (S − A, ∆ − A) to (S, ∆).
Lemma 3.5.22. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema.. If ∆ has a consensus FD, ∅ → A,
then there is a fact-wise reduction from (S − A, ∆ − A) to (S, ∆).
Lemma 3.5.23. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema. If ∆ has an lhs marriage, (X1 , X2 ),
then there is a fact-wise reduction from (S − X1 X2 , ∆ − X1 X2 ) to (S, ∆).
Note that we build the fact-wise reductions from (S − X, ∆ − X) to (S, ∆),
and not from (S, ∆ − X) to (S, ∆), although the OSRSucceeds algorithm does
not change the signature S. Since we remove the attributes of X from all the
FDs in ∆ to obtain ∆ − X, these attributes can be ignored when computing an
optimal s-repair of an instance I over S w.r.t. ∆ − X. This holds since two facts
f1 and f2 in I are in conflict w.r.t. ∆ − X if and only if the facts f10 and f20 ,
obtained by removing the attributes of X from the facts f1 and f2 , respectively,
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are in conflict w.r.t. ∆. Hence, removing the attributes of X from S does not
affect the complexity of the problem.
Next, we use all the above results to prove the negative side of Theorem 3.3.1.
Combining Everything
We now prove that if OSRSucceeds(∆) returns false, then computing an optimal
s-repair is APX-complete. We prove that by induction on n, the number of simplifications that will be applied to ∆ by OSRSucceeds. The basis of the induction
(that is, n = 0), is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.5.19. We finish our proof
with the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5.24. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema. If OSRSucceeds(∆) returns false,
then computing an optimal s-repair for ∆ is APX-complete.
Proof. We will prove the lemma by induction on n, the number of simplifications
that will be applied to ∆ by OSRSucceeds. The basis of the induction is n = 0.
In this case, Lemma 3.5.19 implies that computing an optimal s-repair is indeed
APX-complete. For the inductive step, we need to prove that if the claim is true
for all n = 1, . . . , k − 1, it is also true for n = k. In this case, OSRSucceeds(∆)
will start by applying a simplification to the problem. One of the following holds:
1. ∆ has a common lhs A. Note that OSRSucceeds(∆) will return false only if
OSRSucceeds(∆ − A) returns false. From the inductive step we know that
if OSRSucceeds(∆ − A) returns false, then computing an optimal s-repair
for ∆ − A is APX-complete. Thus, Lemma 3.5.21 implies that computing
an optimal s-repair for ∆ is APX-hard.
2. ∆ has a consensus FD ∅ → A. The algorithm OSRSucceeds(∆) will return
false only if OSRSucceeds(∆ − A) returns false. From the inductive step we
know that if OSRSucceeds(∆ − A) returns false, then computing an optimal
s-repair for ∆ − A is APX-complete. Thus, Lemma 3.5.22 implies that
computing an optimal s-repair for ∆ is APX-hard.
3. ∆ has an lhs marriage (X1 , X2 ). Again, OSRSucceeds(∆) will return false
only if OSRSucceeds(∆ − X1 X2 ) returns false. From the inductive step
we know that if OSRSucceeds(∆ − X1 X2 ) returns false, then computing
an optimal s-repair for ∆ − X1 X2 is APX-complete. Thus, Lemma 3.5.23
implies that computing an optimal s-repair for ∆ is APX-hard.
Proposition 3.3.4 implies that computing an optimal s-repair is always in APX;
thus, the problem is APX-complete in each one of these cases.
This concludes the proof of our dichotomy for the problem of computing an
optimal s-repair.
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3.6

Concluding Remarks

We investigated the complexity of computing an optimal s-repair (i.e., a weighted
cardinality repair). We established a dichotomy over all sets of FDs (and signatures). We drew a direct connection to probabilistic database repairs, and completed a dichotomy by Gribkoff et al. [50] to the entire space of FDs. Quite a few
directions are left for future investigation, and we conclude with a discussion of
some of these.
As our results are restricted to FDs, an obvious important direction is to
extend our study to other types of integrity constraints, such as denial constraints [42], conditional FDs [17], referential constraints [32], and tuple-generating
dependencies [12]. In the Appendix, we provide a preliminary analysis of the problem for the class of equality-generating dependencies (EGDs). There, we show
that while computing an optimal s-repair for a single FD can always be done in
polynomial time, the problem is hard already in the presence of a single EGD.
Moreover, the repair operations we considered here are exclusively tuple deletions. Hence, another clear direction is to allow other cleaning operations, such
as updates of values or insertions of new tuples, as well as mixtures of deletions,
insertions and updates, where the cost depends on the operation type, the involved tuple, the involved attribute (in the case of updates), and the new and old
attribute values. In the Appendix, we investigate the problem of computing an
optimal update repair (u-repair, for short), which is a repair obtained by updating
values in the database. We present general analysis techniques for the complexity
of computing an optimal u-repair, some based on our dichotomy for s-repairs.
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Chapter 4
Counting Subset Repairs
In this chapter, we consider an inconsistency measure based on the number of
repairs. As in the previous chapter, we focus on FDs and tuple deletions. Hence,
we study the problem of counting the subset repairs, or equivalently, the maximal
independent sets of the conflict graph, in which nodes represent facts and edges
represent violations. In general, counting the maximal independent sets of a
graph is #P-complete [90]; however, special tractable cases include the class of
P4 -free graphs (also known as cographs) [29].
We establish a dichotomy in data complexity for the entire space of sets of
FDs, showing that the class of P4 -free graphs captures precisely the cases in which
counting subset repairs can be done in polynomial time. In particular, we prove
that under standard complexity assumptions, the number of subset repairs can
be computed in polynomial time if and only if every database instance over the
schema entails a P4 -free conflict graph. In fact, the positive side of the dichotomy
holds under combined complexity as well. We also present a polynomial time
algorithm to determine the side to which a given schema belongs.
When does a set of FDs guarantee P4 -freeness for every conflict graph? To
answer this question, we use the definition of a left-hand side chain. Recall that
a set of FDs has an lhs chain if the FDs in the set can be arranged in an order
such that the left-hand side of each FD is contained in the left-hand side of every
FD that appears later in the order. We show that the property of having an lhs
chain is equivalent to that of having a P4 -free conflict graph for every possible
database w.r.t. the set of FDs.
In the previous chapter, we have shown that the class of FD sets for which an
optimal s-repair can be computed in polynomial time includes (but is not limited
to) FD sets with an lhs chain (Corollary 3.3.3); hence, the class of FD sets for
which the subset repairs can be counted efficiently is more restricted than the
class of FD sets for which an optimal s-repair can be computed efficiently. In
fact, the problem of counting subset repairs is harder than that of computing
an optimal s-repair in one more aspect. While we can always find a consistent
subset, the cost of which is at most two times the cost of an optimal s-repair, we
do not have any sub-exponential approximation for the number of subset repairs,
module a fundamental open problem (i.e., approximating the number of maximal
matchings in a bipartite graph).
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The results of this chapter were published and presented in the 2017 ACM
Symposium on Principles of Database Systems (PODS) [73]. The chapter is
organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we introduce some basic terminology that
will be used throughout the chapter. In Section 4.2, we present the problem that
we study, as well as our main result. We provide a preliminary analysis of the
problem in Section 4.3. Then, in Section 4.4, we show the connection between
the property of having an lhs chain and the tractability criteria of our dichotomy.
We prove the dichotomy in Section 4.5. In Section 4.6, we present our algorithm
for deciding, given a schema, whether the problem can be solved in polynomial
time or it is NP-hard. We summarize our results and discuss directions for future
work in Section 4.7.

4.1

Formal Setup

We now introduce some non-standard definitions and notations that we will use
in this chapter. As in the previous chapter, we focus on FDs; hence, we consider
only schemas with a single relation symbol. Recall that a local minimum of an
FD set ∆ is an FD X → Y such that no FD Z → W in ∆ satisfies Z ⊂ X.
Moreover, an FD X → Y is a global minimum of ∆ if X ⊆ Z for every FD
Z → W in ∆.
Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema, such that ∆ contains a global minimum, and let
R(A1 , . . . , Ak ) be the single relation in S. The FD set ∆ may contain more than
one global minimum, but it is always the case that all the global minima agree
on the set of attributes on their left-hand side (i.e., if X → Y and X 0 → Y 0 are
both global minima, then X = X 0 ). We denote by GMin(∆) the set of all global
minima in ∆. We also denote by LeftMinAtts(∆) the set of attributes that appear
on the left-hand side of every global minimum in ∆, and by MinAtts(∆) the set
of attributes that appear either on the left-hand side or on the right-hand side of
some FD in GMin(∆).
We denote by S −MinAtts(∆) the projection of S onto the attributes in the set
{A1 , . . . , Ak } \ MinAtts(∆) (i.e., the attributes that do not appear in any global
minimum of ∆). We also denote by ∆ − MinAtts(∆) the result of removing all
the attributes in MinAtts(∆) from the FDs in ∆. Note that after removing all
these attributes, every global minimum of ∆ becomes the trivial FD ∅ → ∅. In
addition, an FD X → Y that is not a global minimum, may become the trivial
FD (X \ MinAtts(∆)) → ∅. For simplicity, we assume that all trivial FDs are
removed from ∆ − MinAtts(∆). In general, we assume throughout this chapter
that the FD sets do not contain trivial FDs. Clearly, this is not a restrictive
assumption, since if this is not the case, then we can first remove the trivial FDs
from the set.
Example 4.1.1. Figure 4.1 depicts a (hypothetical) inconsistent single-relation
instance that stores information about traffic camera records, as established by
integrating several data sources. For instance, the fact f1 states that an Acura
car with a California plate number AA11 has been recorded by the Huston Police
Department at time 1500.
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fact
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time
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state
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AA11
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AA11
AA11
AA11
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CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
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Acura
Acura
Honda
Honda
Honda
Mazda
Mazda
Mazda
Nissan

Figure 4.1: Inconsistent prioritizing instance over the schema (S, ∆) of Example 4.1.1.
In the corresponding FD schema (S, ∆), the signature S consists of a single
relation symbol
Image(dept, time, plate, state, make)
and ∆ consists of the two FDs: plate state → make (the brand of the car is
determined by the state and plate number), and time plate state → dept (a car
cannot be recorded by two police departments at the same time).
The FD plate state → make is the only global minimum of ∆, and we have
that GMin(∆) = {plate state → make}, LeftMinAtts(∆) = {plate, state}, and
MinAtts(∆) = {plate, state, make}. Hence, the FD schema (S − MinAtts(∆), ∆ −
MinAtts(∆)) consists of the relation R(dept, time) and the FD set {time → dept}.
As another example, let (S, ∆) be an FD schema that consists of a single relation symbol R(A, B, C, D, E, F, G) and the set of FDs {A → B, A → C, AD →
E, AF → G}. Then, A → B and A → C are both global minima of ∆. In this
case, it holds that GMin(∆) = {A → B, A → C}, LeftMinAtts(∆) = {A}, and
MinAtts(∆) = {A, B, C}. Thus, the schema (S − MinAtts(∆), ∆ − MinAtts(∆)) is
comprised of the relation R(D, E, F, G) and the set of FDs {D → E, F → G}.

4.2

Dichotomy

We investigate the problem of counting subset repairs for fixed FD schemas
(S, ∆). In the problem #SRephS, ∆i the goal is to compute the cardinality
|SRep(hI∆ )| for a given instance I over S (that is, count the maximal independent
sets of the conflict graph hI∆ ). In general, the problem of counting the number
of maximal independent sets of a graph is #P-complete [90]. A class of graphs
where we can count the maximal independent sets in polynomial time is that of
P4 -free graphs (i.e., the graphs in which no induced subgraph is a path of length
4). A P4 -free graph is also called cograph, and the class of P4 -free graphs is characterized as the one generated from single nodes by repeatedly applying disjoint
unions and complementation [29].
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f3

f4

f5

f6

f7

f8

Figure 4.2: The conflict graph of the subinstance {f3 , f4 , f5 , f6 , f7 } of Figure 4.1.
Proposition 4.2.1. [29] |SRep(g)| can be computed in polynomial time for P4 free graphs g.
Interestingly, it turns out that P4 -free graphs capture precisely the class of
FD sets for which subset repairs can be counted in polynomial time. Formally,
we have the following.
Theorem 4.2.2. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema. The following are equivalent,
assuming FP 6= #P (or P 6= NP).
• #SRephS, ∆i is solvable in polynomial time.
• hI∆ is P4 -free for every instance I of S.
Moreover, whether these conditions hold can be decided in polynomial time in the
size of (S, ∆).
Observe that in the case of FDs, the translation from the logical constraints to
the conflict graph can be done in polynomial time even under combined complexity. Hence, the positive side of Theorem 4.2.2 holds under combined complexity
as well. Next, we illustrate the application of Theorem 4.2.2 for classifying FD
schemas into tractable and intractable ones (w.r.t. counting repairs).
Example 4.2.3. Figure 4.2 depicts the graph hK
∆ , where ∆ is given in Example 4.1.1, and K is a subset of the facts of Figure 4.1. (We do not include all
the facts to avoid clutter.) The reader can verify that this graph is P4 -free, by
inspecting every four nodes (though there are more efficient ways of verifying
P4 -freeness [29]). For example, the nodes along the path f6 —f7 —f5 —f8 do not
induce a P4 , since there is an edge between f6 and f5 . Later we will show that
every conflict graph of the FDs of our running example (Figure 4.1) is P4 -free.
Consequently, from Theorem 4.2.2 we conclude that #SRephS, ∆i can be solved
in polynomial time for the FD schema of our running example.
On the other hand, consider the FD schema (SAB , ∆A↔B ) of Table 4.1, and
the instance I = {R(0, 1), R(0, 2), R(1, 2), R(1, 3)}. Then, hI∆ is a P4 graph and
Theorem 4.2.2 implies that #SRephSABC , ∆A↔B i cannot be solved in polynomial time (under standard complexity assumptions). We get a similar lower
bound for the FD schema (SABCD , ∆A→B,C→D ), as evidenced by the instance
{R(0, 0, 0, 0), R(0, 1, 1, 1), R(1, 1, 1, 2), R(1, 2, 2, 2)}, that also has a P4 conflict
graph.
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Table 4.1: Specific FD schemas.
FD Schema

Signature

FDs

(SAB , ∆A↔B )

R(A, B)

A → B ,B → A

(SABC , ∆A→B→C )

R(A, B, C)

∅ → A, B → C

(SABCD , ∆A→B,C→D )

R(A, B, C, D)

A → B, C → D

When does an FD set guarantee a P4 -free graph for every instance I? To
answer this question, we reintroduce the definition of an lhs chain. An FD schema
(S, ∆) has an lhs chain if for every two FDs X1 → Y1 and X2 → Y2 in ∆ over the
same relation symbol, either X1 ⊆ X2 or X2 ⊆ X1 . Recall that in the previous
chapter, we have shown that an optimal s-repair can be computed in polynomial
time for FD sets with an lhs chain. Interestingly, having an lhs chain captures
precisely the guarantee of P4 -freeness of conflict graphs, as stated in the following
lemma.
Lemma 4.2.4. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema. The following are equivalent.
1. hI∆ is P4 -free for every instance I of S.
2. (S, ∆) is equivalent to an FD schema that has an lhs chain.
Next, we illustrate the lemma in an example.
Example 4.2.5. Lemma 4.2.4 establishes the claim that we made in Example 4.2.3, that the schema of our running example satisfies the tractability condition of Theorem 4.2.2. Indeed, the FD schema (S, ∆), shown in Figure 4.1, has
an lhs chain. Observe that we could equivalently write ∆ with redundancy, as
consisting of the following FDs.
plate state → make
time plate state → dept
dept plate state → make
In this case, (S, ∆) would not have an lhs chain, but would rather be equivalent
to an FD schema with an lhs chain
In the remainder of this chapter, we prove Theorem 4.2.2. Our proof consists
of four steps. We start with a preliminary analysis of the problem and prove some
basic properties of minimal covers in Section 4.3. Next, we prove Lemma 4.2.4
in Section 4.4. Then, we prove the negative side of Theorem 4.2.2 in Section 4.5
(the positive side of the theorem is straightforward based on Proposition 4.2.1).
Finally, in Section 4.6 we prove that deciding whether an FD schema satisfies the
classification criteria of Theorem 4.2.2 can be done in polynomial time.
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4.3

Preliminary Analysis

In this section, we provide some basic insights into the problem. As will be seen
later on, we make use of minimal covers throughout our proof of Theorem 4.2.2.
Hence, we first prove some properties of minimal covers.
Throughout this section we fix an FD set ∆ that is a minimal cover of FDs
(that is, has a single attribute on the right-hand side of every FD and does
not contain any redundant FDs or attributes) and has a global minimum. The
following two lemmas state which attributes from MinAtts(∆) will never appear
on the left or right-hand side of the FDs in ∆.
Lemma 4.3.1. No FD in ∆ has an attribute from MinAtts(∆) \ LeftMinAtts(∆)
on its left-hand side.
Proof. Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists an FD X → A
in ∆ that contains an attribute B ∈ (MinAtts(∆) \ LeftMinAtts(∆)) on its lefthand side. Thus, there exists a global minimum LeftMinAtts(∆) → B in ∆. It
holds that LeftMinAtts(∆) ⊆ X and {B} ⊆ X. In this case, X → A contains a
redundant attribute (B), which is a contradiction to the fact that ∆ is a minimal
cover.
Lemma 4.3.2. No FD in ∆ \ GMin(∆) has an attribute from MinAtts(∆) on its
right-hand side.
Proof. Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists an FD X → A
in ∆ \ GMin(∆) such that A ∈ MinAtts(∆). Since A ∈ MinAtts(∆), it either holds
that A ∈ LeftMinAtts(∆) or A ∈ (MinAtts(∆) \ LeftMinAtts(∆)). In the first case,
since LeftMinAtts(∆) ⊂ X, the FD X → A is trivial. In the second case, since
there exists an FD LeftMinAtts(∆) → A in ∆, the FD X → A is redundant. In
both cases, we get a contradiction to the fact that ∆ is a minimal cover.
Now, we use the above lemmas to prove the following.
Lemma 4.3.3. There exists a bijection, F , between (∆ \ GMin(∆)) and ∆ −
MinAtts(∆), such that the following holds:
• F (X → A) = (X \ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A, for each FD X → A in ∆ \
GMin(∆).
• F −1 (X → A) = (X ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A, for each FD X → A in
∆ − MinAtts(∆).
Proof. Let X → A and X 0 → A0 be two distinct FDs in ∆ \ GMin(∆). Since
X → A is not a global minimum of ∆, Lemma 4.3.1 and Lemma 4.3.2 imply
that there is an FD (X \ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A in ∆ − MinAtts(∆). Similarly,
the FD (X 0 \ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A0 appears in ∆ − MinAtts(∆). Since the FDs
are different, it either holds that X 6= X 0 or A 6= A0 (or both). Thus, it also
holds that the FDs (X \ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A and (X 0 \ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A0
are different. Next, let X → A be an FD in ∆ − MinAtts(∆). The definition of
∆ − MinAtts(∆), as well as Lemmas 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, imply that there exists an
FD of the form (X ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A in ∆.
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Next, we prove that ∆ − MinAtts(∆) is also a minimal cover of FDs. Since the
FDs in ∆ contain a single attribute on their right-hand side, clearly, so do the FDs
in ∆ − MinAtts(∆). Thus, it is sufficient to prove that no FD in ∆ − MinAtts(∆)
contains a redundant attribute and that ∆ − MinAtts(∆) does not contain a
redundant FD.
Lemma 4.3.4. No FD in ∆ − MinAtts(∆) contains a redundant attribute.
Proof. Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists a redundant
attribute in some FD X → A in ∆ − MinAtts(∆). Let B be the redundant
attribute. That is, it holds that ∆ − MinAtts(∆) |= (X \ {B}) → A. Lemma 4.3.3
implies that there exists an FD (X ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A in ∆. Since ∆ is a
minimal cover, it cannot be the case that ∆ |= (X ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆) \ {B}) → A
(otherwise, B is a redundant attribute in (X ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A). That is,
there exists an instance I of S that satisfies ∆, but violates (X ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆) \
{B}) → A. Thus, there exist two facts f1 , f2 ∈ I that agree on the attributes of
X ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆) \ {B}, but disagree on the value of A.
Now, let us consider the instance I 0 over S − MinAtts(∆) that contains the
facts f10 and f20 obtained from f1 and f2 , respectively, by removing the attributes
of MinAtts(∆). Then, f10 and f20 still agree on the attributes of X \ {B}, but do
not agree on the value of attribute A. Hence, I 0 violates the FD (X \ {B}) → A.
We will now prove that I 0 satisfies all the FDs in ∆ − MinAtts(∆), which is a
contradiction to our assumption that ∆ − MinAtts(∆) |= (X \ {B}) → A.
Let X 0 → A0 be an FD in ∆ − MinAtts(∆). Lemma 4.3.3 implies that
there exists an FD (X 0 ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A0 in ∆. Since I satisfies ∆,
it also holds that {f1 , f2 } satisfies ∆, and in particular, it satisfies the FD
(X 0 ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A0 . Hence, f1 and f2 either agree on the values of
all the attributes in X 0 ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆) ∪ {A0 } or disagree on the value of at
least one attribute in X 0 (recall that we assumed that f1 and f2 agree on the
values of all the attributes in LeftMinAtts(∆)). If the first case holds, the facts
f10 and f20 also agree on the attributes of X 0 ∪ {A0 } and if the second case holds,
the facts f10 and f20 also disagree on at least one of the attributes in X 0 . Thus, in
both cases {f10 , f20 } satisfies the FD X 0 → A0 , and that concludes our proof.
Lemma 4.3.5. There is no redundant FD in ∆ − MinAtts(∆).
Proof. The proof is quite similar to the proof of Lemma 4.3.4. We assume, by way
of contradiction, that there exist a redundant FD X → A in ∆ − MinAtts(∆).
Then, it holds that (∆ − MinAtts(∆) \ {X → A}) |= X → A. Lemma 4.3.3
implies that there exists an FD (X ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A in ∆. Since ∆ is a
minimal cover, it cannot be the case that (∆ \ {(X ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A}) |=
(X ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A. That is, there exists an instance I of S that satisfies
∆ \ {(X ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A}, but violates (X ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A. Thus,
there exist two facts f1 , f2 ∈ I that agree on the attributes of X ∪LeftMinAtts(∆),
but do not agree on attribute A.
If we again look at the instance I 0 over S − MinAtts(∆) that contains the
facts f10 and f20 (corresponding to the facts f1 and f2 in I), then f10 and f20 agree
on the attributes of X, but do not agree on attribute A. Thus, {f10 , f20 } violates
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the FD X → A. However, for each FD, X 0 → A0 in ∆ − MinAtts(∆) \ {X →
A}, there exists an equivalent FD, (X 0 ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A0 in ∆ \ {(X ∪
LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A}. Since {f1 , f2 } satisfies all of the FDs in ∆ \ {(X ∪
LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A}, it holds that for each such FD, these tuples either agree
on the attributes of X 0 ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆) ∪ {A0 } or disagree on at least one of the
attributes in X 0 . As in the previous proof, this implies that {f10 , f20 } satisfies the
FD X 0 → A0 . Therefore, (∆ − MinAtts(∆) \ {X → A}) 6|= X → A, which is a
contradiction to our assumption.
To conclude, we have the following.
Lemma 4.3.6. The FD set ∆ − MinAtts(∆) is a minimal cover of FDs.
As explained above, Lemma 4.3.6 is straightforward based on the previous
two lemmas, and we will use this result later in our proof.

4.4

Characterization of FD Schemas with P4Free Conflict Graphs

In this section, we prove Lemma 4.2.4. For convenience, we give the lemma again
here.
Lemma 4.2.4. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema. The following are equivalent.
1. hI∆ is P4 -free for every instance I of S.
2. (S, ∆) is equivalent to an FD schema that has an lhs chain.
We prove each direction separately.

Direction 1 → 2.
We start by proving that if (S, ∆) is not equivalent to any FD schema with an lhs
chain, then there exists an instance I of S, such that hI∆ is not P4 -free. Clearly,
since (S, ∆) is not equivalent to any FD schema that has an lhs chain, a minimal
cover of ∆ cannot have an lhs chain. Moreover, if we look at a minimal cover ∆m
of ∆, then for each instance I of S the graphs hI∆ and hI∆m are exactly the same.
Thus, it is sufficient to prove that there exists an instance I for which hI∆m is not
P4 -free. We will prove that by induction on n, the number of FDs in ∆m .
First, we prove that a minimal cover of FDs that does not have a global
minimum, does not guarantee P4 -free conflict graphs.
Lemma 4.4.1. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema such that ∆ is a minimal cover of
FDs. If ∆ does not contain a global minimum, then there exists an instance I of
S, such that hI∆ is not P4 -free.
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Figure 4.3: The instance I constructed for the schema (SABCD , ∆A→B,C→D ) in
the proof of Lemma 4.4.1.
Proof. Since ∆ does not contain
minima, X → B and X 0 → B 0 ,
instance I over S, such that hI∆
facts f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 . We define the

a global minimum, there exist at least two local
in ∆, such that X 6= X 0 . We build a database
is not P4 -free. The instance I will contain four
facts as follows, using the constants a, b, c, d, e.

• f1 .A = a for all A ∈ X; f1 .A = b otherwise.
• f2 .A = f1 .A for all A ∈ X; f2 .A = c otherwise.
• f3 .A = f2 .A for all A ∈ X 0 ; f3 .A = d otherwise.
• f4 .A = f3 .A for all A ∈ X; f4 .A = e otherwise.
Note that {f1 , f2 } does not satisfy the FD X → B (since the FD is not trivial).
Thus, there is an edge between the nodes corresponding to f1 and f2 in E(hI∆ ).
In addition, {f2 , f3 } does not satisfy the FD X 0 → B 0 . Thus, there is an edge
between the nodes corresponding to f2 and f3 in E(hI∆ ). Finally, there is an edge
between the nodes corresponding to f3 and f4 in E(hI∆ ), since {f3 , f4 } does not
satisfy the FD X → B.
On the contrary, f1 and f3 only agree on the attributes of X ∩ X 0 (since the
only value appearing in both of them is a and it appears only in attributes that
belong to both X and X 0 ). However, no FD of the form (X ∩ X 0 ) → C appears
in ∆ since X → B and X 0 → B 0 are both local minima. Thus, {f1 , f3 } satisfies
∆, and there is no edge (f1 , f3 ) in E(hI∆ ). Similarly, f1 and f4 only agree on the
attributes of X ∩ X 0 and the same holds for f2 and f4 . Thus, {f1 , f3 } and {f2 , f4 }
also satisfy ∆, and there are no edges (f1 , f4 ) or (f2 , f4 ) in E(hI∆ ). Hence, hI∆ is
exactly a path of length four, and this concludes our proof.
The instance constructed in the proof of Lemma 4.4.1 for (SABCD , ∆A→B,C→D )
is illustrated in Figure 4.3 (note that ∆A→B,C→D is a minimal cover). The reader
can verify that, indeed, the conflict graph hI∆A→B,C→D is not P4 -free.
Since every set of FDs that contains at most one FD has an lhs chain, the
basis of the induction is n = 2. In this case, there are exactly two local minima in
∆m and no global minimum. Lemma 4.4.1 implies that there exists an instance
I of S, such that hI∆m is not P4 -free. Next, we assume that the claim is true for
n = 2, . . . , k − 1 and prove that it is also true for n = k.
Let ∆m be a minimal cover that contains k FDs. If ∆m does not contain a
global minimum, Lemma 4.4.1 again implies that there exists an instance I of
S, such that hI∆m is not P4 -free. Otherwise, let us look at the FD schema (S −
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MinAtts(∆m ), ∆m − MinAtts(∆m )). Lemma 4.3.6 implies that ∆m − MinAtts(∆m )
is also a minimal cover of FDs. Moreover, it contains at most k − 1 FDs. Thus,
from the inductive assumption we obtain that there exists a database instance I
over S − MinAtts(∆m ), such that hI∆m −MinAtts(∆m ) is not P4 -free.
Let {A1 , . . . , Ak } be the set of attributes in the signle relation of S. Let us
build a database instance I 0 of S that contains the following facts. For each fact
f ∈ I, it contains a fact f 0 , such that:
• f 0 .A = f.A for all A ∈ ({A1 , . . . , Ak } \ MinAtts(∆)).
• f 0 .A =

for all A ∈ MinAtts(∆)

Each FD in ∆m that is a global minimum contains only attributes from MinAtts(∆);
thus, I 0 satisfies all these FDs. Lemma 4.3.3 implies that for each FD X → A in
∆m , that is not a global minimum, there exists an FD (X \LeftMinAtts(∆m )) → A
in ∆m − MinAtts(∆m ). Clearly, two facts f10 , f20 in I 0 violate the FD X →
A if and only if the corresponding facts f1 and f2 in I violate the FD (X \
LeftMinAtts(∆m )) → A (since they agree on the attributes of LeftMinAtts(∆m )).
Thus, {f10 , f20 } satisfies ∆m if and only if {f1 , f2 } satisfies ∆m − MinAtts(∆m ).
Finally, we know that hI∆m −MinAtts(∆m ) is not P 4-free. That is, there exist
four facts, f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 , in I, such that the edges (f1 , f2 ), (f2 , f3 ), (f3 , f4 ) exist in E(hI∆m −MinAtts(∆m ) ), but the edges (f1 , f3 ), (f1 , f4 ), (f2 , f4 ) do not exist in
E(hI∆m −MinAtts(∆m ) ). As explained above, since {f1 , f2 } violates some FD in ∆m −
MinAtts(∆m ), it holds that {f10 , f20 } violates some FD in ∆m as well. Thus, there
is an edge (f10 , f20 ) in E(hI∆m ). Similarly, the edges (f20 , f30 ) and (f3 , f40 ) also exist
in E(hI∆m ). Moreover, since {f1 , f3 } satisfies all of the FDs in ∆m − MinAtts(∆m ),
it holds that {f10 , f30 } satisfies al of the FDs in ∆m . Thus, the edge (f10 , f30 ) does
not exists in E(hI∆m ). Similarly, the edges (f10 , f40 ) and (f20 , f40 ) do not exist in
E(hI∆m ). Thus, we can conclude that hI∆m contains a path of length four and is
not P 4-free.

Direction 2 → 1.
We prove that if (S, ∆) is equivalent to some FD schema with an lhs chain, then
hI∆ is P4 -free for every instance I of S. Let ∆0 be an FD set that has an lhs chain
and is equivalent to ∆. Let I be an instance of S. Clearly, it holds that hI∆ and
hI∆0 are the same graph; thus, it is sufficient to prove that hI∆0 is P4 -free. Let
us assume, by way of contradiction, that hI∆0 is not P4 -free. That is, there are
four nodes v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 in the graph, such that {v1 , v2 }, {v2 , v3 }, {v3 , v4 } ∈ E(hI∆0 ),
but {v1 , v3 }, {v1 , v4 }, {v2 , v4 } 6∈ E(hI∆0 ). Hence, there are four facts f1 , f2 , f3 , f4
in I, such that {f1 , f2 },{f2 , f3 } and {f3 , f4 } violate ∆0 , but {f1 , f3 },{f1 , f4 } and
{f2 , f4 } do not violate ∆0 .
Let us assume that {f1 , f2 } violates the FD X → Y , {f2 , f3 } violates the FD
0
X → Y 0 and {f3 , f4 } violates the FD X 00 → Y 00 . Since ∆0 has an lhs chain, there
are three possible cases:
• X ⊆ X 0 and X ⊆ X 00 . In this case, all of these facts agree on the attributes
of X. However, f1 and f2 do not agree on at least one attribute of Y .
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Then, f4 cannot agree with both f1 and f2 on this attribute of Y ; thus, it
either holds that {f1 , f4 } violates the FD X → Y or {f2 , f4 } violates the
FD X → Y .
• X 0 ⊆ X and X 0 ⊆ X 00 . In this case, all of these facts agree on the attributes
of X 0 . However, f2 and f3 do not agree on at least one attribute of Y 0 . Since
{f1 , f3 } does not violate ∆0 , it holds that f1 and f3 agree on the attributes
of Y 0 . Moreover, since {f2 , f4 } does not violate ∆0 , it holds that f2 and f4
agree on the attributes of Y 0 . Thus, f1 and f4 do not agree on at least one
attribute of Y 0 , and {f1 , f4 } violates the FD X 0 → Y 0 .
• X 00 ⊆ X and X 00 ⊆ X 0 . In this case, all of these facts agree on the attributes
of X 00 . However, f3 and f4 do not agree on at least one attribute of Y 00 .
Since f1 cannot agree with both f3 and f4 on this attribute of Y 00 , it either
holds that {f1 , f3 } violates the FD X 00 → Y 00 or {f1 , f4 } violates the FD
X 00 → Y 00 .
These are the only possible cases since ∆0 has an lhs chain. Note that in all three
cases we get a contradiction (as v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 do not induce a path of length four),
and this concludes our proof.
As mentioned in Section 4.2, Lemma 4.2.4 implies that the tractability condition of Theorem 4.2.2 is equivalent to (S, ∆) having an lhs chain. In addition,
recall that the tractability side of Theorem 4.2.2 is an immediate consequence of
Proposition 4.2.1. In the next section, we prove that if (S, ∆) is not equivalent to
an FD schema with an lhs chain, then computing #SRephS, ∆i is #P-complete.

4.5

Proof of Hardness

To prove the hardness side of Theorem 4.2.2, we begin with the simplest FD
schema that is not a chain: (SAB , ∆A↔B ) of Table 4.1. Consider an instance I of
SAB . If I is viewed as the set of edges of a bipartite graph g (where the constants
of I correspond to the nodes of g, assuming, without the loss of generality, that
the sets of constants of each attribute are disjoint), then counting the subset
repairs of I is the problem of counting the maximal matchings of g, which is
#P -complete [100]. Hence, we get the following result.
Proposition 4.5.1. The problem #SRephSAB , ∆A↔B i is #P -complete.
To the best of our knowledge, approximate counting of maximal matchings in
bipartite graphs is an open problem (while it is known that a fully-polynomial
randomized approximation scheme (FPRAS) exists for perfect matchings [55]).
Approximate counting of s-repairs remains an open problem as well. In this
section, we prove that there is a fact-wise reduction from (SAB , ∆A↔B ) to any
FD schema (S, ∆) that is not equivalent to a schema with an lhs chain. Clearly,
a fact-wise reduction from (SAB , ∆A↔B ) to (S, ∆) implies a strict reduction from
#SRephSAB , ∆A↔B i to #SRephS, ∆i (as stated in the next lemma); hence, if
approximating the number of maximal matchings in a bipartite graph is hard,
then so is approximating the number of s-repairs.
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We continue with the following lemma which is rather straightforward.
Lemma 4.5.2. Let (S, ∆) and (S 0 , ∆0 ) be FD schemas, and suppose that there is
a fact-wise reduction from (S, ∆) to (S 0 , ∆0 ). If #SRephS, ∆i is #P -hard, then
#SRephS 0 , ∆0 i is #P -hard as well.
Hence, as aforementioned, we complete the proof by showing that there is
a fact-wise reduction from (SAB ∆A↔B ) to any FD schema (S, ∆) that is not
equivalent to an FD schema with an lhs chain. Then, Lemma 4.5.2 implies that
computing #SRephS, ∆i is #P-complete for all such schemas. We start by
proving this for minimal covers. First, we consider minimal covers that do not
have a global minimum.
Lemma 4.5.3. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema, such that ∆ is a minimal cover of
FDs. If ∆ does not have a global minimum, there is a fact-wise reduction from
(SAB , ∆A↔B ) to (S, ∆).
Proof. Since ∆ does not have a global minimum, clearly, there are at least two
local minima, X → A and X 0 → A0 , in ∆, such that X 6= X 0 . We define
a fact-wise reduction Π : (SAB , ∆A↔B ) → (S, ∆), using the FDs X → A and
X 0 → A0 and the constant ∈ Const. Let f = R2k (a, b) be a fact over SAB and
let {A1 , . . . , An } be the set of attributes in the single relation of S. We define Π
as follows:

Ak ∈ X ∩ X 0



a
Ak ∈ X \ X 0
def
Π(f ).Ak =

b
Ak ∈ X 0 \ X



ha, bi otherwise
It is left to show that Π is a fact-wise reduction. To do so, we prove that Π is
well defined, injective and preserves consistency and inconsistency.
Π is well defined. This is straightforward from the definition.
Π is injective. Let f, f 0 be two facts, such that f = R2k (a, b) and f 0 =
R2k (a0 , b0 ). Assume that Π(f ) = Π(f 0 ). Let us denote Π(f ) = R(x1 , . . . , xn ) and
Π(f 0 ) = R(x01 , . . . , x0n ). Note that X \ X 0 and X 0 \ X are not empty since X 6= X 0
and both FDs are minimal (thus, X 6⊂ X 0 and X 0 6⊂ X). Therefore, there are l
and p such that xl = a, xp = b. Hence, Π(f ) = Π(f 0 ) implies that xl = x0l and
xp = x0p . We obtain that a = a0 and b = b0 , which implies f = f 0 .
Π preserves consistency. Let f = R2k (a, b) and f 0 = R2k (a0 , b0 ) be two distinct
facts. We contend that the set {f, f 0 } is consistent w.r.t. ∆A↔B if and only if
the set {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is consistent w.r.t. ∆.
The “if ” direction Assume {f, f 0 } is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆A↔B . We prove that
{Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆. Assume that Π(f ) = R(x1 , . . . , xn ) and
Π(f 0 ) = R(x01 , . . . , x0n ). If {f, f 0 } is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆A↔B , then either a = a0
and b 6= b0 or a 6= a0 and b = b0 . By the definition of Π, for every attribute Ak ∈ X
it either holds that xk = a or xk = . It also holds that xk = b or xk = ha, bi
for Ak = A (otherwise, X → A is trivial, in contradiction to the fact that ∆ is a
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minimal cover). Therefore, in the first case (a = a0 and b 6= b0 ), Π(f ) and Π(f 0 )
agree on the attributes of X, but do not agree on the value of A, and X → A
does not hold. Similarly, for every attribute Ak ∈ X 0 it either holds that xk = b
or xk = , and for Ak = A0 it either holds that xk = a or xk = ha, bi. Thus, in
the second case (a 6= a0 and b = b0 ), the FD X 0 → A0 does not hold. This leads
us to the conclusion that {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆.
The “only if ” direction Assume that {f, f 0 } is consistent w.r.t ∆A↔B . We
prove that {Π(f ), Π(f 0 )} is consistent w.r.t. ∆. Note that a 6= a0 since otherwise
the FD A → B implies that b = b0 and thus f = f 0 . Similarly, b 6= b0 due to the
existence of the FD B → A. Thus, Π(f ) and Π(f 0 ) do not agree on the attributes
on the left-hand side of any FD in ∆ that contains an attribute Ak , such that
Ak 6∈ X ∩ X 0 . Hence, all of these FDs are satisfied. It is left to show that FDs
that contain only attributes Ak , such that Ak ∈ X ∩ X 0 , on their left-hand side
hold as well. However, we will now prove that such FDs do not exist at all. Let
us assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists an FD, X 00 → A00 in ∆,
such that X 00 contains only attributes from X ∩ X 0 on its left side. In this case,
X 00 ⊆ X ∩ X 0 . Thus, it also holds that X 00 ⊆ X and X 00 ⊆ X 0 . Since X → A
is a local minimum, it cannot hold that X 00 ⊂ X; thus, it holds that X 00 = X.
Similarly, we get that X 00 = X 0 . In this case, it holds that X = X 0 and we get a
contradiction.
Next, we consider minimal covers that do not have an lhs chain but have a
global minimum. The proof for this case is more involved and consists of three
steps. First, we prove the following.
Lemma 4.5.4. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema such that ∆ is a minimal cover that
has a global minimum. Then ∆ has an lhs chain if and only if ∆ − MinAtts(∆)
has an lhs chain.
Proof. Assume that ∆ has an lhs chain. Let us assume, by way of contradiction,
that ∆ − MinAtts(∆) does not have an lhs chain. That is, there exist two FD,
X → A and X 0 → A0 in ∆ − MinAtts(∆), such that neither X ⊆ X 0 , nor X 0 ⊆ X.
Clearly, it also holds that (X ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆)) 6⊆ (X 0 ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆)) and
(X 0 ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆)) 6⊆ (X ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆)). Lemma 4.3.3 implies that the
FDs (X ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A and (X 0 ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A0 belong to ∆,
which is a contradiction to the fact that ∆ hasn an lhs chain.
Next, let us assume that ∆ − MinAtts(∆) has an lhs chain. We will prove that
∆ has an lhs chain as well. Let X → A and X 0 → A0 be two FDs in ∆. If X → A
is a global minimum of ∆, then it holds that X ⊆ X 0 by definition. Similarly,
if X 0 → A0 is a global minimum of ∆, then it holds that X 0 ⊆ X by definition.
If none of X → A and X 0 → A0 is a global minimum of ∆, then Lemma 4.3.3
implies that the FDs (X \ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A and (X 0 \ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A0
exist in ∆ − MinAtts(∆). Since ∆ − MinAtts(∆) is a chain, it either holds that
(X \ LeftMinAtts(∆)) ⊆ (X 0 \ LeftMinAtts(∆)) or (X 0 \ LeftMinAtts(∆)) ⊆ (X \
LeftMinAtts(∆)). If the first case holds, then clearly it also holds that X ⊆ X 0
and if the second case holds, then it also holds that X 0 → X. Thus, for every
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pair of FDs, X → A and X 0 → A0 in ∆ it either holds that X ⊆ X 0 or X 0 ⊆ X,
and we can conclude that ∆ has an lhs chain.
Note that the proof of the ”only if” direction of Lemma 4.5.4 holds for any
FD set ∆ and a set of attributes X. Hence, we have the following result that we
will use in the next section.
Lemma 4.5.5. Let ∆ be an FD set and let X be a set of attributes. If ∆ has an
lhs chain, then so does ∆ − X.
Next, we prove that a composition of two fact-wise reductions is a fact-wise
reduction.
Lemma 4.5.6. Let Π1 be a fact-wise reduction from (S1 , ∆1 ) to (S2 , ∆2 ), and let
Π2 be a fact-wise reduction from (S2 , ∆2 ) to (S3 , ∆3 ). Then, the composition of
Π1 and Π2 is a fact-wise reduction from (S1 , ∆1 ) to (S3 , ∆3 ).
Proof. The fact that the composition is well defined is straightforward based on
the fact that both Π1 and Π2 are well defined. We now prove that the composition
is injective. Let f1 , f2 be two facts over S1 and let Π2 (Π1 (f1 )) and Π2 (Π1 (f2 )) be
the two corresponding facts over S3 . If f1 6= f2 , then the fact that Π1 is injective
implies that Π1 (f1 ) 6= Π1 (f2 ). Then, since Π2 is injective as well, it holds that
Π2 (Π1 (f1 )) 6= Π2 (Π1 (f2 )).
Finally, we prove that the composition preserves consistency; that is, {f1 , f2 }
is consistent w.r.t. ∆1 if and only if {Π2 (Π1 (f1 )), Π2 (Π1 (f2 ))} is consistent w.r.t. ∆3 .
Since Π1 preserves consistency, it holds that {f1 , f2 } is consistent w.r.t. ∆1 if and
only if {Π1 (f1 ), Π1 (f2 )} is consistent w.r.t. ∆2 . Then, the fact that Π2 preserves consistency implies that {Π1 (f1 ), Π1 (f2 )} is consistent w.r.t. ∆2 if and
only if {Π2 (Π1 (f1 )), Π2 (Π1 (f2 ))} is consistent w.r.t. ∆3 , and that concludes our
proof.
Now, we show how to construct a fact-wise reduction from (SAB , ∆A↔B ) to
any (S, ∆) where ∆ is a minimal cover that does not have an lhs chain, but has a
global minimum, using a composition of fact-wise reductions. The first fact-wise
reduction that we consider is from (S − MinAtts(∆), ∆ − MinAtts(∆)) to (S, ∆).
Lemma 4.5.7. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema, such that ∆ is a minimum cover
of FDs. If ∆ does not have an lhs chain, but has a global minimum, then there
is a fact-wise reduction from (S − MinAtts(∆), ∆ − MinAtts(∆)) to (S, ∆).
Proof. We define a fact-wise reduction Π : (S − MinAtts(∆), ∆ − MinAtts(∆)) →
(S, ∆), using MinAtts(∆) and the constant
∈ Const. Let f be a fact over
S − MinAtts(∆) and let {A1 , . . . An } be the set of attributes in the single relation
of S. We define Π as follows:
(
Ak ∈ MinAtts(∆)
def
Π(f ).Ak =
f.Ak otherwise
It is left to show that Π is a fact-wise reduction. To do so, we prove that Π is
well defined, injective and preserves consistency and inconsistency.
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Π is well defined. It suffices to show that Π(f ).Ak is well defined for each
k. Clearly, the sets in the definition are disjoint. Moreover, for each Ak 6∈
MinAtts(∆), it holds, by the definition of S − MinAtts(∆), that Ak is one of the
attributes of the single relation of S − MinAtts(∆); thus, f.Ak is a valid value.
Therefore, Π(f ).Ak is indeed well defined for each k.
Π is injective. Let f1 , f2 be two facts over S − MinAtts(∆) and let Π(f1 ) and
Π(f2 ) be the two corresponding facts over S. If f1 6= f2 , then there exists an
attribute Ak , such that f1 .Ak 6= f2 .Ak . By the definition of Π, it holds that
Π(f1 ).Ak 6= Π(f2 ).Ak ; hence, Π(f1 ) 6= Π(f2 ).
Π preserves consistency. Let f1 and f2 be two facts over S − MinAtts(∆).
We contend that {f1 , f2 } is consistent w.r.t. ∆ − MinAtts(∆) if and only if
{Π(f1 ), Π(f2 )} is consistent w.r.t. ∆.
The “if ” direction Assume that {f1 , f2 } is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆−MinAtts(∆).
We prove that {Π(f1 ), Π(f2 )} is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆. Since {f1 , f2 } is inconsistent w.r.t. ∆ − MinAtts(∆), there exists an FD, X → A in ∆ − MinAtts(∆),
such that X → A does not hold for {f1 , f2 }. Lemma 4.3.3 implies that the FD
(X ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A exists in ∆. Since {f1 , f2 } violates X → A, it holds
that f1 .Ak = f2 .Ak for every Ak ∈ X and f1 .A 6= f2 .A. We also know that for
every attribute Ak ∈ (X ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆)) it holds that either f1 .Ak = Π(f1 ).Ak
and f2 .Ak = Π(f2 ).Ak or Π(f1 ).Ak = Π(f2 ).Ak = . Since A 6∈ MinAtts(∆), it
holds that f1 .A = Π(f1 ).A and f2 .A = Π(f2 ).A. Thus, Π(f1 ) and Π(f2 ) agree on
the attributes of X, but do not agree on the attribute A, and {Π(f1 ), Π(f2 )} is
inconsistent w.r.t. ∆.
The “only if ” direction Assume that {f1 , f2 } is consistent w.r.t. the FD set
∆ − MinAtts(∆). We prove that {Π(f1 ), Π(f2 )} is consistent w.r.t. ∆. We divide
our proof into different cases according to the types of FDs in ∆.
1. Let X → A be an FD in ∆ that is not a global minimum of ∆. Lemma 4.3.3
implies that there exists an FD (X\LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A in ∆−MinAtts(∆).
Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that X → A does not hold for
{Π(f1 ), Π(f2 )}. By the definition of Π, it holds that f1 .A = Π(f1 ).A and
f2 .A = Π(f2 ).A. Moreover, for every attribute Ak ∈ (X ∩ MinAtts(∆))
it holds that Π(f1 ).Ak = Π(f1 ).Ak =
and for every attribute Ak ∈
(X \ MinAtts(∆)) it holds that f1 .Ak = Π(f1 ).Ak and f2 .Ak = Π(f2 ).Ak .
Since {Π(f1 ), Π(f2 )} is inconsistent w.r.t. X → A, it holds that Π(f1 ).Ak =
Π(f2 ).Ak for every Ak ∈ X and Π(f1 ).A 6= Π(f2 ).A. Thus, f1 .Ak = f2 .Ak
for every Ak ∈ (X \ LeftMinAtts(∆)), but f1 .A 6= f2 .A, and that violates
(X \ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A. This is in contradiction to the fact that {f1 , f2 }
is consistent w.r.t. ∆ − MinAtts(∆).
2. Let X → A be a global minimum of ∆. By the definition of Π, it holds that
Π(f1 ).Ak = and Π(f2 ).Ak = for every Ak ∈ (X ∪ {A}). Thus, X → A
necessarily holds for {Π(f1 ), Π(f2 )}.
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We proved that {Π(f1 ), Π(f2 )} satisfies all the FDs in ∆; thus, {Π(f1 ), Π(f2 )} is
consistent w.r.t. ∆.
Next, we construct a fact-wise reduction from (SAB , ∆A↔B ) to (S, ∆) (where ∆
is a minimal cover with no lhs chain, but with a global minimum), by composing
at most n fact-wise reductions, where n is the number of FDs in ∆. Recall
that we consider data complexity; that is, the number of FD in ∆ is considered
a constant. Hence, we can construct this composition of fact-wise reductions in
polynomial time, and Lemma 4.5.6 implies that the result is a fact-wise reduction
from (SAB , ∆A↔B ) to (S, ∆).
Lemma 4.5.8. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema, such that ∆ is a minimal cover of
FDs. If ∆ does not have an lhs chain, but has a global minimum, then there is a
fact-wise reduction from (SAB , ∆A↔B ) to (S, ∆).
Proof. Our proof is by induction on the number of FDs, n, in ∆. If ∆ has
a global minimum and it contains at most two FDs, then it has an lhs chain.
Hence, the basis of the induction is n = 3. In this case, Lemma 4.5.4 implies
that ∆ − MinAtts(∆) also does not have an lhs chain. Hence, ∆ − MinAtts(∆)
is a minimal cover of FDs that contains two FDs and no global minimum, and
Lemma 4.5.3 implies that there is a fact-wise reduction from (SAB , ∆A↔B ) to
(S −MinAtts(∆)), ∆−MinAtts(∆)). In addition, Lemma 4.5.7 implies that there is
a fact-wise reduction from (S − MinAtts(∆)), ∆ − MinAtts(∆)) to (S, ∆). Finally,
Lemma 4.5.6 implies that the result of the composition of these two fact-wise
reduction is a fact-wise reduction from (SAB , ∆A↔B ) to (S, ∆) and that concludes
our proof of the base case.
For the inductive step, we need to prove that if the claim is true for n =
3, . . . , k − 1, it is also true for n = k. Let ∆ be an FD set that contains k
FDs. If ∆ does not have a global minimum, then Lemma 4.5.3 again implies that
there is a fact-wise reduction from (SAB , ∆A↔B ) to (S, ∆) and that concludes our
proof. Otherwise, Lemma 4.5.7 implies that there is a fact wise reduction from
(S − MinAtts(∆), ∆ − MinAtts(∆)) to (S, ∆). Clearly, ∆ − MinAtts(∆) contains
at most k − 1 FDs. Moreover, it contains at least 3 FDs (otherwise, ∆ is a
chain, as implies by Lemma 4.5.4). Lemma 4.3.6 implies that ∆ − MinAtts(∆) is
a minimal cover of FDs and Lemma 4.5.4 implies that it is not a chain. Thus,
from our assumption, there exists a fact-wise reduction from (SAB , ∆A↔B ) to
(S − MinAtts(∆), ∆ − MinAtts(∆)). Then, Lemma 4.5.6 implies that the result
of the composition of these two fact-wise reduction is a fact-wise reduction from
(SAB , ∆A↔B ) to (S, ∆), and that concludes our proof.
At this point, we know that for an FD schema (S, ∆) such that ∆ is a minimal cover that does not have an lhs chain, there is a fact-wise reduction from
(SAB , ∆A↔B ) to (S, ∆). It is left to show that this also holds for an FD set ∆
that is not a minimal cover and is not equivalent to any FD set with an lhs chain.
Lemma 4.5.9. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema that is not equivalent to any FD
schema with an lhs chain. Then, there is a fact-wise reduction from (SAB , ∆A↔B )
to (S, ∆).
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Proof. Let ∆m be a minimal cover of ∆. Clearly, ∆m does not have an lhs chain.
Moreover, it is straightforward that if there exists a fact-wise reduction from
(SAB , ∆A↔B ) to (S, ∆m ), there exists a fact-wise reduction from (SAB , ∆A↔B ) to
(S, ∆) (the exact same reduction). Thus, it is sufficient to prove that there exists
a fact-wise reduction from (SAB , ∆A↔B ) to (S, ∆m ). Lemmas 4.5.3 and 4.5.8
imply that this is indeed the case.

4.6

Determining the Tractability of FD Schemas

In this section, we prove that given an FD schema (S, ∆) we can decide in
polynomial time whether the conditions of Theorem 4.2.2 hold (i.e., whether
#SRephS, ∆i can be solved in polynomial time, or it is #P-complete). We will
prove that in order to decide whether the conditions hold, it is sufficient to check
if a minimal cover of ∆ has an lhs chain. We start by proving some additional
properties of minimal covers.
Lemma 4.6.1. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema that has an lhs chain. Let ∆m be a
minimal cover of ∆. Then, ∆m has a global minimum LeftMinAtts(∆) → A, for
some attribute A.
Proof. We start by proving that there is no FD X → A in ∆m , such that X ⊂
LeftMinAtts(∆). Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that this is not the case.
Let us look at a database instance I of S that contains two facts f1 , f2 that agree
on the attributes of X, but do not agree on any other attribute. Then, {f1 , f2 }
violates the FD X → A. Since it holds that X ⊂ LeftMinAtts(∆), and since
there exists a global minimum of the form LeftMinAtts(∆) → Y in ∆, the facts
f1 and f2 do not agree on the attributes on the left-hand side of any FD in ∆,
and {f1 , f2 } satisfies all of the FDs in ∆. This is a contradiction to the fact the
∆m is a minimal cover of ∆.
Next, we prove that LeftMinAtts(∆) ⊆ X for every FD X → A in ∆m . Let us
again assume, by way of contradiction, that this is not the case. Then, there exists
an FD X → A in ∆m , such that LeftMinAtts(∆)\X is not empty. Let us look at a
database instance I of S that contains two facts f1 , f2 that agree on the attributes
of X, but do not agree on any other attribute. Then, {f1 , f2 } violates the FD
X → A. Since for each FD X 0 → Y 0 in ∆ it holds that LeftMinAtts(∆) ⊆ X 0 ,
all the FDs in ∆ contain the attributes in LeftMinAtts(∆) \ X on their left-hand
side; thus, {f1 , f2 } satisfies all of these FDs. That is, there exists an instance I
of S that satisfies ∆ but does not satisfy ∆m , which is again a contradiction to
the fact the ∆m is a minimal cover of ∆.
Finally, we prove that there exists an FD of the form LeftMinAtts(∆) → A
in ∆m . Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that there is no FD of the
form LeftMinAtts(∆) → A in ∆m . Let us look at a database instance I of S
that contains two facts f1 , f2 that agree on the attributes of LeftMinAtts(∆),
but do not agree on any other attribute. Then, {f1 , f2 } violates every global
minimum of ∆. We have already shown that for each FD X → A in ∆m it holds
that LeftMinAtts(∆) ⊆ X. Since we assumed that there is no FD of the form
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LeftMinAtts(∆) → A in ∆m , then in this case, for each FD X → Y in ∆m it holds
that (X \ LeftMinAtts(∆)) 6= ∅. Thus, {f1 , f2 } clearly satisfies all the FDs in ∆m .
This is a contradiction to the fact the ∆m is a minimal cover of ∆.
Note that Lemma 4.6.1 implies that LeftMinAtts(∆) = LeftMinAtts(∆m ) for
every FD set ∆ that has an lhs chain and a minimal cover ∆m of ∆. Next, we
prove the following.
Lemma 4.6.2. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema that has an lhs chain. Let ∆m be a
minimal cover of ∆. Then, ∆m contains an FD LeftMinAtts(∆) → A for every
attribute A ∈ (MinAtts(∆) \ LeftMinAtts(∆)).
Proof. Lemma 4.6.1 states that ∆m contains a global minimum of the form
LeftMinAtts(∆) → A, for some attribute A. Thus, for every FD X → A in
∆m , we already know that LeftMinAtts(∆) ⊆ X. Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists an attribute A ∈ (MinAtts(∆) \ LeftMinAtts(∆)),
such that (LeftMinAtts(∆) → A) 6∈ ∆m . Let us consider a database instance I of
S that contains two facts f1 , f2 that agree on the attributes of MinAtts(∆m ), and
do not agree on any other attribute.
Clearly, {f1 , f2 } satisfies every global minimum of ∆m . In addition, for every
FD X → B in ∆m that is not a global minimum, it holds that X contains
an attribute C 6∈ MinAtts(∆m ). This holds since, as mentioned above, we have
that LeftMinAtts(∆) = LeftMinAtts(∆m ) and LeftMinAtts(∆) ⊂ X. Clearly, X
cannot contain any attribute from MinAtts(∆m ) \ LeftMinAtts(∆m ) (otherwise,
the FD X → B in ∆m contains a redundant attribute); hence, X must contain
an attribute that is not in MinAtts(∆m ). Therefore, f1 and f2 do not agree on at
least one attribute of X, and {f1 , f2 } satisfies every FD in ∆m .
Since it holds that A ∈ (MinAtts(∆) \ LeftMinAtts(∆)), there exists an FD
LeftMinAtts(∆) → Y in ∆ such that A ∈ Y . Moreover, we assumed that there is
no FD LeftMinAtts(∆) → A in ∆m ; thus, A 6∈ MinAtts(∆m ). We conclude that f1
and f2 agree on all the attributes in LeftMinAtts(∆) but disagree on an attribute
A ∈ Y ; hence, {f1 , f2 } violates an FD in ∆, which is a contradiction to the fact
that ∆ and ∆m are equivalent.
Lemmas 4.6.1 and 4.6.2 imply that MinAtts(∆) ⊆ MinAtts(∆m ). Note that
there are cases when MinAtts(∆) 6= MinAtts(∆m ). For example, a minimal cover
of the FD set {A → BC, AC → D} is the FD set {A → B, A → C, A → D}. It
holds that MinAtts(∆) = {A, B, C}, while MinAtts(∆m ) = {A, B, C, D}. Hence,
in this case, MinAtts(∆) ⊂ MinAtts(∆m ).
Next, we prove the following property.
Lemma 4.6.3. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema with an lhs chain and let ∆m be
a minimal cover of ∆. Then, ∆m − MinAtts(∆m ) is a minimal cover of ∆ −
MinAtts(∆m ).
Proof. Lemma 4.6.1 implies that ∆m has a global minimum LeftMinAtts(∆) → A
for some attribute A. Thus, Lemma 4.3.6 implies that ∆m − MinAtts(∆m ) is a
minimal cover. So, the only thing left to prove is that ∆m − MinAtts(∆m ) and
∆ − MinAtts(∆m ) are equivalent. Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that
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∆m − MinAtts(∆m ) and ∆ − MinAtts(∆m ) are not equivalent. That is, there exists
an instance I of S − MinAtts(∆m ), such that it either satisfies ∆m − MinAtts(∆m )
but does not satisfy ∆ − MinAtts(∆m ) or vice versa.
Case 1: An instance I satisfies ∆m − MinAtts(∆m ) but does not satisfy
∆−MinAtts(∆m ). In this case, there exists an FD, X → Y , in ∆−MinAtts(∆m )
that is not satisfied by I. That is, there exist two facts, f1 , f2 ∈ I, that agree
on the attributes of X, but do not agree on at least one attributte of Y . Let
us look at a database instance I 0 of S, such that for each fact f ∈ I it contains
a fact f 0 that satisfies the following properties: (a) for each attribute Ak ∈
({A1 , . . . , An } \ MinAtts(∆m )) it holds that f.Ak = f 0 .Ak (where {A1 , . . . , An }
is the set of attributes in the single relation in S); and (b) for each attribute
Ak ∈ MinAtts(∆m ) it holds that f 0 .Ak = . Clearly, there exists an FD, (X ∪
Z) → (Y ∪ W ), in ∆, where Z, W ⊆ MinAtts(∆m ). Since f10 and f20 agree on the
values of all the attributes in MinAtts(∆m ), the set {f10 , f20 } violates this FD.
Let X 0 → A be an FD in ∆m . Then, Lemma 4.3.3 implies that there exists an
FD (X 0 \LeftMinAtts(∆m )) → A in ∆m −MinAtts(∆m ). If I 0 does not satisfy X 0 →
A, there exist two facts f30 , f40 in I 0 that agree on the attributes of X 0 , but do not
agree on the value of A. Thus, the corresponding facts f3 , f4 in I, also do no agree
on the value of A, but do agree on the attributes of X 0 \ LeftMinAtts(∆). That
is, {f3 , f4 } violates ∆m − MinAtts(∆m ), which is not possible since we assumed
that I satisfies ∆m − MinAtts(∆m ). Hence, I 0 satisfies ∆m and does not satisfy
∆, which is a contradiction to the fact that ∆m is a minimal cover of ∆.
Case 2: An instance I satisfies ∆−MinAtts(∆m ) but does not satisfy ∆m −
MinAtts(∆m ). In this case, there exists an FD, X → A, in ∆m − MinAtts(∆m )
that is not satisfied by I. Hence, there exist two facts, f1 , f2 ∈ I, that agree
on the attributes of X, but do not agree on the value of A. Let us look at a
database instance I 0 of S, that satisfies the same properties as in the previous
case. Lemma 4.3.3 implies that there exists an FD, (X ∪ LeftMinAtts(∆)) → A,
in ∆m . Clearly, {f10 , f20 } violates this FD.
Finally, let X 0 → Y 0 be an FD in ∆. If Y 0 ⊆ MinAtts(∆m ), then I 0 satisfies this
FD by definition (as all the facts in I 0 agree on the attributes of MinAtts(∆m )).
Otherwise, there exists an FD (X 0 \ Z) → (Y 0 \ W ) in ∆ − MinAtts(∆m ) for
some Z, W ∈ MinAtts(∆m ). If I 0 does not satisfy X 0 → Y 0 , there exist two
facts, f30 , f40 in I 0 that agree on the attributes of X 0 , but do not agree on the
attributes of Y 0 . Thus, the corresponding facts f3 , f4 in I, also do no agree on
the attributes of Y 0 \ W , but do agree on the attributes of X 0 \ Z. That is, f3 , f4
violates ∆ − MinAtts(∆m ), which is not possible since we assumed that I satisfies
∆ − MinAtts(∆m ). Hence, I 0 satisfies ∆ and does not satisfy ∆m , which is again
a contradiction to the fact that ∆m is a minimal cover of ∆.
Finally, we show that in order to decide if an FD schema satisfies the classification criteria of Theorem 4.2.2, it suffices to look at a minimal cover of ∆.
Lemma 4.6.4. Suppose that (S, ∆) is an FD schema and ∆m is a minimal cover
of ∆. Then, (S, ∆) is equivalent to an FD schema with an lhs chain if and only
if ∆m has an lhs chain.
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Proof. The “if ” direction. We have to prove that if ∆m has an lhs chain, then
(S, ∆) is equivalent to a chain FD schema. This is straightforward since (S, ∆)
is equivalent to (S, ∆m ).
The “only if ” direction. We prove that if (S, ∆) is equivalent to an FD
schema with an lhs chain, then ∆m has an lhs chain. Since (S, ∆) is equivalent
to a chain FD schema, there exists a set of FDs, ∆0 , that has an lhs chain and
is equivalent to ∆. Clearly, every minimal cover of ∆ is also a minimal cover of
∆0 and vice versa. Thus, instead of considering ∆, we can consider ∆0 . We will
prove by induction on n, the number of FDs in ∆0 , that every minimal cover of
∆0 has an lhs chain.
The basis of the induction, n = 0, is straightforward. For the inductive step,
we need to prove that if the claim is true for all n = 0, . . . , k − 1, it is also true for
n = k. Let ∆0 be a set that contains k FDs and has an lhs chain. Let ∆0m be a
minimal cover of ∆0 . Let us look at the FD set ∆0 − MinAtts(∆0m ). Lemma 4.6.3
implies that ∆0m − MinAtts(∆0m ) is a minimal cover of ∆0 − MinAtts(∆0m ). In
addition, Lemmas 4.6.1 and 4.6.2 imply that ∆0 − MinAtts(∆0m ) contains at most
k − 1 FDs (since, as mentioned above, it holds that MinAtts(∆0 ) ⊆ MinAtts(∆0m );
hence, when removing the attributes of MinAtts(∆0m ) from ∆0 we remove at least
every global minimum of ∆0 ). Finally, Lemma 4.5.5 implies that ∆0 −MinAtts(∆0m )
has an lhs chain. Hence, we obtain from the inductive assumption that ∆0m −
MinAtts(∆0m ) is a chain.
Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that ∆0m does not have an lhs chain.
That is, there exist two FDs, X → A and X 0 → A0 , in ∆0m , such that neither
X ⊆ X 0 not X 0 ⊆ X. Lemma 4.3.3 implies that there exist two FDs, (X \
LeftMinAtts(∆0m )) → A and (X 0 \ LeftMinAtts(∆0m )) → A0 in ∆0m − MinAtts(∆0m ).
Clearly, it holds that (X \ LeftMinAtts(∆0m )) 6⊆ (X 0 \ LeftMinAtts(∆0m )) and (X 0 \
LeftMinAtts(∆0m )) 6⊆ (X \ LeftMinAtts(∆0m )), which is a contradiction to the fact
that ∆0m − MinAtts(∆0m ) is a chain.
Since finding a minimal cover of a given FD set and checking whether it has an
lhs chain can be done in polynomial time, Lemma 4.6.4 implies that we can decide
in polynomial time whether a given FD schema (S, ∆) belongs to the tractable
or intractable side of Theorem 4.2.2.

4.7

Concluding Remarks

We investigated the complexity of the problem of counting subset repairs. We
focused on FD constraints and established a dichotomy in data complexity, partitioning FD schemas into polynomial-time counting and #P-complete counting.
We showed that the tractable FD schemas are those that have an lhs chain, or
equivalently, those guaranteeing P4 -free conflicts graphs. Moreover, we showed
that it is possible to decide in polynomial time whether an FD schema is tractable
or not.
For future work, we highlight two main directions. One is that of counting
repairs in more general repair frameworks that support additional types of integrity constraints (e.g., conditional FDs [17], Equality-generating dependencies,
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and denial constraints [42]) and repairing operations (e.g., tuple addition and
cell updates [43, 74, 103]). The second one is approximate counting of repairs. In
particular, does the classification hold if we allow for approximate rather than
exact repair counting?
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Chapter 5
Counting Preferred Repairs
In the previous chapter, we studied the problem of counting subset repairs. The
underlying assumption was that all maximal consistent subsets are equally worthy
of being candidate repairs. Yet, there are cases in which it is natural to prefer one
repair over another. This is the case, for example, if facts where obtained from
different sources and one source is considered more reliable than another or if one
fact is more recent than another fact. In this chapter, we revisit the problem of
counting repairs where we now account for preferences among facts. Specifically,
we consider the three notions of preferred repairs introduced by Staworko et
al. [94], namely Pareto, globally and completion-optimal repairs, and explore
the problem of counting the preferred repairs for all three notions. As a first
step, we investigate the complexity of a simpler problem that arises only in the
presence of preferences – the problem of deciding whether the priority relation
contains enough information to clean the database unambiguously, or in other
words, whether there is exactly one preferred repair. We refer to this problem as
categoricity. Understanding the complexity of this problem is important, as in
cases where the categoricity problem is intractable, the counting task is hopeless.
It is known that under each of the three semantics there is always at least one
preferred repair, and Staworko et al. [94] present a polynomial-time algorithm
for finding such a repair. (We recall this algorithm in Section 5.1.) Hence, the
categoricity problem is that of deciding whether the output of this algorithm is the
only possible preferred repair. Kimelfeld et al. [60] have established the following
dichotomy in data complexity for Pareto categoricity. For an FD schema (S, ∆):
• If ∆ associates (up to equivalence) a single FD with every relation symbol,
then Pareto categoricity is solvable in polynomial time.
• In any other case, Pareto categoricity is coNP-complete.
For example, with the relation symbol R(A, B, C) and the FD A → B, the
problem is solvable in polynomial time; but if we add the dependency B →
A then it becomes coNP-complete. For global categoricity, a full dichotomy
remains an open problem; however, they have shown that in the tractable case
of Pareto categoricity, global categoricity is likewise solvable in polynomial time.
For example, R(A, B, C) with the dependency ∅ → A has polynomial-time global
categoricity. Nevertheless, if we add B → C, then the problem becomes Πp2 complete.
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For completion categoricity, we establish a far more positive picture than the
ones for Pareto and global categoricity. In particular, the problem is solvable in
polynomial time for every set of FDs and, in fact, for any conflict hypergraph.
We then ask whether transitivity of the preference relation makes a difference.
We show that the three semantics of repairs remain different in the presence of
transitivity, yet quite remarkably, the global categoricity and completion categoricity problems are actually the same. Hence, in the presence of transitivity
global categoricity is solvable in polynomial time (even when constraints are given
as a conflict hypergraph).
Next, we consider the counting problem. Clearly, counting preferred repairs
is at least as hard as counting subset repairs, as the notions coincide in case the
priority relation is empty. Hence, the results of the previous chapter imply that
counting preferred repairs is #P-complete whenever the FD set is not equivalent
to an FD set with an lhs chain. Moreover, the results established for the categoricity problem indicate that counting Pareto-optimal repairs is hard when the
set of FDs is not equivalent to a single FD per relation, and counting globally
optimal repairs is hard for at least one FD set that has an lhs chain (namely,
{∅ → A, B → C}). Hence, at least for Pareto and globally-optimal repairs we
already know that the class of FD sets for which the preferred repairs can be
counted in polynomial time is far more restricted than the class of FD set for
which the subset repairs can be counted in polynomial time. And, indeed, we establish a dichotomy in data complexity for all three notions stating that the only
tractable case is where the set of FDs contains a single FD (up to equivalence)
for every relation of the schema.
Finally, as the complexity picture for the counting problem is fairly pessimistic, we consider the problem of deciding whether there are at least one hundred or one thousand or any polynomial number of repairs. We could efficiently
answer such questions if we had an algorithm for enumerating the repairs. And
indeed, we devise enumeration algorithms with efficiency guarantees on the delay
between generated repairs. Specifically, we introduce an algorithm for enumerating c-repairs with polynomial delay that works for general conflict graphs. The
algorithm builds upon an algorithm for enumerating the maximal independent
sets of a graph [27], and applies a nontrivial adjustment to c-repairs. Moreover,
we introduce an algorithm that enumerates the preferred repairs under each of the
three notions in incremental polynomial time, for arbitrary conflict hypergraphs
of bounded dimension (i.e., where the size of a hyperedge is bounded by some constant) that applies to the case where priorities behave as partitioned preferences.
This algorithm deploys as a subroutine an existing algorithm for enumerating the
maximal independent sets of a hypergraph of bounded dimension [19].
The chapter presents a joint work with Benny Kimelfeld and Liat Peterfreund.
The results on the categoricity problem were published and presented in the 2017
International Conference on Database Theory (ICDT) [60] and the results on the
counting and enumeration problems were published and presented in the 2017
ACM Symposium on Principles of Database Systems (PODS) [73]. The chapter
is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we introduce some basic terminology
that will be used throughout the chapter. In Section 5.2, we formally define the
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problems that we study in this chapter. We investigate the categoricity problem
for completion-optimal repairs in Section 5.3. We then consider the problem
of counting preferred repairs in Section 5.4, and the problem of enumerating
preferred repairs in Section 5.5. We summarize our results and discuss directions
for future work in Section 5.6.

5.1

Formal Setup

We now recall the framework of preferred repairs by Staworko et al. [94].

5.1.1

Prioritizing Inconsistent Databases

A priority relation  over an instance I is an acyclic1 binary relation over the
facts of I. An inconsistent prioritizing instance over a signature S is a triple
(I, h, ), where I is an instance over S, h is a conflict hypergraph over I, and
 is a priority relation over I with the following property: for every two facts f
and g of I, if f  g then f and g are neighbors in h.2 For example, if h = hI∆
for a set ∆ of FDs, then f  g implies that {f, g} violates at least one FD. An
inconsistent prioritizing instance over an FD schema (S, ∆) is just a pair (I, ),
and it stands for the triple (I, hI∆ , ).
Example 5.1.1. In our first running example, we use the schema (S, ∆), defined
as follows. The signature S consists of a single relation CompCEO(company, ceo),
associating companies with their Chief Executive Officers (CEO). Figure 5.1(a)
depicts an instance I over S. We define ∆ to be {company → ceo , ceo →
company}, stating that in CompCEO each company has a single CEO and each
CEO manages a single company. Observe that I violates ∆. For example, Google
has three CEOs, Alphabet has two CEOs, and each of Pichai and Page is the
CEO of two companies.
g
g
a
a
g
g
 fpi
. We
 fbr
and fpa
We define a priority relation  by fpi
 fpa
, fpa
denote  by corresponding arrows on the left graph of Figure 5.1(b). (Therefore,
some of the edges are directed and some are undirected.) We then get the inconsistent prioritizing instance (I, hI∆ , ) over S. Observe that the graph does not
contain directed cycles, as required from a priority relation.
Example 5.1.2. In our second running example we again consider the instance
of Example 2.2.2. Recall that the signature S has a single relation symbol
Follows/2 and there are two sets of people: ai for i = 1, 2, 3, and bj for
j = 1, . . . , 5. The instance I contains the following facts: f11 , f12 , f21 , f22 ,
f23 , f24 , f31 , f32 , f34 , and f35 , where fij is the fact Follows(ai , bj ). There are
1

By acyclic we mean that I does not contain any sequence f1 , . . . , fk of facts such that
fi  fi+1 for all i = 1, . . . , k − 1 and fk  f1 .
2
This requirement has been made with the introduction of the framework [94]. Since the
instances we consider here remain valid in the general setting as well, the hardness complexity
results we present hold even without this requirement.
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(a) Inconsistent database of the
company-CEO running example
g
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g
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g
fpa
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fpi

g
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a
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a
fpa

(b) The conflict graph hI∆ and the priority relation 
for the company-CEO running example (left), and two
completions of  (middle and right)

Figure 5.1: Running company-CEO example
two constraints: (a) each ai can follow at most i people; and (b) each bj can be
followed by at most j people.
The priority relation  is given by fil  fjk if one of the following holds: (a)
i = j and k = l + 1, or (b) j = i + 1 and l = k. For example, we have f11  f12
and f12  f22 , but we do not have f11  f22 (hence,  is not transitive).
Let (I, h, ) be an inconsistent prioritizing instance over a signature S. For
a subinstance K of I we denote by max (K) the set of facts f ∈ K such that no
g ∈ K satisfies g  f . We say that  is total if for every two facts f and g in I,
if f and g are neighbors in h then either f  g or g  f . A priority c over I is a
completion of  (w.r.t. h) if  is a subset of c and c is total. As an example,
the middle and right graphs of Figure 5.1(b) are two completions of the priority
relation  depicted on the left side. A completion of (I, h, ) is an inconsistent
prioritizing instance (I, h, c ) where c is a completion of .

5.1.2

Preferred Repairs

Staworko et al. [94] define three different notions of preferred repairs that take the
priority relation into account. The first notion is that of globally-optimal repairs
(also used previously by Van Nieuwenborgh and Vermeir [87]). This notion is
based on checking whether a repair J of I can be improved by replacing a set of
facts in J with a “better preferred” set of facts from I. The high computational
cost of using global optimality (e.g., for the problem of repair checking) led them
to seek different notions of optimality with a lower computational complexity.
Inspired by the work of Koltun et al. [63], they defined the notion of Paretooptimal repairs. The difference between the two notions is in the way “better
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Algorithm 3 FindCRep(I, h, )
J := ∅
while max (I) 6= ∅ do
choose a fact f in max (I)
I := I \ {f }
if J ∪ {f } is consistent w.r.t. h then
J := J ∪ {f }
7: return J

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

preferred” is interpreted. Next, we give the formal definitions.
Definition 5.1.3 (Improvement). Let (I, h, ) be an inconsistent prioritizing
instance, and let J and J 0 be two distinct consistent subinstances of I w.r.t. h.
• J is a global improvement of J 0 if for every f 0 ∈ J 0 \J there exists f ∈ J \J 0
such that f  f 0 .
• J is a Pareto improvement of J 0 if there exists f ∈ J \ J 0 such that f  f 0
for all f 0 ∈ J 0 \ J.
That is, J is a global improvement of J 0 if, to obtain J from J 0 , we insert and
delete facts, such that every deleted fact is preferred to by some inserted one.
The subinstance J is a Pareto improvement of J 0 if we similarly obtain J from
J 0 , but now one of the inserted facts is preferred to all deleted ones. Then, we
get the following.
Definition 5.1.4 (Global/Pareto optimality). Let (I, h, ) be an inconsistent
prioritizing instance, and let J be a consistent subinstance of I w.r.t. h.
• J is a globally-optimal repair of (I, h, ) if there is no global improvement
of J.
• J is a globally-optimal repair of (I, h, ) if there is no Pareto improvement
of J
Example 5.1.5. We continue the company-CEO running example. We define
g
g
a
g
a
a
four consistent subinstances of I: J1 = {fbr
, fpi
}, J2 = {fpa
, fpi
}, J3 = {fbr
, fpa
},
g
a
and J4 = {fpi , fpa }. Note the following. First, J2 is a Pareto improvement of
g
g
J1 , since fpa
∈ J2 \ J1 and fpa
 f for every fact in J1 \ J2 (where in this case
g
there is only one such an f , namely fbr
). Second, J4 is a global improvement of
g
g
a
a
J2 because fpi  fpa and fpa  fpi . (We refer to J3 in later examples.)
The last notion of preferred repairs defined by Staworko et al. [94] is that of
a greedy repair, also called completion optimal. A greedy repair is a repair J that
can be obtained by scanning the facts by descending  (i.e., if f  g then f
is visited before g) and adding to J each visited fact as long as consistency is
preserved, as depicted in Algorithm 3.
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The algorithm FindCRep takes as input an inconsistent prioritizing instance
(I, h, ) and returns a greedy repair J. It begins with an empty J, and incrementally inserts facts to J, as follows. In each iteration of lines 3–6, the algorithm
selects a fact f from max (I) and removes it from I. Then, f is added to J
if it does not violate consistency, that is, if h does not contain any hyperedge e
such that e ⊆ J ∪ {f }. The specific way of choosing the fact f among all those
in max (I) is (deliberately) left unspecified, and hence, different executions may
result in different greedy repairs. In that sense, the algorithm is nondeterministic.
Example 5.1.6. We consider the application of the algorithm FindCRep to the
instance of our company-CEO example (where h = hI∆ ). The following are two
g
g
g
a
a
a
a
g
,
, +fpa
, −fpi
, (2) +fpa
, −fpi
, +fpi
, −fbr
different executions: (1) +fpi
, −fpa
g
g
−fpa , −fbr . Here, we denote inclusion in J (i.e., the condition of line 5 is true)
by plus and exclusion from J by minus. Observe that both executions return
g
a
}.
J4 = {fpi
, fpa
Let (I, h, ) be an inconsistent prioritizing instance. Staworko et al. [94]
proved that the possible results of the different executions of the algorithm
FindCRep (that is, the greedy repairs) are all the consistent subinstances J of
I that are globally-optimal repairs of (I, h, 0 ) for some completion 0 of .
Thus, we get the following alternative definition for greedy repairs.
Definition 5.1.7 (Completion-optimal repair). Let (I, h, ) be an inconsistent
prioritizing instance, and let J be a consistent subinstance of I w.r.t. h. Then,
J is a completion-optimal repair of I if there exists a completion 0 of , such
that J is a globally-optimal repair of (I, h, 0 ).
We remark that in the definition of a completion-optimal repair, we could
replace “globally-optimal” with “Pareto-optimal” and obtain an equivalent definition [94]. We use g-repair, p-repair and c-repair 3 as abbreviations of “globallyoptimal repair,” “Pareto-optimal repair,” and “completion-optimal repair,” respectively. For an inconsistent prioritizing instance (I, h, ), we denote the set
of all g-repairs, p-repairs and c-repairs by GRep (h), PRep (h) and CRep (h),
respectively.
The following theorem states the relationship between the different types of
repairs defined in this section.
Theorem 5.1.8. [94] Let (I, h, ) be an inconsistent prioritizing instance. Then,
CRep (h) 6= ∅ and CRep (h) ⊆ GRep (h) ⊆ PRep (h) ⊆ SRep(h).
Importantly, the theorem states that the most restricted class of repairs is
that of the c-repairs, and moreover, every preferred repair is also a subset repair.
Example 5.1.9. We continue our company-CEO example. Recall the instances
Ji defined in Example 5.1.5. We showed that J1 has a Pareto improvement, so
J1 is not a p-repair (although an s-repair in the ordinary sense). The reader
3

Do not confuse our c-repairs with C-repairs that were used to denote cardinality repairs [1,

76].
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Table 5.1: Studied problems. The letter X stands for each of P, G and C.
Problem

Input

Compute

1XRep

(I, h, )

|X Rep (h)| = 1?

1XRephS, ∆i

(I, )

|X Rep (hI∆ )| = 1?

#XRephS, ∆i

(I, )

|X Rep (hI∆ )|

X RepEnum

(I, h, )

X Rep (h)

XRepEnumhS, ∆i

(I, )

X Rep (hI∆ )

can verify that J2 has no Pareto improvements, so J2 is a p-repair. But J2 is
not a g-repair, as J4 is a global improvement of J2 . Moreover, J3 is a g-repair
(hence, a p-repair). Finally, J4 is a g-repair w.r.t. the left completion of  in
Figure 5.1(b) (and also w.r.t. the right one). Hence, J4 is a c-repair (and so a
g-repair and a p-repair). In contrast, J3 has a global improvement (and a Pareto
improvement) in both completions; but it does not prove that J3 is not a c-repair
(since, conceptually, one needs to consider all possible completions of ).
Example 5.1.10. We now continue the follower example. The inconsistent prioritizing instance (I, h, ) is defined in Example 5.1.2. Consider the instance
J1 = {f11 , f22 , f23 , f32 , f34 , f35 }. The reader can verify that J1 is a c-repair
(e.g., by completing  through the lexicographic order). The subinstance J2 =
{f12 , f21 , f22 , f34 , f35 } is a repair but not a p-repair, since we can add f11 and
remove both f12 and f21 , and thus obtain a Pareto improvement.

5.2

Studied Problems

In this chapter, we explore the computational complexity of three problems,
namely categoricity, counting preferred repairs, and enumerating preferred repairs. In this section, we formally define the problems. For ease of reference, the
different problems are given in Table 5.1.

Categoricity
First, we define the computational problem of categoricity. Proposition 5.1.8
states that, under each of the semantics of preferred repairs, at least one such
a repair exists. In general, there can be many possible preferred repairs. The
problem of categoricity [94] is that of testing whether there is precisely one such a
repair; that is, there do not exist two distinct preferred repairs, and therefore, the
priority relation contains enough information to clean the inconsistent instance
unambiguously.
More formally, in the problems 1PRep, 1GRep, and 1CRep the goal is to
test whether |PRep (h)| = 1, |GRep (h)| = 1 and |CRep (h)| = 1, respectively,
given a signature S and an inconsistent prioritizing instance (I, h, ) over S.
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As defined, categoricity takes as input both the signature S and the inconsistent prioritizing instance (I, h, ), where constraints are represented by a conflict
hypergraph. We also study this problem from the perspective of data complexity;
there, we fix an FD schema (S, ∆). In that case, the input consists of an instance
I over S and a priority relation ≺ over I. The conflict hypergraph is then implicitly assumed to be hI∆ . We denote the corresponding variants of the problem
by 1PRephS, ∆i, 1GRephS, ∆i and 1CRephS, ∆i, respectively.
Example 5.2.1. Continuing our company-CEO example, we showed in Example 5.1.9 that there are at least two g-repairs and at least three p-repairs. Hence,
a solver for 1GRephS, ∆i should return false on (I, ), and so is a solver for
1PRephS, ∆i. In contrast, we later show that there is precisely one c-repair (Example 5.3.4); hence, a solver for 1CRephS, ∆i should return true on (I, ). If,
on the other hand, we replaced  with any of the completions in Figure 5.1(b),
then there would be precisely one p-repair and one g-repair (namely, the current
single c-repair). This follows from a result of Staworko et al. [94], stating that
categoricity holds in the case of total priority relations.
Kimelfeld et al. [60] have established complexity results for the categoricity
problem for both p-repairs and g-repairs. In Section 5.3.1, we explore the computational complexity of the categoricity problem for c-repairs (i.e., we consider
the problem 1CRep).

Counting Preferred Repairs
Next, we define the counting problems. Specifically, we study the problem of
counting preferred repairs for fixed FD schemas (S, ∆). More formally, in the
problem #XRephS, ∆i, where X is one of G, P and C, the goal is to compute
|X Rep (hI∆ )| for a given inconsistent prioritizing instance (I, ). Recall that for
counting problems, a basic tractable class is FP and a measure of intractability
is #P-hardness (or #P-completeness). In Section 5.4, we study the complexity
of the counting problem for all three notions of preferred repairs.

Enumerating Preferred Repairs
Finally, we consider the task of enumerating (i.e., generating) the g-repairs, prepairs, and c-repairs. In Table 5.1 we specify two variants of the problem of enumerating x-repairs (where x is one of g, c and p). In the problem X RepEnum
the input is an inconsistent prioritizing instance (I, h, ), and in the problem
XRepEnumhS, ∆i we fix an FD schema (S, ∆), and the input consists of a prioritizing instance (I, ) over (S, ∆). We start by investigating the problems
GRepEnumhS, ∆i and PRepEnumhS, ∆i, where we have mainly negative results (that is, the problems are hard even when considering only FDs). Our
positive results (e.g., for CRepEnum), on the other hand, apply not only to
FDs, but rather to general constraints that can be represented as a conflict graph
or hypergraph. In Section 5.5, we introduce algorithms that run in polynomial
delay or in incremental polynomial time.
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5.3

Categoricity

In this section, we study the complexity of 1CRep. Kimelfeld et al. [60] proved
the following dichotomy in data complexity for 1PRephS, ∆i.
Theorem 5.3.1. [60] Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema. Then, 1PRephS, ∆i can be
solved in polynomial time if ∆|R is equivalent to a single FD for every R ∈ S. In
every other case, 1PRephS, ∆i is coNP-complete.
Recall that ∆|R is the restriction of ∆ to the FDs over R. Observe that
since 1PRephS, ∆i is coNP-hard for at least one (S, ∆), the problem 1PRep is
coNP-hard as well. They also proved the following result for 1GRephS, ∆i.
Theorem 5.3.2. [60] Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema. Then, 1GRephS, ∆i can be
solved in polynomial time if ∆|R is equivalent to a single FD for every R ∈ S.
Moreover, 1GRephS, ∆i is Πp2 -complete for a signature S that consists of a single
relation R(A, B, C) and the FD set ∆ = {∅ → A, B → C}.
Again, since there exists an FD schema for which 1GRephS, ∆i is Πp2 -hard,
the problem 1GRep is Πp2 -hard. The question of whether there is any FD schema
(S, ∆) that does not satisfy the tractability condition of the above theorem for
which 1GRephS, ∆i is solvable in polynomial time is still open.
In this section, we show that the picture is far more positive when considering
c-repairs. More formally, we prove the following result.
Theorem 5.3.3. The 1CRep problem is solvable in polynomial time.
Clearly, since 1CRep is solvable in polynomial time, we have that 1CRephS, ∆i
is solvable in polynomial time for any FD schema (S, ∆). In the remainder of
this section, we establish Theorem 5.3.3 by presenting a polynomial-time algorithm (Algorithm 4). The algorithm is very simple, but its proof of correctness
is intricate.

5.3.1

Algorithm for Completion Categoricity

To present our algorithm, some notation is required. Let (I, h, ) be an inconsistent prioritizing instance. The transitive closure of , denoted + , is the priority
relation over the facts of I where for every two facts f and g it holds that f + g
if and only if there exists a sequence f0 , . . . , fm of facts, where m > 0, such that
f = f0 , fm = g, and fi  fi+1 for all i = 0, . . . , m − 1. Obviously, + is acyclic
(since  is acyclic). Yet unlike , the relation + may compare between facts
that are not necessarily neighbors in h. Let (I, h, ) be an inconsistent prioritizing instance, let K be a set of facts of I, and let f be a fact of I. By K + f we
denote the case where g + f for every fact g ∈ K.
The algorithm is shown as Algorithm 4. The input is (I, h, ), an inconsistent
prioritizing instance. (The signature S is not needed by the algorithm.) The
algorithm incrementally constructs a subinstance J of I, starting with an empty
J. Later we will prove that there is a single c-repair if and only if J is consistent;
and in that case, J is the single c-repair. The loop in the algorithm constructs
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Algorithm 4 CCategoricity(I, h, )
1: i := 0
2: J := ∅
3: while I 6= ∅ do
4:
i := i + 1
5:
Pi := max+ (I)
6:
J := J ∪ Pi
7:
Ni := {f ∈ I | ∃e ∈ E(h) s.t. f ∈ e, (e \ {f }) ⊆ J, and (e \ {f }) + f }
8:
I := I \ (Pi ∪ Ni )
9: return true iff J is consistent
fact sets P1 , . . . , Pt and N1 , . . . , Nt (where t is the total number of iterations).
Each Pi is called a positive stratum and each Ni is called a negative stratum.
Both Pi and Ni are constructed in the ith iteration. On that iteration we add to
J every fact in Pi , and remove from I every fact in Pi and every fact in Ni . The
sets Pi and Ni are defined as follows.
• Pi consists of the maximal facts in the current I, according to + .
• Ni consists of all the facts f that, together with P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pi , complete a
hyperedge of preferred facts; that is, h has a hyperedge that contains f ,
is contained in P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pi ∪ {f }, and satisfies g + f for every incident
g 6= f .
The algorithm continues to iterate until I gets empty. As said above, in the end
the algorithm returns true if J is consistent, and otherwise false. Next, we give
execution examples.
Example 5.3.4. Consider (I, h, ) from our company-CEO running example,
illustrated on the left side of Figure 5.1(b). The algorithm makes a single iteration
g
g
a
g
a
g
a
}. Both fpi
and fpa
, fpa
, fpi
} and N1 = {fpa
on this instance, where P1 = {fpi
, fpa
g
a
g
is in conflict with
and fpa
, fpi
are in P1 since both are maximal. Also, each of fpa
g
g
+ g
a
a
g
P1 , and we have fpi  fpa , fpa  fpi , and fpi  fbr .
Example 5.3.5. Consider the inconsistent prioritizing instance (I, h, ) from our
followers running example. Figure 5.2 illustrates the execution of the algorithm,
where each column describes Pi or Ni , from left to right in the order of their construction. For convenience, the priority relation , as defined in Example 5.1.2,
is depicted in Figure 5.2 using corresponding edges between the facts.
On iteration 1, for instance, we have P1 = {f11 , f34 }, since f11 and f34 are
the facts without incoming edges on Figure 5.2. Moreover, we have N1 =
{f12 , f21 , f31 }. The reason why N1 contains f12 , for example, is that {f11 , f12 }
is a hyperedge, the fact f11 is in P1 , and f11  f12 (hence, f11 + f12 ). For a
similar reason N1 contains f21 . Fact f31 is in N1 as {f11 , f31 } is a hyperedge, and
though f11 6 f31 , we have f11 + f31 . As another example, N3 contains f24 since
h has the hyperedge {f22 , f23 , f24 }, the set {f22 , f23 } is contained in P1 ∪ P2 ∪ P3 ,
and {f22 , f23 } + f24 .
In the end, J = {f11 , f22 , f23 , f32 , f34 , f35 }, which is also the subinstance J1 of
Example 5.1.10. Since J is consistent, the algorithm will determine that there is
a single c-repair, and that c-repair is J.
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Figure 5.2: Execution of CCategoricity on the followers example.

A a 1

A b 2

B a 3

A a 2

B b 3
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A b 3

B b 1

Figure 5.3: A negative instance of 1CRep.
Example 5.3.6. We now give an example of an execution on a negative instance
of 1CRep. (In Subsection 5.3.2 we refer to this example for a different reason.)
Figure 5.3 shows an instance I over the FD schema (S, ∆) where S consists of
a single relation R(A, B, C) and ∆ = {AB → C, BC → A, AC → B}. In this
schema every two attributes form a key. Each fact R(a1 , a2 , a3 ) in I is depicted by
a tuple that consists of the three values. For example, I contains the (conflicting)
facts R(A, a, 1) and R(A, a, 2). Hereon, we write Xyi instead of R(X, y, i). The
priority relation  is given by the directed edges between the facts; for example,
Aa1  Aa2. Undirected edges are between conflicting facts that are incomparable
by  (e.g., Ab2 and Ab3).
The execution of the algorithm on (I, hIS1 , ) is as follows. On the first iteration, P1 = {Aa1, Ab2, Ba3, Bb1} and N1 = {Aa2, Bb3}. In particular, note that
N1 does not contain Ba2 since it conflicts only with Ba3 in P1 , but the two are
incomparable. Similarly, N1 does not contain Ab3 since it is incomparable with
Ab2. Consequently, in the second iteration we have P2 = {Ba2, Ab3} and N2 = ∅.
In the end, J = P1 ∪ P2 is inconsistent, and therefore, the algorithm will return
false. Indeed, the reader can easily verify that each of the following is a c-repair:
{Aa1, Ab2, Ba3, Bb1}, {Aa1, Ab2, Ba2, Bb1}, and {Aa1, Ba3, Ab3, Bb1}.
Correctness of CCategoricity is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.3.7. Let (I, h, ) be an inconsistent prioritizing instance, and let
J be the subinstance of I constructed in the execution of CCategoricity(I, h, ).
Then J is consistent if and only if there is a single c-repair. Moreover, if J is
consistent then J is the single c-repair.
Theorem 5.3.7, combined with the observation that the algorithm CCategoricity
terminates in polynomial time, implies Theorem 5.3.3. As previously said, the
proof of Theorem 5.3.7 is quite involved. Our proof consists of two parts. First
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we will prove that the algorithm is sound (i.e., if the algorithm returns true then
there is precisely one c-repair). Later, we will prove that the algorithm is complete (i.e., if there is precisely one c-repair then the algorithm returns true). We
start by proving a basic lemma that will be used in both parts of the proof.
Basic Lemma
Let (I, h, ) be an inconsistent prioritizing instance over a signature S. We now
prove the following.
Lemma 5.3.8. Suppose that P1 , . . . , Pt are the positive strata constructed by executing CCategoricity(I, h, ). For every k ∈ {1, . . . , t}, if Jk = P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk is
consistent, then there exists an execution of the FindCRep algorithm on (I, h, ),
such that at the beginning of some iteration of that execution the following hold:
• J = P 1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk .
• Every fact f ∈ Pk+1 belongs to max (I).
Proof. Let us consider an execution of FindCRep(I, h, ) that selects the facts in
I according to the following rules.
1. If there exists a fact f ∈ max (I) such that f ∈ Jk , then we select such a
fact.
2. If the above does not hold, and there is a fact f ∈ max (I) such that f 6∈ Jk
and J ∪ {f } contains a hyperedge, then we select such a fact.
3. If none of the above holds, then we select any fact f ∈ max (I).
Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that an execution that follows the above
rules does not include an iteration that satisfies the two conditions. Then, one of
the following holds.
• There exists an iteration at which only facts f 6∈ JK such that J ∪ {f } is
consistent can be selected (and, consequently, added to J), and there is at
least one fact g ∈ Jk that has not been added to J yet.
• There exists an iteration at which J = Jk , at least one fact f ∈ Jk+1 does
not belong to max (I), and among the facts f 6∈ Pk+1 , only facts for which
J ∪ {f } is consistent belong to max (I) (hence, they will be added to J if
selected).
If the first case holds, let Pi be the first positive stratum such that at least
one fact f ∈ Pi has not been added to J yet, but every fact in P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pi−1 has
already been added to J. Note that P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk does not contain a hyperedge;
thus, if f cannot be added to J at the current iteration, it holds that f does not
belong to max (I). That is, there exists at least one fact g, such that g  f .
Moreover, there exists at least one finite sequence, g1  · · ·  gm  f , of facts in
I (with m ≥ 1), such that g1 ∈ max (I) (since  is acyclic). Note that for each
such sequence of facts, it holds that gk + f for every fact gk in the sequence.
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Recall that we assumed that we were able to add all the facts from P1 ∪
· · · ∪ Pi−1 to J; thus, no fact gk belongs to Pj for some j < i. Furthermore,
by the definition of Pi , after removing all of the facts from P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pi−1 and
N1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ni−1 , every fact f ∈ Pi belongs to max+ (I) (and consequently to
max (I)). This cannot be the case if there exists a fact h + f that belongs
to Pj or Nj for some j ≥ i. Thus, the only possibility left is that every fact
gk ∈ {g1 , . . . , gm } belongs to Nj for some j < i.
Since g1 belongs to max (I), it can be selected in line 3 of the algorithm at
the current iteration. Let Nj be the negative stratum to which g1 belongs. By
the definition of Nj , there exists a hyperedge e that is contained in P1 ∪ · · · ∪
Pj ∪ {g1 }. Since j < i it holds that e ⊆ (P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pi−1 ∪ {g1 }). Moreover, since
(P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pi−1 ) ⊆ J at the current iteration, we have that J ∪ {g1 } contains a
hyperedge. This is a contradiction to the fact that only facts f 6∈ (P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk )
such that J ∪ {f } is consistent can be selected at this iteration.
The proof for the second case is very similar. If f ∈ Pk+1 does not belong to
max (I), then again, there exist at least one sequence g1  · · ·  gm  f of facts,
such that gk + f for every fact in the sequence and each fact gk belongs to Nj
for some j < k + 1. Similarly to the previous case, it holds that g1 ∈ max (I);
hence, it can be selected at the current iteration. Moreover, by the definition of a
negative stratum, there exists a hyperedge that is contained in P1 ∪· · ·∪Pk ∪{g1 },
which is a contradiction to the fact that only facts for which J ∪ {f } is consistent
can be selected at the this iteration.
Example 5.3.9. Consider the CCategoricity execution on the inconsistent prioritizing instance (I, h, ) from our followers running example, illustrated in Figure 5.2. In this example, P1 ∪ P2 is consistent. We can start building the repair
J, using the FindCRep algorithm as follows. (We recall that we denote inclusion
in J by plus and exclusion from J by minus.)
+f11 , +f34 , −f12 , −f21 , −f31 , +f22 , +f35
As Lemma 5.3.8 states, at the current iteration of the algorithm, all the facts in
P1 ∪ P2 belong to J. Moreover, the facts in P3 (that is, f23 and f32 ) belong to
max (I), as the second part of the lemma states.
Note that in our example, there exists a different execution of the FindCRep
algorithm.
+f11 , −f12 , −f21 , −f31 , +f22 , +f23 , +f32 , −f24 , +f34 , +f35
In this case, there does not exist an iteration of the algorithm that satisfies the
conditions from Lemma 5.3.8. Thus, different executions of the algorithm may
be possible; however, there always exists an execution of the FindCRep algorithm
that satisfies the conditions of the lemma.
Soundness
Next, we prove that if J is consistent, then I has precisely one c-repair. Let us
denote by t the number of iterations of the CCategoricity algorithm on the input
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(I, h, ). That is, it holds that J = P1 ∪· · ·∪Pt at the end of the algorithm. Since
J is consistent, Lemma 5.3.8 and the fact that the FindCRep algorithm is sound
imply that there exists a c-repair K that includes all of the facts in P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pt .
The following lemma proves that a c-repair cannot include any fact that belongs
to Ni for some i ∈ {1, . . . t}.
Lemma 5.3.10. If P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pt is consistent, then no c-repair contains a fact
from N1 ∪ · · · ∪ Nt .
Proof. Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists a c-repair K 0 that
includes at least one fact from N1 ∪ · · · ∪ Nt . Hence, there exists an execution
of FindCRep on (I, h, ) that produces K 0 . Consider such an execution. In that
execution, consider the first time that a fact from a negative stratum is added
to K 0 ; let g be that fact. That is, g ∈ Ni for some i ∈ {1, . . . , t}. By the
definition of Ni , there exists a hyperedge e = {f1 , . . . , fm , g} that is contained in
P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pi ∪ {g}, such that for every fact fr ∈ e it holds that fr + g. If we are
able to choose g for the repair at some iteration of the algorithm, it necessarily
belongs to max (I) at this iteration. Therefore, all of the other facts in e are no
longer included in I.
This may be the case if all of the other facts in the hyperedge have already been
added to K 0 . However, adding g to K 0 will result in a hyperedge, in contradiction
to the fact the K 0 is a repair. Therefore, at least one of the facts in the hyperedge
was removed from I without being added to K 0 ; let f be such a fact. That is,
there exists another hyperedge e0 that includes f , such that all of the other facts
in this hyperedge were added to K 0 before f was removed from I. All of these
facts, including f , belong to P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pt , since we assumed that g is the first fact
from some Ni that was chosen for the repair. Hence, we found a hyperedge, e0 ,
that is contained in P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pt , in contradiction to the fact that P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pt
is consistent. Thus, a fact g ∈ Ni cannot be added to any repair of I.
Lemma 5.3.10 implies that every c-repair is contained in J. Moreover, as said
above, there exists a c-repair that includes all of the facts in J. Thus, J is the
only c-repair of I.
Completeness
Finally, we prove that if I has precisely one c-repair, then J is consistent. Throughout the proof we fix (I, h, ) and assume that there is a single c-repair, which we
denote by K. Let Ji denote the subinstance P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pi . We prove, by induction
on k, that after the kth iteration of CCategoricity, the instance Jk = P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk
is consistent. Then, we will conclude that J is consistent when the algorithm
reaches line 9, and consequently, the algorithm returns true as expected.
The basis of the induction, k = 1, is proved by observing that J1 includes all
the facts in max (I). If J1 is inconsistent, then it contains at least one hyperedge
{f1 , . . . , fm }. We can start one execution of FindCRep by selecting all the facts
in {f1 , . . . , fm−1 }, one by one, and we can start another execution of FindCRep
by selecting the fact fm . Clearly, the first execution will result in a c-repair that
does not contain fm (note that since {f1 , . . . , fm−1 } is consistent, each one of
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these facts will be added to J), while the second will produce a c-repair that
contains fm , which is a contradiction to the fact that I has a single c-repair.
For the inductive step, we need to prove that if Jk is consistent then Jk+1
is also consistent. So, suppose that Jk is consistent. Let us assume, by way of
contradiction; that Jk+1 is inconsistent; that is, Jk+1 contains a hyperedge. We
prove that the following holds in this case.
Lemma 5.3.11. There exists a fact f ∈ Pk+1 and a hyperedge e such that f ∈ e
and (e \ {f }) ⊆ P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk .
Proof. Let e be a hyperedge that is contained in P1 ∪· · ·∪Pk+1 and has a minimal
intersection with Pk+1 . Let {f1 , . . . , fm } be the set e ∩ Pk+1 . Note that m > 0
since Jk does not contain a hyperedge. To prove the lemma, we need to show that
m = 1. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that m > 1. Since Jk is consistent,
Lemma 5.3.8 implies that we can start building a c-repair using the FindCRep
algorithm by first choosing all of the facts in P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk . Moreover, after
choosing all of these facts, there exists an iteration i in which each fact in Pk+1
belongs to max (I). Since FindCRep always produces a c-repair, we can now
choose the fact f1 , which will result in a c-repair J1 that contains f1 . This holds
due to our assumption that m > 1 and m is minimal (hence, adding a single fact
to a set of facts that currently includes only facts from P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk does not
result in the containment of a hyperedge).
The c-repair J1 cannot contain all of the facts in {f1 , . . . , fm }, since a repair
cannot contain a hyperedge. Let us assume that fj ∈ {f1 , . . . , fm } is not in J1 .
If we choose fj instead of f1 at the ith iteration, then FindCRep will produce a
c-repair J2 that includes fj . Again, we can choose fj due to our assumption that
m > 1 and m is minimal. That is, we have two distinct c-repairs, J1 and J2 , in
contradiction to our assumption that I has precisely one c-repair.
Since we assumed that I has exactly one c-repair and P1 ∪· · ·∪Pk is consistent,
Lemma 5.3.11 implies that there exists a hyperedge e = {f1 , . . . , fm } such that
precisely one of the fi belongs to Pk+1 , while the other facts belong to P1 ∪· · ·∪Pk .
Without loss of generality, we can assume that f1 ∈ Pk+1 . We next prove the
existence of two distinct c-repairs (which will contradict our assumption): a crepair that includes all of the facts in e \ {f1 } and does not include f1 , and a
c-repair that includes f1 .
Lemma 5.3.12. There exists a c-repair that does not include f1 .
Proof. Lemma 5.3.8 implies that it is possible to build a c-repair using FindCRep
by first choosing all of the facts in P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk . As all of the facts in {f2 , . . . , fm }
belong to P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk , all of them will be chosen and added to the repair in this
process as well. Since the FindCRep algorithm is sound, this specific execution
of the algorithm will result in a c-repair J of I that includes all of the facts
f2 , . . . , fm . The fact f1 cannot be included in J, since adding it to J will result
in a repair that contains a hyperedge, which is impossible by definition.
To complete the proof of completeness, we prove that there exists another
c-repair of I that includes f1 . In order to do so, we again take advantage of the
algorithm FindCRep, and prove the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.3.13. There exists a c-repair that includes f1 .
Proof. To prove the lemma, we start building the corresponding c-repair, using
FindCRep, by first selecting in line 3 of the algorithm only facts that either cannot
be added to J (i.e., facts for which the condition of line 5 is not satisfied) or belong
to P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk and satisfy at least one of the following conditions:
1. g + f1 .
2. f1 and g are not neighbors in h.
Note that not all of the facts in P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk that satisfy at least one of the
conditions can be selected in this process. A fact g ∈ P2 , for example, may be
left out of J if a fact f ∈ P1 is not selected because it does not satisfy any of the
conditions and it holds that f  g. In this case, g will not belong to max (I)
until f is selected by the algorithm. However, since Jk is consistent, all of the
facts from P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk that can be selected in line 3 of the algorithm during this
process can also be added to J.
We will now prove that after selecting all of these facts, the algorithm can add
the fact f1 to J next (that is, before adding any other fact to J). As we explain
later, this will eventually result in a c-repair that includes f1 and will conclude
our proof. Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that we cannot add f1 to J
next. That is, one of the following holds:
• f1 ∈ max (I), but there exists a hyperedge e that includes f1 such that
e \ {f1 } is contained in J.
• f1 6∈ max (I).
If the first case holds, then there exists a hyperedge e, such that f1 ∈ e and
all of the other facts in the hyperedge have been added to J in the previous
iterations of the algorithm. Note that we assumed that all of the facts that have
already been added to J, including the facts in e \ {f1 }, belong to P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk .
Moreover, it holds that g + f1 for every fact g ∈ e \ {f1 }, since we only selected
facts g ∈ (P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk ) if either g + f1 or g and f1 are not neighbors in h.
Hence, we found a hyperedge e, such that f1 ∈ e, and for every other fact g ∈ e
it holds that g ∈ (P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk ) and g + f1 . By the definition of a negative
stratum, it should hold that f1 ∈ Ni for some i ∈ {1, . . . k} (the exact value of
i depends on the other facts in this hyperedge), in contradiction to the fact that
f1 ∈ Pk+1 . Thus, the first case is impossible.
If the second case holds, then at the current iteration, f1 does not belong to
max (I) and the only facts that belong to max (I) are facts f that can be added
to J for which either f 6∈ (P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk ) or f ∈ (P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk ) and none of (1)
or (2) holds. Since f1 does not belong to max (I), there exists at least one finite
sequence, g1  · · ·  gm  f , of facts in I (with m ≥ 1), such that g1 ∈ max (I).
Clearly, it holds that gk + f for every fact gk in the sequence.
By the definition of Pk+1 , after removing all of the facts from P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk and
N1 ∪ · · · ∪ Nk from I, every fact f ∈ Pk+1 belongs to max+ (I). This cannot be
the case if there exists a fact g + f that belongs to Pj or Nj for some j ≥ k + 1.
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Thus, each fact gk either belongs to Pj or Nj for some j < k + 1. Moreover, as
mentioned above, every fact g that belongs to max (I) at the current iteration,
and for which it holds that g + f1 , does not belong to P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk . Since
g1 ∈ max (I), we conclude that g1 ∈ Nj for some j < k + 1.
By the definition of Nj , there exists a hyperedge e that is contained in P1 ∪
· · · ∪ Pj ∪ {g1 }, such that for every other fact h in the hyperedge it holds that
h + g1 . Since g1 ∈ max (I) none of these facts still belongs to I. Moreover, the
only facts that have been added to J so far belong to P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk . Since we
assumed that P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk is consistent, every fact in e \ {g1 } has been already
added to J. Hence, it holds that J ∪ {g1 } contains a hyperedge and g1 cannot
be added to J, which is a contradiction to the fact that only facts that can be
added to J belong to max (I) at the current iteration.
Lemmas 5.3.12 and 5.3.13 imply that there exist two distinct c-repairs of I.
This is a contradiction to our assumption that I has precisely one c-repair. Hence,
Jk+1 is necessarily consistent, and this concludes our proof of completeness.

5.3.2

Transitive Prioirity Relation

Let (I, h, ) be an inconsistent prioritizing instance. We say that  is transitive
if for every two facts f and g in I, if f and g are neighbors in h and f + g, then
f  g. Transitivity is a natural assumption when  is interpreted as a partial
order such as “is of better quality than” or “is more current than.” Observe that
the weighted instances considered in Chapter 3 are an example of a transitive
priority relation, if we define the priority relation by f  g if and only if f and
g are neighbors in h and w(f ) > w(g). In this subsection, we consider 1GRep
in the presence of this assumption. The following example shows that a g-repair
is not necessarily a c-repair, even if  is transitive. This example provides an
important context for the results that follow.
Example 5.3.14. Consider again I and  from Example 5.3.6 (depicted in Figure 5.3). Observe that  is transitive. In particular, there is no priority between
Ab2 and Ba2, even though Ab2 + Ba2, because Ab2 and Ba2 are not in conflict
(or, put differently, they are not neighbors in hIS1 ). Consider the subinstance
J = {Aa1, Ba2, Ab3, Bb1} of I. The reader can verify that J is a g-repair, but not
a c-repair (since no execution of FindCRep can generate J).
Example 5.3.14 shows that global and completion optimality are different
notions, even if the priority is transitive. Yet, quite remarkably, in the presence
of transitivity the two coincide on categoricity.
Theorem 5.3.15. Let (I, h, ) be an inconsistent prioritizing instance such that
 is transitive. Then, |CRep (h)| = 1 if and only if |GRep (h)| = 1.
Proof. The “if” direction follows from Proposition 5.1.8, since every c-repair is
also a g-repair. The proof of the “only if” direction is based on the special
structure of the c-repair, as established in Section 5.3.1, in the case where only
one c-repair exists. Specifically, suppose that there is a single c-repair J and let
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J 0 6= J be a consistent subinstance of I. We need to show that J 0 has a global
improvement. We claim that J is a global improvement of J 0 . This is clearly the
case if J 0 ⊆ J. So suppose that J 0 6⊆ J. Let f 0 be a fact in J 0 \ J. We need to
show that there is a fact f ∈ J \ J 0 such that f  f 0 . We complete the proof by
finding such an f .
Recall from Theorem 5.3.7 that J is the result of executing CCategoricity on
(I, h, ). Consider the positive strata Pi and the negative strata Nj constructed
in that execution. Since J is the union of the positive strata, we get that f 0
necessarily belongs to a negative stratum, say Nj . From the definition of Nj it
follows that h has a hyperedge e such that f 0 ∈ e, (e \ {f 0 }) ⊆ P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pj , and
(e \ {f 0 }) + f 0 . Let e be such a hyperedge. Since J 0 is consistent, it cannot be
the case that J 0 contains all the facts in e. Choose a fact f ∈ e such that f ∈
/ J 0.
+
0
0
Then f  f , and since  is transitive (and f and f are neighbors), we have
f  f 0 . So f ∈ J \ J 0 and f  f 0 , as required.
Interestingly, the proof of the theorem is based on the correctness of the algorithm CCategoricity. Combining Theorems 5.3.3 and 5.3.15, we get the following.
Corollary 5.3.16. For transitive priority relations, the problems 1GRep and
1CRep coincide, and in particular, 1GRep is solvable in polynomial time.
We conclude with two comments. First, the reader may wonder whether
Theorem 5.3.15 and Corollary 5.3.16 hold for 1PRep as well. This is not the
case. Hardness of 1PRephS, ∆i for the signature that consists of a single relation R(A, B, C) and ∆ = {∅ → A, B → C} is proved by a reduction to a
transitive priority relation [60]. Second, in their analysis, Fagin et al. [36] have
constructed various reductions for proving coNP-hardness of g-repair checking.
In several of these, the priority relation is transitive. We conclude that there are
FD schemas (S, ∆) such that, on transitive priority relations, g-repair checking
is coNP-complete whereas 1GRep is solvable in polynomial time.

5.4

Counting

Now that we have a good understanding of the categoricity problem, we move
on to the counting problem. A simple algorithm can be devised for the case of
a single FD per relation. Are there algorithms for other sets of FDs? Counting
preferred repairs is at least as hard as counting subset repairs, since the semantics
converge when the priority relation is empty. In particular, the hard cases of
Theorem 4.2.2 remain hard for preferred repairs. Unfortunately, the class of FDs
for which preferred repairs can be efficiently counted is much more restricted and
we prove the following dichotomy for the problem of counting preferred repairs.
Theorem 5.4.1. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema. Assuming FP 6= #P (or P 6=
NP), the following are equivalent.
• #XRephS, ∆i is solvable in polynomial time for each X ∈ {P, G, C}.
• ∆|R is equivalent to a single FD for every relation symbol R of S.
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The above result is not surprising when considering p-repairs and g-repairs,
as counting repairs is hard whenever deciding whether there is a single repair
is hard. However, in the previous section, we have shown that the categoricity
problem for c-repairs is solvable in polynomial time not only for any set of FDs
but also for any arbitrary conflict hypergraph; hence, it is somewhat unexpected
that the class of FD sets for which the number of c-repairs can be computed in
polynomial time is very restricted.
In the remainder of this section, we prove Theorem 5.4.1. Observe that in
the case of a single FD per relation, a preferred repair is the (disjoint) union of
preferred repairs of blocks, where a block is a subset of a relation that consists
of facts that agree on the left-hand side of the corresponding FD. Moreover,
a preferred repair of a block consists of facts that belong to a single subblock,
that is, a subset of a block that contains facts that agree on the values of the
attributes on both the left and right-hand side of the FD. Hence, the tractability
side of the theorem (i.e., polynomial-time counting for a single FD per relation) is
rather straightforward and counting the preferred repairs is done by decomposing
the input instance into blocks and subblocks as done by Kimelfeld et al. [60].
Therefore, we focus on the hardness side of the theorem. The proof is again
based on the concept of a fact-wise reduction. Since in this chapter we are
considering inconsistent prioritizing instances, we extend the definition of a factwise reduction as follows.
Let (S, ∆) and (S 0 , ∆0 ) be two FD schemas, and let Π be a fact-wise reduction
from (S, ∆) to (S 0 , ∆0 ). Given an inconsistent instance I over S and a priority
relation  over I, we denote by Π() the priority relation 0 over Π(I) where
Π(f ) 0 Π(g) if and only if f  g. For an inconsistent prioritizing instance
Π(I)
(I, hI∆ , ), we denote by Π(I, hI∆ , ) the triple (Π(I), h∆0 , Π()), which is also
an inconsistent prioritizing instance. The following lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 5.4.2. Let (S, ∆) and (S 0 , ∆0 ) be FD schemas, and suppose that there is
a fact-wise reduction from (S, ∆) to (S 0 , ∆0 ). If #XRephS, ∆i is #P -hard, then
#XRephS 0 , ∆0 i is #P -hard as well.
Kimelfeld et al. [60] proved that if (S, ∆) is an FD schema such that ∆ is not
equivalent to any single FD, then there is a fact-wise reduction from one of the
following FD schemas to (S, ∆):
1. (SAB , ∆A↔B ), where SAB consists of a single relation R(A, B) and ∆A↔B =
{A → B, B → A},
2. (SABC , ∆A→B→C ), where SABC consists of a single relation R(A, B, C) and
∆A→B→C = {∅ → A, B → C}.
We have proved in the previous chapter that counting subset repairs for the
FD schema (SAB , ∆A↔B ) is #P-complete (Proposition 4.5.1). Therefore, in cases
where there is a fact-wise reduction from (SAB , ∆A↔B ) to (S, ∆), counting subset
repairs for (S, ∆) is #P-complete as well. Since counting preferred repairs is at
least as hard as counting subset repairs, counting preferred repairs for the FD
schema (S, ∆) is also #P-complete for all three notions of preferred repairs.
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of the reduction from #3SAT to #GRephS 0 , ∆0 i, for the
formula c1 ∧ c2 where c1 = (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ ¬x4 ) and c2 = (¬x2 ∨ x3 ∨ ¬x4 ). The priority
f1  f2 is depicted by an edge f1 → f2 .
On the other hand, the FD set ∆A→B→C has an lhs chain; thus, counting
subset repairs for (SABC , ∆A→B→C ) can be done in polynomial time. Therefore,
we now prove the following.
Lemma 5.4.3. #XRephSABC , ∆A→B→C i is #P-complete for each X ∈ {P, G, C}.
In the remainder of this section, we prove Lemma 5.4.3 for each one of the
three notions of preferred repairs.

Proof of Lemma 5.4.3 for g-repairs
We construct a parsimonious reduction from the problem of counting the assignments that satisfy a given CNF formula, which is known to be #P-complete,
to #GRephSABC , ∆A→B→C i. The input to the first problem is a formula ψ
with the free variables x1 , . . . , xn , such that ψ has the form c0 ∧ · · · ∧ cm where
each cj is a clause. Each clause is a conjunction of variables from the set
{xi , ¬xi : i = 1, . . . , n}. The goal is to determine how many truth assignments
τ : {x1 , . . . , xn } → {0, 1} satisfy ψ.
Our reduction is illustrated in Figure 5.4 for the formula (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ ¬x4 ) ∧
(¬x2 ∨x3 ∨¬x4 ). The reader can verify that the satisfying assignments correspond
to g-repairs of the constructed database, where the assignment of bi ∈ {0, 1} to a
variable xi corresponds to including the fact ( , xi , bi ) in the repair.
Construction Given a CNF formula ψ, we will construct the input (I, ) for
our problem as follows. For each i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , m, the instance I
will contain the following facts:
• R( , xi , 0),
• R( , xi , 1),
• R(cj , cj , cj ).
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The priority relation  is defined as follows:
• R(cj , cj , cj )  R( , xi , 1) if xi does not appear in cj ,
• R(cj , cj , cj )  R( , xi , 0) if ¬xi does not appear in cj
Observe that there is a conflict between every fact of the form R(cj , cj , cj ) and
every fact of the form R( , xi , bi ) for bi ∈ {0, 1}, since they jointly violate the FD
∅ → A. In addition, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, there is a conflict between the facts
R( , xi , 0) and R( , xi , 1), as they violate the FD B → C.
Clearly, each fact of the form R(cj , cj , cj ) is a g-repair of (I, ). There are
exactly m such g-repairs. Every other g-repair of (I, ) contains only facts of
the form R( , xi , bi ), and since it is maximal it contains exactly one such fact for
each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We will now show that for each satisfying assignment to ψ
there exists a g-repair of (I, ) that is not one of {R(cj , cj , cj )}, and vice versa.
Then, we can conclude that the number of satisfying assignments for ψ is the
number of g-repairs of (I, ) minus m.
Satisfying assignment to g-repair Assume that τ : {x1 , . . . , xn } → {0, 1}
is an assignment that satisfies ψ. We claim that there exists a g-repair J that
contains only the facts R( , xi , bi ) for all xi , such that τ (xi ) = bi . It is straightforward that J is consistent and maximal; thus, we only have to show that there
does not exist any global improvement of J. Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists a global improvement K of J. By the definition of
the priority relation , we know that K necessarily includes only facts of the
form R(cj , cj , cj ). Moreover, since K is consistent, it only includes one fact of
the form R(cj , cj , cj ). In this case, for each fact R( , xi , bi ) in J it holds that
R(cj , cj , cj )  R( , xi , bi ). Since τ is a satisfying assignment, it also satisfies
the clause cj . That is, there exists a variable xi that appears in cj , such that
τ (xi ) = 1 if xi appears in cj without negation or τ (xi ) = 0 if it appears in cj
with negation. In the first case, the fact R( , xi , 1) appears in J, but it does
not hold that R(cj , cj , cj )  R( , xi , 1). In the second case, the fact R( , xi , 0)
appears in J, but it does not hold that R(cj , cj , cj )  R( , xi , 0). Hence, we get
a contradiction.
g-repair to satisfying assignment Assume that J is a g-repair of (I, ) that
is not one of {R(cj , cj , cj )}. As mentioned above, it contains exactly one fact of
the form R( , xi , 0) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Thus, J induces a truth assignment
def
τ that is defined by τ (xi ) = bi . We will show that τ is a satisfying assignment of
ψ. Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that τ is not a satisfying assignment
of ψ. That is, there exists at least one clause cj that is not satisfied. In this case,
for each variable xi that appears in cj without negation, it holds that the fact
R( , xi , 1) does not belong to J, and for each variable xi that appears in cj with
negation it holds that the fact R( , xi , 0) does not belong to J. However, these
are the only facts for which it does not hold that R(cj , cj , cj )  R( , xi , bi ). That
is, for each fact R( , xi , bi ) ∈ J it holds that R(cj , cj , cj )  R( , xi , bi ); thus,
K = {R(cj , cj , cj )} is a global improvement of J. This is a contradiction to the
fact that J is a g-repair.
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Proof of Lemma 5.4.3 for p-repairs
The proof of the lemma for g-repairs actually applies for p-repairs as well. Theorem 5.1.8 states that every g-repair is also a p-repair. For the instance constructed
in the reduction for g-repairs it also holds that every p-repair is a g-repair. Clearly,
every p-repair either consists of a single fact of the form R(cj , cj , cj ) or a set of
facts of the form R( , xi , bi ). In the first case, there is no global improvement of
the repair, since all the facts of the form R(cj , cj , cj ) are maximal; thus, the repair is also a g-repair. In the second case, a global improvement can only consist
of a single fact of the form R(cj , cj , cj ) (since these are the only facts that are
preferred to the facts of the form R( , xi , bi ), and they are in conflict with each
other). Such an improvement is also a Pareto improvement, and since the repair
is a p-repair, there is no such improvement; hence, the repair is also a g-repair.

Proof of Lemma 5.4.3 for c-repairs
We construct a parsimonious reduction from the problem “bipartite 2-SAT with
no negations” [90]. The input to this problem is a formula ψ with the free
variables x1 , . . . , xn and y1 , . . . , yl , such that ψ has the form c0 ∧ · · · ∧ cm , where
each cj is a clause. Each clause is a conjunction of two variables, one from the
set {xi : i = 1, . . . , n} and the other from the set {yi : i = 1, . . . , l}. That is, it
has the form (xi ∨ yj ). The goal is to determine the number of truth assignments
τ : {x1 , . . . , xn , y1 , . . . , yl } → {0, 1} that satisfy ψ. Since this problem is known
to be #P-complete, we will conclude that our problem is #P-complete as well.
Construction Given a formula ψ, we will construct the input (I, ) for our
problem as follows. For each i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , l, k = 1, . . . , m, bi , bj ∈ {0, 1}
and bk ∈ {r, l}, I will contain the following facts:
• R(a, xi , bi ),
• R(a, yj , bj ),
• R(b, ck , bk ).
The priority relation  is defined as follows:
• R(a, xi , 1)  R(b, ck , l), if xi appears in ck ,
• R(a, yj , 1)  R(b, ck , r), if yj appears in ck ,
• R(b, ck , l)  R(a, yj , 0), if yj appears in ck ,
• R(b, ck , r)  R(a, xi , 0), if xi appears in ck .
Observe that there is a conflict between every fact of the form R(b, ck , bk ) and
every fact the form R(a, xi , bi ) or R(a, yj , bj ), as they violate the FD ∅ → A.
In addition, there is a conflict between a fact R(a, xi , 0) and a fact R(a, xi , 1)
for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and between a fact R(a, yj , 0) and a fact R(a, yj , 1)
j ∈ {1, . . . , l}, since they violate the FD B → C. There are no other conflicts.
Moreover, note that:
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• R(a, xi , 1)  R(b, ck , l)  R(a, yj , 0)
• R(a, yj , 1)  R(b, ck , r)  R(a, xi , 0)
for xi and yj that appear in the same clause ck .
To complete the proof, we will show that the number of satisfying assignments
for ψ is equal to the number of c-repairs of (I, ). We will show that for each
satisfying assignment to ψ there exists a corresponding c-repair of (I, ), and
vice versa.
Satisfying assignment to c-repair Assume that τ : {x1 , . . . , xn , y1 , . . . , yl } →
{0, 1} is an assignment that satisfies ψ. We claim that there exists a c-repair J
that contains only facts of the following form:
• R(a, xi , bi ) for all xi such that τ (xi ) = bi ,
• R(a, yj , bj ) for all yj such that τ (yj ) = bj .
In order to prove that, we will use the FindCRep algorithm. Recall that all the
possible results of this algorithm are exactly the c-repairs of (I, ). Thus, we will
show that there exists an execution of FindCRep that produces J. Note that all
of the facts of the form R(a, xi , 1) or R(a, yj , 1) belong to max (I); hence, we
can start by selecting the facts R(a, xi , 1) for all xi such that τ (xi ) = 1 and the
facts R(a, yj , 1) for all yj such that τ (yj ) = 1. As mentioned above, there are no
conflicts among these facts; thus, they will be inserted to J. Next, we will select
all of the facts of the form R(b, ck , l) or R(b, ck , r) that can be selected (that is,
belong to max (I)). Clearly, none of these facts will be added to J.
We claim that at this point, all of the facts R(a, xi , 0) for all xi such that
τ (xi ) = 0 belong to max (I). Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that
this is not the case. That is, there exists a fact of the form R(a, xi , 0) for some
xi such that τ (xi ) = 0, that does not belong to max (I). In this case, there
exists another fact of the form R(b, ck , r), such that R(b, ck , r)  R(a, xi , 0),
that has not been selected yet. Note that R(b, ck , r) 6∈ max (I) (otherwise, it
would have been selected in the previous step); thus, there exists another fact
R(a, yj , 1), such that R(a, yj , 1)  R(b, ck , r), that has not been selected yet as
well. Let us now look at the clause ck = (xi ∨ yj ). We know that τ is a satisfying
assignment, and since τ (xi ) = 0, it necessarily holds that τ (yj ) = 1. However, in
this case, R(a, yj , 1) has already been selected in the first step. Hence, we get a
contradiction. Similarly, we can now select all of the facts R(a, yj , 0) for all yj ,
such that τ (yj ) = 0.
Finally, we will select all of the remaining facts (here, the order does not
matter). Note that for each xi we have already selected the fact R(a, xi , bi ), such
that τ (xi ) = bi and for each yj we have already selected the fact R(a, yj , bj ), such
that τ (yj ) = bj . Thus, all of the remaining facts will not be added to J, and the
c-repair J contains exactly the facts mentioned above.
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c-repair to satisfying assignment Assume that J is a c-repair of (I, ).
Then, there exists an execution of FindCRep that returns J. Since FindCRep always starts with a fact from max (I), and none of the facts of the form R(b, ck , bk )
belongs to max (I), the result J does not contain facts of this form. Moreover, J is maximal and consistent; thus, it contains exactly one fact of the form
R(a, xi , bi ) and exactly one fact of the form R(a, yj , bj ) for each i = 1, . . . , n and
j = 1, . . . , l. Thus, J induces a truth assignment τ , defined by τ (xi ) = bi and
τ (yj ) = bj . It is left to show that τ is a satisfying assignment of ψ. Let us assume,
by way of contradiction, that τ does not satisfy ψ. In this case, there exists a
clause ck = (xi ∨ yj ), such that τ (xi ) = 0 and τ (yj ) = 0. That is, it holds that
R(a, xi , 0) ∈ J and R(a, yj , 0) ∈ J.
We already know that it holds that R(a, xi , 1)  R(b, ck , l)  R(a, yj , 0). In
addition, it holds that R(a, yj , 1)  R(b, ck , r)  R(a, xi , 0). Therefore, the fact
R(a, xi , 1) must be selected before R(a, yj , 0) in any execution of FindCRep. Similarly, the fact R(a, yj , 1) must be selected before R(a, xi , 0). Let us assume that
the fact R(a, xi , 0) was selected before the fact R(a, yj , 0) and let t be the iteration
in which this fact was selected. Since R(a, xi , 0) ∈ max (I) at this iteration, the
fact R(a, yj , 1) has already been selected by the algorithm. This fact is only in
conflict with facts of the form R(b, ck , bk ) and with the fact R(a, yj , 1). As mentioned above, facts of the form R(b, ck , bk ) are not added to J and we assumed
that the fact R(a, yj , 0) has not been selected yet; thus, the fact R(a, yj , 1) was
added to J at this iteration. This is a contradiction to the fact that R(a, yj , 0)
belongs to J. If we assume that R(a, yj , 0) was selected before R(a, xi , 0), we will
similarly get a contradiction, and this concludes our proof.
Our reduction is illustrated in Figure 5.5. There, we construct an inconsistent
prioritizing instance (I, ) over the schema (S 6 , ∆6 ) from the formula c1 ∧ c2 ,
where c1 = (x ∨ y) and c2 = (x ∨ z). We add to I two facts for each ci , namely
R(b, ci , r) and R(b, ci , l), where the letters r and l stand for “right” and “left,”
respectively. In addition, we add to I two facts, R(a, w, 1) and R(a, w, 0), for
each variable w ∈ {x, y, z}. Then, the priority relation is defined as follows. For
each variable w that appears on the left-hand side of a clause ci , it holds that
R(a, w, 1) > R(b, ci , l) and R(b, ci , r) > R(a, w, 0). Similarly, for each variable
w that appears on the right-hand side of a clause ci , it holds that R(a, w, 1) >
R(b, ci , r) and R(b, ci , l) > R(a, w, 0). For example, the variable x appears on
the left-hand side of the clause c1 ; thus, R(a, x, 1) > R(b, c1 , l) and R(b, c1 , r) >
R(a, x, 0). The assignment of b ∈ {0, 1} to a variable x corresponds to including
the fact R(a, x, b) in the repair. Then, the reader can verify that, indeed, the
satisfying assignments for the monotone 2-CNF formula correspond to c-repairs
of the constructed instance (I, ).

5.5

Enumeration

As shown in the previous section, counting preferred repairs is hard in most
cases. However, we may still be able to answer questions like ”are there at
least one hundred repairs?” if we could efficiently generate one hundred repairs.
Therefore, in this section we investigate the problem of enumerating preferred
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Figure 5.5: Reduction from #2SAT over monotone bipartite formulas in the proof
of Lemma 5.4.3 for #CRephS 6 , ∆6 i: constructed (I, ≺) for the formula c1 ∧ c2
where c1 = (x ∨ y) and c2 = (x ∨ z). The priority f1  f2 is depicted by an edge
f1 → f2 .
repairs. We begin with s-repairs, where the problem is essentially solved by
prior art, but the background on the solution is critical for the preferred repairs.
We then provide (mainly negative) results for g-repairs and p-repairs, and a
polynomial-delay algorithm for c-repairs (assuming constraints that are defined
over pairs of facts). Finally, we look at a natural case where all three types of
x-repairs coincide, and give an algorithm for enumerating the preferred repairs in
incremental polynomial time for conflict hypergraphs of a bounded dimension.

5.5.1

Enumerating S-Repairs

The problem of enumerating subset repairs is the problem of enumerating the
maximal independent sets of a given hypergraph h. This problem has been well
studied in the past decades. An algorithm with polynomial delay is known for the
case where h is a graph [56]. Note that the complement of a maximal independent
set of a hypergraph h is also a minimal hitting set of the set of hyperedges, also
known as a minimal transversal of h [35]. The question of whether the maximal
independent sets (or, equivalently, minimal transversals) of a given hypergraph
can be enumerated with polynomial total time is still open (following decades
of research). It is known, however, that for hypergraphs of bounded dimension
(where the dimension is the maximal cardinality of a hyperedge), the maximal
independent sets can be enumerated with incremental polynomial time [19, 35].
In particular, if h is the conflict hypergraph defined by a fixed set of denial
constraints, then the subset repairs can be enumerated in incremental polynomial
time.
As a reference for the next section, the algorithm EnumGraphMIS (shown as
Algorithm 5), is a very simple algorithm for enumerating the maximal independent sets of a graph with polynomial delay. This algorithm has been originally
introduced by Cohen et al. [27] in the context of computing full disjunctions.
Let us now understand why EnumGraphMIS(g) is correct and efficient, that is,
why the following claims are true: (a) the time between every two consecutive
prints is polynomial, (b) no answer is printed more than once, (c) every printed
answer is a maximal independent set, and (d) every maximal independent set is
eventually printed (completeness). The only claim that is not straightforward is
the last one, completeness, and the proof is by means of contradiction, as follows.
Let U be a maximal independent set, and assume by contradiction that U is not
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Algorithm 5 EnumGraphMIS(g) [27]
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

J := Expand(∅)
Q := {J}
O := ∅
while Q =
6 ∅ do
L := Q.remove()
print L
O.insert(L)
for all v ∈ N(g) \ L do
K := {v} ∪ {u ∈ L | {u, v} ∈
/ E(g)}
J := Expand(K)
if J ∈
/ Q ∪ O then
Q.insert(J)

Subroutine 4 Expand(K)
1: J := K
2: for all nodes v of g do
3:
if J ∪ {v} is independent then
4:
J := J ∪ {v}
5: return J
printed. Let U 0 be a maximal subset of U such that some printed independent
set, say L, contains U . Let v be a node in U \ U 0 , and consider the iteration of
line 8 where v is selected after L is printed (in line 6). In that iteration, the set
K contains U 0 ∪ {v}, and thus J contains U 0 ∪ {v}. Since J is printed at some
point, we get a contradiction to the maximality of U 0 .

5.5.2

Enumerating G-Repairs and P-Repairs

We first consider the task of enumerating the g-repairs and p-repairs; we handle
c-repairs in the next section. In this section, we focus on FD schemas and study
the problems GRepEnumhS, ∆i and PRepEnumhS, ∆i. As mentioned in the
previous section, in the case of a single FD per relation, a preferred repair is the
(disjoint) union of preferred repairs of blocks. Moreover, the preferred repairs of
every block can be generated in polynomial time. Therefore, enumerating the prepairs and g-repairs amounts to enumerating the results of a Cartesian product,
which can easily be done with polynomial delay. Therefore, we get the following.
Proposition 5.5.1. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema. If ∆|R is equivalent to a single
FD for every relation symbol R of S, then XRepEnumhS, ∆i can be solved with
polynomial delay for each X ∈ {P, G}.
On the other hand, as mentioned in Section 5.3, for FD schemas (S, ∆) where
∆|R is not equivalent to any single FD for some relation symbol R in S, it is coNPcomplete to decide whether there is at most one p-repair and deciding whether
there is at most one g-repair can even reach Πp2 -completeness (for example, for
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Figure 5.6: An example of a conflict graph with priorities depicted as edge directions.
the FD schema (SABC , ∆A→B→C ) from Section 5.4). Therefore, we conclude the
following.
Corollary 5.5.2. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema. The following hold assuming
P 6= NP.
1. If ∆|R is not equivalent to any single FD, for some relation symbol R, then
PRepEnumhS, ∆i is not solvable in polynomial total time.
2. GRepEnumhSABC , ∆A→B→C i cannot be solved in polynomial total time.
Note that Theorem 5.3.2, and consequently the second result of Corollary 5.5.2,
can be extended to a larger class of FD sets, as proved by Kimelfeld et al. [60].
This class includes FD schemas (S, ∆) suuch that S consists of a single relation
symbol R and ∆ consists of two nontrivial FDs X → Y and W → Z, where each
of W and Z contains an attribute that is in none of the other three sets.
The argument for a single FD applies to c-repairs as well. However, the crepairs can be enumerated with polynomial delay for every class of FDs, as we
show in the next section.

5.5.3

Enumerating C-Repairs

We now turn to enumerating the c-repairs. In this section, we study the problem
CRepEnum and introduce a polynomial delay algorithm for enumerating the
c-repairs for every conflict graph. One might propose to invoke the algorithm
EnumGraphMIS(g) of Figure 5, but have the subroutine Expand(K) return a crepair (that contains K) and not just an s-repair (maximal independent set).
There are, though, some major problems with this proposal. First, a set K of
line 9 may be such that cannot be extended to any c-repair. For example, the
reader can verify that the set of facts {e1 , e3 , e6 } from the instance of Figure 5.6
is a consistent set of facts that is not contained in any c-repair. If we allowed the
subroutine Expand(K) to fail and return nothing, then we would lose completeness
(and the above proof of completeness would fail). Finally, it is not even tractable
to decide whether a given K can be extended to any c-repair, even if K is a
singleton, as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.5.3. The following problem is NP-complete for the FD schema (S, ∆),
where S consists of a single relation R(A, B, C, D) and ∆ = {A → B, C → D}:
Given a prioritizing instance (I, ) and a fact f ∈ I, determine whether f belongs
to at least one c-repair.
Proof. We construct a reduction from CNF satisfiability to the problem of deciding, given a prioritizing instance (I, ) over S and a fact f ∈ I, whether
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there exists a c-repair that contains f . Recall that the input to the first problem is a formula ψ with the free variables x1 , . . . , xn , such that ψ has the form
c0 ∧ · · · ∧ cm where each cj is a clause. Each clause is a conjunction of variables
from the set {xi , ¬xi : i = 1, . . . , n}. The goal is to determine whether there is a
truth assignment τ : {x1 , . . . , xn } → {0, 1} that satisfies ψ.
Construction Given a formula ψ, we will construct the input for our problem
as follows. For each i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , m, the instance I will contain the
following facts:
• R(cj , 1, xi , 0), if ¬xi appears in clause cj ,
• R(cj , 1, xi , 1), if xi appears in clause cj ,
• R(cj , 0, , 0),
• R( , , , ).
The priority relation  is defined as follows:
• R(cj , 1, xi , bi )  R(cj , 0, , 0) for bi ∈ {0, 1},
• R(cj , 0, , 0)  R( , , , ) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
Note that the facts R(cj , 1, xi , bi ) (where bi ∈ {0, 1}) and R(cj , 0, , 0) are in
conflict for each cj , as they violate the FD A → B. In addition, there is a
conflict between R(cj , 1, xi , 0) and R(ck , 1, xi , 1) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j, k ∈
{1, . . . , m} (in this case the facts do not satisfy the FD C → D). Finally, there is
a conflict between the facts R(cj , 0, , 0) and R( , , , ) for all j ∈ {1, . . . , m},
since they do not satisfy the FD C → D.
We will now prove that there exists an assignment that satisfies ψ if and only
if there exists a c-repair that contains the fact R( , , , ) (that is, in this case
f := R( , , , )).
The “if ” direction Assume there is a c-repair J that contains R( , , , ).
Since J is consistent, it cannot contain facts of the form R(cj , 0, , 0). Moreover,
since J is maximal, it must contain at least one fact R(cj , 1, xi , bi ) for each variable
xi . As mentioned above, two facts R(cj , 1, xi , 1) and R(ck , 1, xi , 0) jointly violate
the FD B → C; hence, J induces a truth assignment τ , defined as follows:
τ (xi ) = 0 if there is a fact R(cj , 1, xi , 0) in J, and τ (xi ) = 1 if there is a fact
R(cj , 1, xi , 1) in J. We claim that τ satisfies ψ.
Let cj be a clause in ψ. Since J is a c-repair, there exists an execution of
FindCRep that produces J. The priority relation implies that the fact R(cj , 0, , 0)
is selected by the algorithm before the fact R( , , , ); however, it is not added
to J. Therefore, there is a fact of the form R(cj , 1, xi , bi ) that is selected by the algorithm before R(cj , 0, , 0) and added to J (and it holds that τ (xi ) = bi ). Recall
that a fact R(cj , 1, xi , 1) belongs to I if xi appears in cj and a fact R(cj , 1, xi , 0)
belongs to I if ¬xi appears in cj . We conclude that the clause cj is satisfied by τ .
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Figure 5.7: Illustration of the reduction from CNF satisfiability to the problem
of deciding, given a prioritizing instance (I, ) over SABCD and a fact f ∈ I,
whether there exists a c-repair that contains f , for the formula c1 ∧ c2 where
c1 = (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ ¬x4 ) and c2 = (¬x2 ∨ x3 ∨ ¬x4 ). The priority f1  f2 is depicted
by an edge f1 → f2 .
The “only if ” direction Assume that ψ is satisfiable. That is, there exists an
assignment τ : {x1 , . . . , xn } → {0, 1} that satisfies ψ. We claim that there exists
a c-repair J that contains only facts of the following form:
• R(cj , 1, xi , τ (xi )),
• R( , , , ).
In order to prove that, we will again use the FindCRep algorithm. We will show
that there exists an execution of the algorithm that produces J. Note that each
fact R(cj , 1, xi , bi ) belongs to max (I); thus, we can start by selecting the facts
R(cj , 1, xi , τ (xi )) for all xi . As mentioned above, there is no conflict between
these facts and they will all be inserted to J. Then, we will select the facts
R(cj , 1, xi , 1 − τ (xi )) for all xi . These facts will not be added to J; otherwise, the
constructed instance will violate the FD B → C.
Now all of the facts R(cj , 0, , 0) belong to max (I); thus, we can continue
by selecting these facts. We know that τ satisfies ψ. That is, in each cj there
exists at least one variable xi , such that τ (xi ) = 1, or one variable ¬xi , such that
τ (xi ) = 0. In both cases, we have already added the fact R(cj , 1, xi , τ (xi )) to
J, and since the added fact is in conflict with the fact R(cj , 0, , 0), none of the
facts of the form R(cj , 0, , 0) will be added to J. Finally, the fact R( , , , )
belongs to max (I), and since there is no conflict between this fact and any fact
of the form R(cj , 1, xi , bi ), it will be added to J. The result is a c-repair J that
contains the fact R( , , , ).
The reduction of Theorem 5.5.3 for the CNF formula (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ ¬x4 ) ∧ (¬x2 ∨
x3 ∨¬x4 ) is illustrated in Figure 5.7. Note that the assignment τ (x1 ) = 1, τ (x2 ) =
0, τ (x3 ) = 1, τ (x4 ) = 0 is a satisfying assignment, and indeed there exists a crepair that includes the fact R( , , , ) (the gray facts are the c-repair).
Nevertheless, we can show that, in the case of conflict graphs (i.e., conflict hypergraphs of dimension two), the c-repairs can be enumerated (i.e., CRepEnum
can be solved) with polynomial delay. The enumeration algorithm, which we call
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Algorithm 6 EnumCRepairs(I, h, )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

J := ExpandMaxPrefix(∅)
Q := {J}
O := ∅
while Q =
6 ∅ do
L := Q.remove()
print L
O.insert(L)
for all f ∈ I \ L do
K := {f } ∪ {u ∈ L | {u, f } ∈
/ E(h)}
J := ExpandMaxPrefix(K)
if J ∈
/ Q ∪ O then
Q.insert(J)

Subroutine 5 ExpandMaxPrefix(K)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

J := ∅
I 0 := I
while I 0 6= ∅ do
M := {f ∈ I 0 | J ∪ {f } is inconsistent}
if max (I 0 ) ∩ K 6= ∅ then
f := arbitrary fact in max (I 0 ) ∩ K
else
if max (I 0 ) ∩ M 6= ∅ then
f := arbitrary fact in max (I 0 ) ∩ M
else
f := arbitrary fact in max (I 0 )
I 0 := I 0 \ {f }
if J ∪ {f } is consistent then
J := J ∪ {f }
return J

EnumCRepairs, is shown as Algorithm 6. The algorithm takes as input an inconsistent prioritizing instance (I, h, ), and prints all c-repairs. In the reminder of
this section, we describe the algorithm, and we fix an input (I, h, ) for it.
The Algorithm
The algorithm EnumCRepairs is exactly the same as EnumGraphMIS (under some
variable renaming), with the only difference being the use of the subroutine
ExpandMaxPrefix instead of Expand (that maximizes a given independent set).
Next, we explain what this subroutine does.
Let L be a c-repair. Recall that L is, by definition, a subinstance of I that
can be obtained by applying the algorithm FindCRep. An ordering f1 , . . . , fn of
the facts of L in the order they are inserted into L in an execution of FindCRep
(i.e., f1 is inserted first, then f2 , and so on), is called a greedy ordering of L.
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Note that there can be many greedy orderings of a c-repair L. If f1 , . . . , fn is a
greedy ordering of a c-repair L, then for i = 0, . . . , n the set {f1 , . . . , fi } is called a
greedy prefix. Let K be a consistent subinstance of I (not necessarily a c-repair).
A greedy prefix of K is a set K 0 of facts such that K 0 ⊆ K and K 0 is a greedy
prefix. A maximal greedy prefix of K is a greedy prefix of K that is maximal
w.r.t. set containment (i.e., not properly contained in any greedy prefix of K).
We can prove the following.
Lemma 5.5.4. If K is a consistent subinstance of I, then K has precisely one
maximal greedy prefix.
Proof. Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that K contains two maximal
greedy prefixes f1 , . . . , fi and g1 , . . . , gj . Since the prefixes are different and
maximal, there exists at least one fact in {g1 , . . . , gj } that does not belong
to {f1 , . . . , fi }. Let gk be the first such fact in the order g1 , . . . , gj (that is,
it holds that {g1 , . . . , gk−1 } ⊂ {f1 , . . . , fi }). Let us look at the execution of
FindCRep(I, h, ) that starts by selecting the facts from {f1 , . . . , fi } according to
the greedy ordering f1 , . . . , fi . Let us look at the first iteration, when the facts
from f1 , . . . , fi have already been added to J, and there are no more facts in I
that are in conflict with any of the facts already in J. That is, all of the facts
that belong to max (I) at the current iteration, will be added to J if selected.
Since gk is not in conflict with any of the facts from {f1 , . . . , fi } (as K is
consistent), and since f1 , . . . , fi is a maximal greedy prefix (that is, gk cannot
be the next fact in the corresponding greedy ordering), the fact gk does not
belong to max (I) at the current iteration. Thus, there exists a sequence of facts
h1 , . . . , hm , such that hk  hk+1 for each k ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1} and hm  gk . The
fact h1 does belong to max (I) at this iteration; thus, it is not in conflict with
any of the facts already in J, including {g1 , . . . , gk−1 }.
Now let us look at the execution of FindCRep(I, h, ) that starts by selecting
the facts from {g1 , . . . , gj } according to the greedy ordering g1 , . . . , gj . Let us
look at the iteration when the fact h1 is selected. Clearly, the only facts that
have already been added to J are facts from {g1 , . . . , gk−1 }, and since h1 is not
in conflict with any of these facts, it will be added to J. This is a contradiction
to the fact that the next fact in the greedy prefix g1 , . . . , gj is gk .
Hence, we refer to the maximal greedy prefix of a consistent subinstance.
The subroutine ExpandMaxPrefix takes as input a consistent subinstance K, and
returns a c-repair J that contains the maximal greedy prefix of K. Note that J
does not necessarily contain K. Next, we explain how this subroutine works.
ExpandMaxPrefix is a variation of FindCRep, with the following critical difference. Recall that FindCRep selects, in each iteration, a maximal fact f among
those not considered yet, and inserts it to the intermediate subinstance J if and
only if its insertion does not cause inconsistency of J. In contrast, the subroutine
ExpandMaxPrefix looks for a fact f according to the following sequence of rules.
1. First, it looks for an f that is both maximal and in K (lines 5–6).
2. If no f is found in by the first rule, then it looks for an f that is both
maximal and inconsistent with the intermediate J (lines 8–9).
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3. Only if no f is found by the above two rules, then f is taken arbitrarily
from the maximal remaining elements (line 11).
This concludes the description of the algorithm. Next, we illustrate it on an
example.
Example 5.5.5. We illustrate a part of the execution of the algorithm on the
conflict graph of Figure 5.6. Priorities are shown as directed edges. For example,
e2 and e3 are in conflict, and e2  e3 . On the call of line 1 to ExpandMaxPrefix(∅),
this subroutine behaves just like the algorithm FindCRep. Suppose that the crepair that it constructs is {e1 , e4 , e6 }. Now consider the first iteration of lines 5–
12 of EnumCRepairs. In that iteration we have L = {e1 , e4 , e6 }, and we jump
to the iteration of lines 8–12 where f = e3 . Then K = {e1 , e3 , e6 }. Observe
that the maximal prefix of K is {e1 , e3 }. Next, we consider the execution of
ExpandMaxPrefix(K).
We begin with an empty J. In lines 5–6 we look for a maximal item in K, and
we find f = e1 . We then insert e1 into J, remove it from I 0 and continue. On the
next iteration of lines 4–14, no fact in K is maximal in I 0 , since I 0 ∩ K contains
only e3 and e6 , which are both non-maximal. Then, we look for a maximal fact
in I 0 that is also in M . Note that M = {e2 } since J = {e1 }. Since e2 is both
maximal in I 0 and in M , we select f = e2 . Then the condition of line 13 is false,
and we continue (after removing e2 from I 0 ). On the next iteration, I 0 ∩ K is
again {e3 , e6 }, but now e3 is maximal in I 0 (since e2 has been removed). Then,
in the end of that iteration we have J = {e1 , e3 }. On the next iteration we select
f = e4 (which is maximal and inconsistent with J). On the next iteration, we
have only e6 in I 0 ∩ K, and e6 is not maximal. Moreover, M = ∅. Therefore, we
reach line 11 and select e5 , which is added to J. Finally, e6 (which belongs to K)
is selected, but not added to J as the condition of line 13 is false. The returned
value is then {e1 , e3 , e5 }.
Interestingly, if we did not apply the case of lines 8–9, then we could have
selected e4 to be inserted into J = {e1 }, and then we would not be able to insert
e3 into J (and the algorithm would fail to return a c-repair that contains the
maximal greedy prefix).
Correctness of the Algorithm
We now prove the correctness of EnumCRepairs. The first step in the proof is the
correctness of the subroutine ExpandMaxPrefix. Recall from Lemma 5.5.4 that the
maximal greedy prefix of a consistent subinstance is unique. As claimed earlier,
we have the following.
Lemma 5.5.6. Let K be a consistent subinstance of I. Then, ExpandMaxPrefix(K)
returns a c-repair J that contains the maximal greedy prefix of K.
Proof. Note that the only difference between the subroutine ExpandMaxPrefix
and the FindCRep algorithm is the way we are selecting a fact from max (I)
at each iteration. However, in both algorithms, at each iteration we select a
fact from max (I), remove it from I, and add it to J if and only if it does not
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violate consistency. Thus, for each execution of ExpandMaxPrefix(K), there exists
an execution of FindCRep(I, h, ) that selects the facts of I in the exact same
order. Since FindCRep always returns a c-repair, ExpandPrefix(K) always returns
a c-repair as well.
Now, let f1 , . . . , fi be the maximal greedy prefix of K and let J be the result
of executing ExpandMaxPrefix(K). We will show that {f1 , . . . , fi } ⊆ J. Assume,
by way of contradiction, that J does not contain {f1 , . . . , fi }. Then, there exists
an iteration of the subroutine at which {f1 , . . . , fi } 6⊆ J and we cannot select any
fact from K (that is, the condition of line 5 is not satisfied). Moreover, we cannot
select any fact that is in conflict with the facts already in J (that is, the condition
of line 8 is not satisfied). Let fj be the first fact from the prefix f1 , . . . , fi that
has not been added to J yet. If fj belongs to max (I) then it can clearly be
added to J (since there are no conflicts in K). Thus, at this iteration it holds
that fj 6∈ max (I); that is, there exists a sequence of facts h1 , . . . , hm , such that
hk  hk+1 for each k ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1} and hm  fj . The fact h1 does belong
to max (I) at this iteration; thus, it can be selected at the current iteration.
However, it does not belong to K and is not in conflict with any of the facts
already in J (including {f1 , . . . , fj−1 }). Note that the fact h1 must be selected
before fj at any execution of FindCRep(I, h, ).
By the definition of a greedy prefix, there exists a c-repair L, that has a greedy
ordering f1 , . . . , fi , . . . , fn . Let us look at the execution of FindCRep(I, h, ) that
produces L and selects the facts by the greedy ordering f1 , . . . , fn . Clearly, when
h1 is selected, the only facts already in L are facts from {f1 , . . . , fj−1 }, and since
h1 is not in conflict with any of them, it will be added to L. Thus, h1 must
appear in the greedy ordering before fj , which is not the case for the greedy
ordering f1 , . . . , fn of L. We can conclude that all of the facts from {f1 , . . . , fi }
are added to J during the execution of ExpandPrefix(K) and since ExpandPrefix
always returns a c-repair, the result is a c-repair J that contains all of the facts
in {f1 , . . . , fi }.
As in the case of maximal independent sets, it is quite easy to prove that
EnumCRepairs prints only c-repairs (given Lemma 5.5.6), does not print the same
c-repair more than once, and has a polynomial delay. It remains to prove completeness.
Lemma 5.5.7. EnumCRepairs is complete; that is, every c-repair is printed by
EnumCRepairs(I, h, ).
Proof. Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists a c-repair L that
is not printed by the algorithm. Let f1 , . . . , fm be a greedy ordering of L. Let L0 be
a printed c-repair of (I, h, ), such that {f1 , ..., fi } ⊆ L0 for some i ∈ {1, . . . , m},
and there is no other printed c-repair L00 , such that {f1 , ..., fi+1 } ⊆ L00 . Let
us look at the iteration of the algorithm at which L0 is removed from Q and
printed. Now, let us look at an iteration of the internal loop (lines 7–11) when
the fact fi+1 is selected in line 7 of the algorithm. Note that at this iteration it
holds that K := {fi+1 }∪{u ∈ L0 | {u, f } ∈
/ E(g)}. Clearly, {f1 , . . . , fi , fi+1 } ⊆ K.
Since f1 , . . . , fi+1 is a greedy prefix, we can extend it into a maximal greedy prefix
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f1 , . . . , fi+1 , . . . , fj . Then, Lemma 5.5.4 implies that the result of ExpandPrefix(K)
is a c-repair that contains all of the facts in {f1 , . . . , fi+1 , . . . , fj }, which is a
contradiction to the fact that no printed c-repair contains all of the facts from
{f1 , . . . , fi+1 }.
Consequently, we conclude the correctness and efficiency of the algorithm
EnumCRepairs.
Theorem 5.5.8. The algorithm EnumCRepairs enumerates the c-repairs with
polynomial delay.
To summarize this subsection, we establish the following result due to Theorem 5.5.8.
Corollary 5.5.9. For conflict graphs (i.e., conflict hypergraphs of dimension
two), CRepEnum can be solved with polynomial delay.
In particular, contrasting with Corollary 5.5.2, the problem CRepEnumhS, ∆i
can be solved with polynomial delay for every set ∆ of FDs.

5.5.4

The Case of Partitioned Preferences

We now discuss the case of partitioned preferences that is tractable for all types
of preferred repairs. Here, we consider the problem X RepEnum (where X is one
of {G, P, C}) for conflict hypergraphs of a bounded dimension. We recall that
the dimension of a hypergraph is the maximal cardinality of its hyperedges.
Under partitioned preferences, the set of facts in the database is partitioned
into blocks M1 , . . . , Mk , such that two conflicting facts f and g that belong to
the same block are incomparable, while for two facts f ∈ Mi and g ∈ Mj such
that i < j it always holds that f  g. The class of partitioned preferences is a
well-studied class of preferences and it has been shown to capture preferences in
many real-life datasets [10, 57, 69, 77, 78].
An example of an inconsistent prioritizing instance with partitioned preferences is the case where every fact in the database is associated with a (not necessarily unique) confidence score that determines its priority (e.g., the weighted
instances considered in Chapter 3). In fact, an inconsistent prioritizing instance
(I, h, ) induces partitioned preferences if and only if there exists a function
s : I → R such that for all pairs f1 and f2 of neighbors of h it is the case that
f1  f2 if and only if s(f1 ) > s(f2 ). This function will assign the highest value to
the facts of the block M1 (the same value for all the facts in the block) and the
lowest value to the facts of the last block Mk . We say that s is a score realization
of (I, h, ). Moreover, if such a function exists, we say that (I, h, ) is a partitioned instance. Note that f1 and f2 are incomparable by  if s(f1 ) = s(f2 ). For
example, if  is empty then (I, h, ) is partitioned. We have the following.
Theorem 5.5.10. Whether a given inconsistent prioritizing instance (I, h, ) is
partitioned can be decided in polynomial time. Moreover, if (I, h, ) is partitioned,
then CRep (h) = GRep (h) = PRep (h).
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In particular, for partitioned inputs, the problems PRepEnum, GRepEnum
and CRepEnum are the same.
Theorem 5.5.11. For each X ∈ {P, G, C} and fixed b > 0, X RepEnum is solvable in incremental polynomial time over partitioned (I, h, ) where the dimension
of h is bounded by b.
Observe that bounded dimension captures the general case of a fixed set of
denial constraints. Hence, we can enumerate the preferred repairs (of all three
kinds) in incremental polynomial time if the inconsistent prioritizing instance
is partitioned. In the remainder of this section, we prove Theorem 5.5.10 and
describe the enumeration algorithm.
Proof of Theorem 5.5.10
We start by proving the first part of the Theorem. In order to decide whether
(I, h, ) is partitioned, we check whether there exists a score realization s of
(I, h, ). For that, we build a system of inequalities as follows. For each pair of
facts f and g that are neighbors in h, we add one of the following inequalities to
the system,
• sf > sg if f  g
• sg > sf if g  f
• sg = sf if neither f  g nor g  f
This can be done in polynomial time, since the number of pairs of facts is polynomial in the size of I. Next, we can remove the equations by selecting a new
variable name for all equal variables. Then, we can check in polynomial time if
this system contains a cycle. If so, then (I, h, ) is not partitioned, since there is
no solution to the system that meets all the constraints. Otherwise, we can sort
the variables that appear in the system by topological order and assign values to
these variables according to this order in the following way.
The last variable will be assigned the value 1. Then, each variable sf will be
assigned the value of the next variable in the order plus 1. Finally, for each fact
f in I, one of the following holds:
• If the variable sf appears in the system, then s(f ) = sf .
• If the variable sf does not appear in the system since it was replaced by a
different variable sfi (that is, we removed an equation of the form sg = sf
from the system and replaced both sf and sg by sfi ), then s(f ) = sfi .
• If the variable sf does not appear in the system and no equation of the form
sg = sf was removed from the system, then s(f ) = 1.
Now, we claim that for all pairs of neighbors f and g in h it holds that f  g if
and only if s(f ) > s(g).
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Figure 5.8: The conflict graph of a partitioned instance on the right, and the
conflict graph of an instance that is not partitioned on the left.
The “if ” direction If f  g, then the inequality sf > sg has been added to
the system; thus, if we sort the variables from the system by topological order, sf
(or another variable that is equal to sf ) will appear before sg (or another variable
that is equal to sg ). Thus, f will be assigned a higher score than g (that is,
s(f ) > s(g)).
The “only if ” direction Let us assume that s(f ) > s(g). If f and g are
incomparable by , then the equation sf = sg will be added to the system.
In this case, since both sf and sg are replaced by the same variable sfi , it will
eventually hold that s(f ) = s(g) = sfi . Thus, this cannot be the case. If it holds
that g  f , then the inequality sg > sf appears in the system (the variables may
be replaced by others, but the variable names do not matter); thus, a solution
for the system cannot be such that sf > sg . Hence, this is also not the case, and
the only possible case left is that f  g.
We can conclude that we can decide whether a given inconsistent prioritizing
instance (I, h, ) is partitioned by building a system of inequalities and checking
if it contains a cycle, which can be done in polynomial time.
Example 5.5.12. The conflict graph on the left hand side of Figure 5.8 is not
partitioned. The corresponding system of inequalities is: (a) sf1 > sf3 , (b)
sf4 > sf2 , (c) sf1 = sf2 , and (d) sf3 = sf4 . Then, if we replace both sf1 and sf2
with the same variable x, and replace both sf3 and sf4 with the same variable y,
we will get the following system: (a) x > y, and (b) y > x. This system contains
a cycle x > y > x and the reader can verify that, indeed, the corresponding
instance is not partitioned. On the contrary, the conflict graph on the right hand
side of Figure 5.8 is partitioned. The corresponding system of inequalities is: (a)
sf1 > sf3 , (b) sf4 > sf2 , and (c) sf1 = sf2 . Then, if we replace both sf1 and sf2
with the same variable x, we will get the following system: (a) x > sf3 , and (b)
sf4 > x. This system does not contain a cycle; thus, the corresponding instance
is partitioned. For example, we can assign the following scores to the facts: (a)
s(f1 ) = 2, (b) s(f2 ) = 2, (c) s(f3 ) = 1, and (d) s(f4 ) = 3. The reader can verify
that for each pair of conflicting facts fi and fj it holds that s(fi ) > s(fj ) if and
only if fi  fj .
Next, we prove the second part of the theorem. From Proposition 5.1.8 we
know that CRep (h) ⊆ GRep (h) ⊆ PRep (h). Thus, it suffices to prove that
PRep (h) ⊆ CRep (h). That is, we will prove that every p-repair is also a
c-repair.
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Algorithm 7 EnumXRep(I, h, )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

s := a score realization of (I, h, )
M := {f ∈ I | s(f ) is maximal}
hM := (M, {e ∈ h | e ⊆ M })
for all J ∈ EnumMIS(hM ) do
if M = I then
print J
else
I0 = I \ M
h0 := (I 0 , {e \ J | e ⊆ J ∪ I 0 })
0 := {(f1 , f2 ) ∈ neighbors(h0 ) | f1  f2 }
for all J 0 ∈ EnumXRep(I 0 , h0 , 0 ) do
print J ∪ J 0

Let (I, h, ) be a partitioned inconsistent prioritizing instance, and let s be a
score realization of (I, h, ). Let J be a p-repair and let f1 , . . . , fn be the facts
of J, sorted by descending score. We claim that f1 , . . . , fn is a greedy ordering of
J; thus, J is a c-repair. Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that this is not
the case. Let f1 , . . . , fk be a prefix of f1 , . . . , fn that is a maximal greedy prefix.
Then, there exists an execution of FindCRep(I, h, ) that adds all of the facts
from {f1 , . . . , fk } to the result, before adding any other fact. Since {f1 , . . . , fk } is
maximal, the fact fk+1 cannot be the next fact added to the result. Thus, there
exists an iteration of this execution where no facts that are in conflict with the
facts from {f1 , . . . , fk } can be selected, and fk+1 does not belong to max (I).
Since fk+1 6∈ max (I), there exists a sequence of facts h1 , . . . , hm , such that
hj  hj+1 for each j ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1} and hm  fk+1 . The fact h1 does belong to
max (I) at this iteration; thus, it can be selected, but it is not in conflict with
any of the facts from {f1 , . . . , fk }. Since (I, h, ) is partitioned, it holds that
s(h1 ) > s(fk+1 ). Let us look at the consistent subintance J 0 of I that contains all
of the facts from {f1 , . . . , fk }, the fact h1 and all of the facts from J \ {f1 , . . . , fk }
that can be added afterwards without violating consistency. Since there are no
conflicts in J, the only facts from J \{f1 , . . . , fk } that do not appear in J 0 are facts
that are neighbors of h1 in the hypergraph h. Note that for each fact fi ∈ J \ J 0 ,
it holds that s(fk+1 ) ≥ s(fi ) (since i > k + 1). Thus, for each fact fi ∈ J \ J 0 , it
holds that s(h1 ) > s(fi ) and thus h1  fi . Hence, J 0 is a Pareto improvement of
J, which is a contradiction to the fact that J is a p-repair.
Enumeration Algorithm
The algorithm, shown as Algorithm 7, begins by constructing a score realization
s of (I, h, ). The function s can be constructed by the same algorithm that
decides whether (I, h, ) is partitioned (Theorem 5.5.10). The algorithm then
constructs the set M of all the facts f with a maximal score s(f ) (this is the
block M1 in the partition). It then deploys an algorithm for enumerating the
maximal independent sets of a hypergraph of a bounded dimension in incremental
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polynomial time [19, 35]. We refer to this algorithm as EnumMIS, and we assume
that it operates in an iterator fashion in the “for” of line 4, where the time
between two elements is the delay.4 We begin by constructing the set M of all
the maximal facts of I, and the hypergraph hM that consists of all the hyperedges
of h that are contained in M (and contains only the nodes of M ). We then iterate
over the maximal independent sets J of hM . If M consists of all the facts of I,
then we simply print each such J. Otherwise, we construct a new inconsistent
prioritizing instance (I 0 , h0 , 0 ), as follows.
• I 0 consists of all facts with a non-maximal score.
• h0 has the node set I 0 and every hyperedge e that contains only facts from
J and I 0 , with all the facts of J removed.
• 0 consists of all the neighbors in h0 that are comparable by .
It can be shown that the resulting (I 0 , h0 , 0 ) is also partitioned. We execute the
algorithm recursively on the input (I 0 , h0 , 0 ), again assuming an iterator fashion,
and for every result J 0 we print the union J ∪ J 0 .
The following lemma states the correctness and efficiency of the algorithm.
Lemma 5.5.13. Suppose that (I, h, ) is a partitioned inconsistent prioritizing
instance. Then, executing EnumXRep(I, h, ) enumerates X Rep (h) for each
X ∈ {P, G, C}. Moreover, if EnumMIS enumerates in incremental polynomial
time then so does EnumXRep.
In the remainder of this section, we prove Lemma 5.5.13. Theorem 5.5.10 implies that in this case CRep (h) = GRep (h) = PRep (h). Thus, we can focus
on one of the notions in our proof. We will prove that EnumXRep enumerates
c-repairs in incremental polynomial time. That is, we prove the following: (a)
EnumXRep(I, h, ) prints only c-repairs of (I, h, ), (b) EnumXRep(I, h, ) prints
every c-repair of (I, h, ), (c) EnumXRep(I, h, ) does not print any c-repair of
(I, h, ) more than once, and (d) if EnumMIS enumerates maximal independent
sets in incremental polynomial time, then the algorithm EnumXRep(I, h, ) enumerates c-repairs in incremental polynomial time.
We start by proving that EnumXRep(I, h, ) prints only c-repairs of (I, h, ).
First, we prove the following.
Lemma 5.5.14. Consider an execution of the algorithm EnumXRep(I, h, ). If
(I, h, ) is partitioned, then (I 0 , h0 , 0 ) is partitioned as well.
Proof. Let s be a score realization of (I, h, ). The instance I 0 contains all of
the facts from I with a non-maximal score. Let f and g be two facts that are
neighbors in h0 . We will prove that f 0 g if and only if s(f ) > s(g). Note that
if f and g are neighbors in h0 , then there exists a hyperedge e ∈ E(h0 ), such that
{f, g} ⊆ e. In this case, the hyperedge e ∪ K, for some K ⊆ J, exists in h; thus,
f and g are also neighbors in h. If f 0 g, then it also holds that f  g, and
4

See the work of Cohen et al. [27] for a more formal construction of iterators from enumeration algorithms.
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since (I, h, ) is partitioned, it holds that s(f ) > s(g). Moreover, if s(f ) > s(g),
then again, since (I, h, ) is partitioned, it holds that f  g. In this case, it also
holds that f 0 g, and that concludes our proof.
Next, we prove the following.
Lemma 5.5.15. Let (I, h, ) be a partitioned inconsistent prioritizing instance.
Then, EnumXRep(I, h, ) prints only c-repairs of (I, h, ).
Proof. We will prove that EnumXRep(I, h, ) prints only c-repairs of (I, h, ) by
induction on n, the number of different scores in I. For the basis of the induction,
n = 1, note that in this case M contains all of the facts in I. Thus, the algorithm
just goes over all of the maximal independent sets of I and prints all of them.
Since all of the facts in I have the same score,  is empty. In this case, it
holds that CRep (h) = SRep(h), and since we already know that the maximal
independent sets of h are exactly the s-repairs of I, the algorithm prints only
s-repairs (consequently, c-repairs) of (I, h, ).
For the inductive step, we assume that the claim is true for n ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}
and prove that it is also true for n = k. The algorithm starts by inserting all
of facts with the highest score in I into M . Since there is more than one score,
M 6= I. Thus, for each maximal independent set of the hypergraph hM (that is,
for each s-repair J of the facts in M ), we build a new prioritizing inconsistent
instance (I 0 , h0 , 0 ) by removing the facts of M from I and removing the facts of
J from the hyperedges in h. Then, we execute the algorithm recursively on the
input (I 0 , h0 , 0 ) and for every result J 0 we print the union J ∪ J 0 .
Lemma 5.5.14 implies that the instance (I 0 , h0 , 0 ) is partitioned. Since I 0
contains precisely k − 1 different scores, we obtain from the inductive assumption
that EnumXRep(I 0 , h0 , 0 ) prints only c-repairs J 0 of I 0 . It is left to show that for
each J and J 0 , J ∪ J 0 is a c-repair of (I, h, ). We will show that there exists an
execution of FindCRep(I, h, ) that returns J ∪ J 0 . Clearly, all of the facts in M
belong to max (I); thus, we can start the execution by selecting all of the facts
from J. Since there are no conflicts in J, all of these facts will be added to the
result L. Then, we can select all of the facts from M \ J. Since J is an s-repair of
M w.r.t. hM , none of these facts will be added to L. Now, the only facts left are
the facts from I 0 . Since J 0 is a c-repair of (I 0 , h0 , 0 ), there exists an execution of
FindCRep(I 0 , h0 , 0 ) that prints J 0 .
We claim that it is possible continue our execution of FindCRep(I, h, ) by
selecting the remaining facts in the exact same order as they are selected in the
execution of FindCRep(I 0 , h0 , 0 ) that prints J 0 , such that all of the facts from
J 0 will be added to L and all the rest of the facts will not be added to L. Let
us assume, by way of contradiction, that this is not the case. Clearly, at each
iteration, the next fact in the order belongs to max (I). Thus, let us look at the
first iteration in which one of the following holds and let f be the fact selected
at this iteration.
Case 1: The next fact in the order belongs to J 0 but cannot be added to
L. In this case, there exists a hyperedge e ∈ E(h), such that e = {f1 , . . . , fm , f }
and all of the facts from {f1 , . . . , fm } have already been added to L. Since so far
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we have only added facts from J ∪ J 0 to L, it holds that {f1 , . . . , fm , f } ⊆ (J ∪ I 0 ).
Thus, the hyperedge {fi1 , . . . , fik , f } (where the set {fi1 , . . . , fik } contains all the
facts from {f1 , . . . , fm } ∩ I 0 ) exists in h0 . In this case, at the execution of the
algorithm FindCRep(I 0 , h0 , 0 ), in the iteration when f is selected, f closes a
hyperedge with facts already in J 0 , which is a contradiction to the fact that
f ∈ J 0 and J 0 is consistent.
Case 2: The next fact in the order does not belong to J 0 but can
be added to L.
In this case, there exists a hyperedge e ∈ E(h0 ), such that
e = {f1 , . . . , fm , f } and at the execution of the algorithm FindCRep(I 0 , h0 , 0 ) all of
the facts from {f1 , . . . , fm } are added to J 0 before f is selected. Since the current
iteration of FindCRep(I, h, ) is the first for which one of the above holds, all of
the facts from {f1 , . . . , fm } have already been added to L. Moreover, there exists
a hyperedge {f1 , . . . , fm , g1 , . . . , gk , f } ∈ E(h) (where {g1 , . . . , gk } ⊆ J), and since
we have already added all of the facts from J to L, at the current iteration f
closes this hyperedge and cannot be added to L, which is a contradiction to the
fact that it can be added to L.
We can conclude that there exists an execution of FindCRep(I, h, ) that
returns J ∪ J 0 ; hence, J ∪ J 0 is a c-repair of (I, h, ).
Next, we prove that EnumXRep(I, h, ) prints every c-repair of (I, h, ). We
start by proving the following.
Lemma 5.5.16. Let (I, h, ) be a partitioned inconsistent prioritizing instance.
Let M be the set of all facts in I that have the maximal score, and let hM be the
hypergraph (M, {e ∈ h | e ⊆ M }). Then, every c-repair of (I, h, ) contains an
s-repair of M w.r.t. hM .
Proof. Let J be a c-repair of (I, h, ) and let K = J ∩M . Clearly, K is consistent;
hence, it is only left to prove that K is maximal. That is, we will prove that for
each K 0 ⊆ M such that K ⊂ K 0 , it holds that K 0 is inconsistent w.r.t. hM . Let
us assume, by way of contradiction, that this is not the case, and let K 0 be a
consistent subset of M such that K ⊂ K 0 . Then, there exists a fact f ∈ K 0 such
that f 6∈ J.
Now, consider an execution of FindCRep(I, h, ) that produces J. Since f 6∈ J,
there exists a hyperedge {f1 , . . . , fm , f } ∈ E(h) such that {f1 , . . . , fm } ⊆ J and
all the facts f1 , . . . , fm are selected by the algorithm and added to J before f is
selected. Moreover, at least one fact fi in this hyperedge does not belong to M .
Otherwise, {f1 , . . . , fm } ⊆ K, which implies {f1 , . . . , fm , f } ⊆ K 0 , and this is a
contradiction to the fact that K 0 is consistent.
Since fi and f are neighbors in h, and the score of f is higher than the score
of fi (as f belongs to M , while fi does not), it holds that f  fi . Thus, in every
execution of FindCRep(I, h, ), the fact f must be selected before fi is selected,
which is a contradiction to the fact that fi is selected before f in the execution
of FindCRep(I, h, ) that produces J.
We now prove the following.
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Lemma 5.5.17. Let (I, h, ) be a partitioned inconsistent prioritizing instance.
Then, EnumXRep(I, h, ) prints every c-repair of (I, h, ).
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on n, the number of different scores in I.
For the basis of the induction, n = 1, it holds that M contains all of the facts in
I. Thus, as mentioned in the proof of Lemma 5.5.15, every c-repair of (I, h, )
is also an s-repair of I w.r.t. h ( is empty in this case). Since EnumMIS is an
enumeration algorithm, it prints every s-repair of I w.r.t. h. Consequently, our
algorithm prints every c-repair of (I, h, ).
For the inductive step, we assume that the claim is true for n ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}
and prove that it is also true for n = k. Let (I, h, ) be an inconsistent prioritizing
instance, and let s be a score realization of (I, h, ) that produces k different
scores. Let L be a c-repair of (I, h, ). Lemma 5.5.16 implies that L contains
an s-repair J of M w.r.t. hM . We claim that L = J ∪ J 0 for some c-repair J 0
of the instance (I 0 , h0 , 0 ). Since L is a c-repair, there exists an execution of
FindCRep(I, h, ) that produces L. Let f1 , . . . , fn be a greedy ordering of L, and
let {fi1 , . . . , fik } be the set of facts in {f1 , . . . , fn }\J. Let fi1 , . . . , fik be the order
of these facts in the greedy ordering. Then, fi1 , . . . , fik is a greedy ordering of
some c-repair J 0 of the instance (I 0 , h0 , 0 ). That is, there exists an execution of
the algorithm FindCRep(I 0 , h0 , 0 ) that adds only the facts from {fi1 , . . . , fik } to
the result, by that order.
Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that this is not the case. Then, there
exists an iteration in the execution of FindCRep(I 0 , h0 , 0 ) in which the next fact
in the order does not yet belong to max (I), but all of the facts that do belong to
max (I) must be added to the result J 0 if selected. Let us look at the first such
iteration and let fij be the first fact in the order that has not been selected yet.
Since fij does not belong to max (I), there exists a sequence of facts h1 , . . . , hm ,
such that hk  hk+1 for each k ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1} and hm  fij . The fact h1
belongs to max (I) and must be added to J 0 . Therefore, there does not exist any
hyperedge e ∈ E(h0 ), such that e ⊆ {fi1 , . . . , fij−1 , h1 }.
Let us now look at the execution of the algorithm FindCRep(I, h, ) that
produces L and selects the facts in L by the order f1 , . . . , fn . Let us look at
the iteration of that execution when the fact h1 is selected. Since it holds that
h1  · · ·  hm  fij , h1 must be selected before fij in any execution of FindCRep
on (I, h, ). Hence, all of the facts that have already been added to L belong to
J ∪ {fi1 , . . . , fij−1 }. Note that h1 is not one of the facts from J (since the facts
from J do not appear in I 0 ), and it is also not one of the facts in {fi1 , . . . , fik }.
Thus h1 6∈ L and there exists a hyperedge e ∈ E(h), such that h1 ∈ e and
e ⊆ J ∪ {fi1 , . . . , fij−1 , h1 }. By the definition of h0 , it holds that (e \ J) ∈ E(h0 ).
Moreover, it holds that e ⊆ {fi1 , . . . , fij−1 , h1 }, which is a contradiction to the
fact that such a hyperedge does not exist in E(h0 ).
We can now conclude that L = J ∪ J 0 for some c-repair J 0 of (I 0 , h0 , 0 ). Since
EnumMIS(hM ) prints every s-repair of M w.r.t. hM , it also prints J. Let us look
at the iteration of the external loop (lines 3–11) when J is printed. From the
inductive assumption we obtain that EnumXRep(I 0 , h0 , 0 ) prints every c-repair of
(I 0 , h0 , 0 ) (since I 0 contains k − 1 different scores). Thus, at the iteration of the
internal loop (lines 10–11), when J 0 is printed, we print the repair L = J ∪ J 0 .
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Finally, we prove the following.
Lemma 5.5.13. Suppose that (I, h, ) is a partitioned inconsistent prioritizing instance. Then, executing EnumXRep(I, h, ) enumerates X Rep (h) for
each X ∈ {P, G, C}. Moreover, if EnumMIS enumerates in incremental polynomial time then so does EnumXRep.
Proof. As mentioned above, we can focus on one of the notions in our proof.
Thus, we prove that the algorithm EnumXRep(I, h, ) enumerates the c-repairs of
(I, h, ) in incremental polynomial time. In this case, EnumXRep(I, h, ) clearly
enumerates the p-repairs and g-repairs of (I, h, ) in incremental polynomial time
as well. Lemma 5.5.15 implies that EnumXRep(I, h, ) prints only the c-repairs of
(I, h, ). Lemma 5.5.17 implies that EnumXRep(I, h, ) prints every c-repair of
(I, h, ). Since every c-repair of (I, h, ) contains a specific set of facts for every
score, and we only go over each combination once, clearly every c-repair is printed
only once. Thus, the only thing left to prove is that if EnumMIS enumerates maximal independent sets in incremental polynomial time, then EnumXRep(I, h, )
enumerates the c-repairs of (I, h, ) in incremental polynomial time.
Let us assume that we have just printed a c-repair of (I, h, ). Then, before
printing the next c-repair, we go down in the recursion tree, and at each level we
run the algorithm EnumMIS. Since EnumMIS prints maximal independent sets
with incremental polynomial time, the time that it takes this algorithm to print
the next indpendent sets at each level is polynomial in the number of independet
sets already printed and the size of the input (hM ). Clearly, if it is polynomial in
the size of hM , then it is also polynomial in the size of (I, h, ), and the number of
independent sets already printed is polynomial in the number of c-repairs already
printed. This holds since for each J generated in line 4 of the algorithm we print
at least one c-repair. It can be either J itself (if M = I) or J ∪ J 0 for some
c-repair J 0 of (I 0 , h0 , 0 ), since there is always at least one such c-repair J 0 . Thus,
at each level, the time that it takes the EnumMIS algorithm to print the next
independent set is polynomial in the size of the input to EnumXRep (that is,
(I, h, )) and the number of independent sets already printed. Since the number
of levels is linear in the size of the input (the number of levels is the number of
different scores, which cannot be higher than the number of facts in I), we can
conclude that the time it takes EnumXRep(I, h, ) to print the next c-repair of
(I, h, ) is polynomial in the size of the input and the number of c-repairs already
printed. Hence, by definition, EnumXRep(I, h, ) prints the c-repairs of (I, h, )
in incremental polynomial time.

5.6

Concluding Remarks

We investigated the computational complexity of counting preferred repairs in
the framework of Staworko et al. [94]. We started with the categoricity problem,
which is that of determining whether there is precisely one preferred repair. We
proved that while the problems of Pareto and global categoricity are hard already
for FD sets that contain two FDs, completion categoricity is solvable in polyno126
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mial time in the general case where integrity constraints are given as a conflict
hypergraph (and, in particular, for any set of FDs).
For the counting problem, we established a dichotomy in data complexity for
all three notions of preferred repairs, partitioning FD schemas into polynomialtime counting and #P-complete counting. The tractable FD schemas are those
where each relation is assigned (at most) one FD. Finally, we considered the
problem of enumerating preferred repairs. Here, we gave lower bounds for enumerating p-repairs and g-repairs, except for the case of a single FD per relation,
where enumeration can be carried out with polynomial delay. In contrast, we
presented a polynomial-delay algorithm for enumerating c-repairs under general
conflict graphs. Finally, for partitioned preferences we presented an enumeration
algorithm that works for all three types of preferred repairs, allowing arbitrary
conflict hypergraphs, and guaranteeing incremental polynomial time when the
dimension of the conflict hypergraph is bounded.
We did not address here any qualitative discrimination among the three notions of x-repairs. Rather, we continue the line of work [37, 95] that explores
the impact of the choice on the entailed computational complexity. It has been
established that, as far as repair checking is concerned, the Pareto and the completion semantics behave much better than the global one, since g-repair checking
is tractable only for a very restricted class of schemas [37]. In this chapter, we
have shown that from the viewpoint of categoricity, the completion semantics is
far more tractable than the other two. We have also shown that the three behave similarly when it comes to counting repairs. However, on enumeration the
completion semantics again behaves much better than the other two, and hence,
continues to outstand as the most efficient alternative to adopt.
We complete this chapter by discussing directions for future research. It would
be interesting to further understand the complexity of global categoricity, towards
a dichotomy. The question of whether there exists an FD schema with a single
relation, where the FD set is not equivalent to a single FD, such that global
categoricity is solvable in polynomial time, remains open. Another natural continuation of this work would be to chart the complexity boundaries for more general cleaning frameworks featuring preferences among repairs, including different
types of integrity constraints, different cleaning operations (e.g., tuple addition
and cell update [103]), and different priority specifications among repairs. The
latter includes preferences by means of general scoring functions [49, 84], aggregation of scores on the individual cleaning operations [18, 30, 41, 41, 61], priorities
among resolution policies [81] and preferences based on soft rules [48, 87].
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
We have studied the computational complexity of two different database inconsistency measures. We started with a measure based on the minimal number of
operations needed to obtain consistency. Specifically, we have focused on the classic FDs as the constraints and tuple deletions as the allowed cleaning operations
and studied the problem of computing the cost of a weighted cardinality repair,
which we refer to as an optimal subset repair. We have established a dichotomy
in data complexity for the entire space of sets of FDs, by classifying FD sets
into those for which the problem can be solved in polynomial time and those for
which the problem is APX-complete. Then, we moved on to a measure based on
the number of repairs and studied the computational complexity of this measure
both for the traditional subset repairs and for preferred repairs. Our focus here
was again on FDs and tuple deletions. We have shown that counting repairs
is harder than computing an optimal repair in two main aspects. First, every
tractable FD set of the latter is also tractable for the former (but not vice versa).
In the presence of preferences, the class of tractable FD sets becomes even more
restricted. Second, while we have an approximation for the cost of an optimal
subset repair, we do not have any subexponential approximation for the number
of subset (or preferred) repairs, modulo some fundamental open problems.
Perspective. We conclude this thesis with a discussion of some directions that
are left for future investigation.
First, it is important to understand the properties of different inconsistency
measures in order to decide which measures are more suitable for certain tasks.
In a recent work [72], we have made a step towards formalizing the features
and shortcomings of inconsistency measures from the viewpoint of progress estimation in database repairing. We have considered four rationality postulates
for database inconsistency in the context of a repairing system: positivity—the
measure is strictly positive if and only if the database is inconsistent; monotonicity—inconsistency cannot be reduced by adding constraints; progression—we can
always find an operation that reduces inconsistency; and continuity—a single operation can have a limited relative impact on inconsistency. We have examined
a collection of measures against these postulates, and showed that the measure
considered in Chapter 3 stands out, as it satisfies all the postulates. It is impor129
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tant to further explore other rationality postulates as well as completeness criteria
for sets of postulates to determine sufficiency for progress indication. It is also
important to consider other tasks that rely on proper inconsistency measures.
Second, in this thesis, we have considered mainly FDs (or anti-monotonic
constraints in general) and tuple deletions. It is important to revisit the studied
problems in more general repair frameworks that support additional types of integrity constraints (e.g., referential (foreign-key) constraints and the more general
inclusion dependencies [23]) and repairing operations (e.g., tuple additions and
cell updates [43, 74, 103]). In the Appendix we have provided a preliminary analysis of the problem of computing an optimal update repair, obtained by updating
values in the database. These results highlight the fact that understanding the
complexity of subset repairs has importance beyond this type of repairs, as the
complexity analysis for subset repairs has applications on other types of repairs.
However, our understanding of update repairs is still very limited, and many
problems remain open.
Third, we have not considered a measure that is based on the minimal number
of operations required to obtain consistency in the framework of preferred repairs.
In the presence of preferences, there are two relevant problems. The first is
similar to the problem we have studied in Chapter 3; that is, what is the minimal
number of tuples deletions needed to obtain a Pareto, globally, or completionoptimal repair? As all the notions coincide with the notion of subset repairs in
the absence of preferences, this problem is at least as hard as the problem of
computing an optimal subset repair. Hence, an interesting question is whether
the classification holds for preferred repairs as well. The second problem arises
only in the presence of preferences. While in the traditional framework of repairs
we consider total consistency (i.e., a clean database) as the steady state, having
a single preferred repair can be considered a stable state in the preferred repairs
framework, as it allows us to clean the database unambiguously. Therefore, an
important question is what is the minimal number of preferences that should
be added to have a single preferred repair. Clearly, there is a single preferred
repair if and only if the number of preferences to add is zero; hence, in cases
where categoricity is hard, this problem is hard as well. Is the problem solvable
in polynomial time whenever categoricity is solvable in polynomial time? This
remains an open problem.
Finally, as mentioned in the Introduction, inconsistency measures are also
needed for next-step suggestion in interactive data repairing systems. A natural
suggestion would be to remove or update a tuple that significantly affects inconsistency. Hence, an important question is how to quantify the contribution of each
tuple in the database to inconsistency, and we need an appropriate inconsistency
measure for this task. One possible way to quantify this contribution is to use the
Shapley value [93], a well-known measure from cooperative game theory. Shapley
considered a cooperative game that is played by a set A of players and is defined
by a wealth function v that assigns, to each coalition S ⊆ A, the wealth v(S).
The question he studied is how to distribute the wealth v(A) among the players,
or from a different perspective, how to quantify the contribution of each player
to the overall wealth. Quite remarkably, Shapley has established that there is a
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single function satisfying certain axioms of good behavior, and this function has
become known as the Shapley value. The Shapley value has been used in various
areas and fields beyond cooperative game theory [51, 70, 79, 85, 86, 89]. Recently,
we have studied the problem of quantifying the contribution of tuples to query
results via the Shapley value [71]. This value has also been used to quantify the
contribution of formulas to the inconsistency of knowledge bases [54]. To quantify
the contribution of tuples to inconsistency using the Shapley value, the tuples will
take the role of the players, and a measure of inconsistency will be used as the
wealth function.
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Appendix A
Appendix for Chapter 3
A.1

Computing an Optimal S-Repair for EGDs

In this section, we provide a preliminary analysis of the problem of computing an
optimal s-repair under Equality-Generating Dependencies (EGDs). In Chapter 3,
we have shown that for FDs, it is always the case that computing an optimal srepair can be done in polynomial time if ∆ consists of a single FD. Unfortunately,
this is no longer the case if we go beyond FDs to simple EGDs.
Recall that an EGD has the form ∀~x [ϕ1 (~x) ∧ · · · ∧ ϕk (~x) → y1 = y2 ], where
each ϕj (~x) is an atomic formula over the schema and y1 and y2 are variables in
~x. Note that EGDs are a generalization of FDs.
Example A.1.1. Consider the following four EGDs.
σ1
σ2
σ3
σ4

:
:
:
:

∀x, y, z[R(x, y), R(x, z) ⇒ (y = z)]
∀x, y, z[R(x, y), R(y, z) ⇒ (x = z)]
∀x, y, z[R(x, y), R(y, z) ⇒ (x = y)]
∀x, y, z[R(x, y), S(y, z) ⇒ (x = z)]

Observe that σ1 is an FD (i.e., A → B) whereas σ2 , σ3 and σ4 are not. The
constraint σ2 states that there are no paths of length two except for two-node
cycles, and σ3 states that there are no paths of length two except for single-node
cycles. Computing an optimal s-repair w.r.t. ∆ = {σ1 } or ∆ = {σ4 } can be done
in polynomial time; however, the problem becomes NP-hard for ∆ = {σ2 } and
∆ = {σ3 }.
The following theorem gives a full classification of the complexity of computing
an optimal s-repair for ∆ that consists of a single EGD with two binary atoms.
Theorem A.1.2. Let ∆ be a set of constraints that contains a single EGD σ
with two binary atoms. If σ is of the following form:
∀x1 , x2 , x3 [R(x1 , x2 ), R(x2 , x3 ) ⇒ (xi = xj )]
then computing an optimal s-repair is NP-hard. In any other case, an optimal
s-repair can be computed in polynomial time.
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We start by proving the negative side of the theorem. That is, we prove the
following.
Lemma A.1.3. Let ∆ be a set of constraints that contains a single EGD of the
form ∀x1 , x2 , x3 [R(x1 , x2 ), R(x2 , x3 ) ⇒ (xi = xj )]. Then, computing an optimal
s-repair is NP-hard.
Proof. We build a reduction from the MaxCut problem to the problem of computing an optimal s-repair for ∆ = {σ}. The MaxCut problem is the problem of
finding a cut in a graph (i.e., a partition of the vertices into two disjoint subsets),
such that the number of edges crossing the cut is the highest among all possible
cuts. This problem is known to be NP-hard.
Given a graph g, with n vertices and m edges, we construct an input to our
problem (that is, an instance (I, w)) as follows. For each vertex vi we add the
following two facts to the instance:
R(1, vi ), R(vi , 2)
Moreover, for each edge (vi , vj ), we add the following two facts to the instance:
R(vj , vi ), R(vi , vj )
Note that for each vertex vi , the facts R(1, vi ) and R(vi , 2) violate the EGD
together. Moreover, two facts of the form R(1, vi ) and R(vi , vj ) jointly violate the
EGD, and two facts of the form R(vi , 2) and R(vj , vi ) jointly violate the EGD.
Finally, two facts of the form R(vi , vj ) and R(vj , vk ) violate the EGD with each
other. These are the only violations of the EGD in the instance.
We set w(f ) = 1 for a fact f of the form R(vi , vj ), and we set w(f ) = m + 1
for a fact f of the form R(1, vi ) or R(vi , 2). We now prove that there is a cut
of size at least k, if and only if there is an s-repair (J, w|J ) of (I, w) such that
dist w
sub (J, I) ≤ (m + 1) · n + 2(m − k) + k.
First, assume that there exists a cut of size k in the graph, that partitions the
vertices into two groups - S1 and S2 . In this case, we can remove the following
facts from (I, w) to obtain a consistent subset (J, w|J ).
• R(1, vi ) if vi ∈ S2 ,
• R(vi , 2) if vi ∈ S1 ,
• R(vj , vi ) if either R(1, vj ) or R(vi , 2) have not been removed.
Each vertex vi belongs to either S1 or S2 ; hence, we remove exactly one of the
facts R(1, vi ) and R(vi , 2) for each vi , and resolve the conflict between these two
facts. The cost of removing these n facts is (m + 1) · n. Next, for each edge
(vi , vj ) such that both vi and vj belong to the same subset Sk , we remove both
R(vj , vi ) and R(vi , vj ), since the first violates the EDG with R(1, vj ) if vi , vj ∈ S1
or with R(vi , 2) if vi , vj ∈ S2 , and the second violates the EDG with R(1, vi ) if
vi , vj ∈ S1 or with R(vj , 2) if vi , vj ∈ S2 . The cost of removing these 2(m − k)
facts is 2(m − k).
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Finally, for each edge (vi , vj ) that crosses the cut, we remove one of R(vj , vi )
or R(vi , vj ) from the instance. If vi ∈ S1 and vj ∈ S2 , then we have already
removed the facts R(1, vj ) and R(vi , 2) from I; thus, the fact R(vj , vi ) does not
violate the EGD with any other fact, and we only have to remove the fact R(vi , vj )
that violates the EGD with both R(1, vi ) and R(vj , 2). Similarly, if vi ∈ S2 and
vj ∈ S1 , we only remove the fact R(vj , vi ). The cost of removing these k facts is
k. Hence, the total cost of removing all these facts is (m + 1) · n + 2(m − k) + k.
Clearly, the result is a consistent subset (J, w|J ) of (I, w). As previously
explained, we have resolved the conflict between R(1, vi ) and R(vi , 2) for each
vi , and we have resolved the conflict between every pair {R(vi , vj ), R(1, vi )} of
conflicting facts, and every pair {R(vi , vj ), R(vj , 2)} of conflicting facts. Finally,
there are no conflicts among facts R(vi , vj ) and R(vj , vk ) in J since vj either
belongs to S1 , in which case the fact R(1, vj ) appears in J and R(vj , vk ) has been
removed from J as a result, or it belongs to S2 , in which case the fact R(vj , 2)
appears in J and R(vi , vj ) has been removed from J as a result. Thus, there exists
an s-repair (J, w|J ) of (I, w) with distance at most (m + 1) · n + 2(m − k) + k.
Next, we assume that an s-repair can be obtained by deleting facts with a
total weight of at most (m + 1) · n + 2(m − k) + k, and we prove that there exists
a cut of size at least k in the graph. First, note that if there exists a consistent
subset (J, w|J ) of (I, w) such that dist w
sub (J, I) ≤ (m + 1) · n + 2(m − k) + k, such
that both R(1, vi ) and R(vi , 2) have been deleted, then we can obtain another
consistent subset of (I, w) with a lower distance by removing only R(1, vi ) and
removing all the facts of the form R(vj , vi ) instead of removing R(vi , 2). There are
at most m such facts (if vi appears in every clause) and the cost of removing them
is at most m, while the cost of removing R(vi , 2) is m + 1. Hence, from now on we
assume that the subset (J, w|J ) contains exactly one fact from {R(1, vi ), R(vi , 2)}
for each vi .
Now, we construct a cut in the graph from (J, w|J ) in the following way. For
each vi , if the fact R(1, vi ) belongs to J, we put vi in S1 , and if the fact R(vi , 2)
belongs to J, we put vi in S2 . As mentioned above, exactly one of these two cases
holds for each vi . It is only left to show that the size of the cut is at least k. Since
the cost of removing the facts of the form R(1, vi ) and R(vi , 2) is (m + 1) · n, and
the cost of removing each fact of the form R(vi , vj ) is one, at most 2(m − k) + k
facts of the form R(vi , vj ) have been removed from I to obtain J. There are 2m
facts of the form R(vi , vj ) in I; thus, at least k of them belong to J.
For each fact R(vi , vj ) in J it holds that both R(1, vi ) and R(vj , 2) do not
belong to I (otherwise, J is inconsistent). Hence, it holds that vi ∈ S2 and
vj ∈ S1 , and the corresponding edge (vi , vj ) crosses the cut. We conclude that
there are at least k edges that cross the cut.
We now move on to the proof of the positive side of the theorem. We first
consider the case where the EGD contains two different relations and show that
in this case an optimal s-repair can always be computed in polynomial time.
Lemma A.1.4. Let
 ∆ be a set of constraints that contains
 a single EGD of the
form ∀x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 R(xi1 , xi2 ), S(xj1 , xj2 ) ⇒ (xi = xj ) . Then, computing an
optimal s-repair can be done in polynomial time.
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Proof. First, if xi1 = xi2 , then facts of the form R(a, b) for a 6= b will never
participate in a violation; hence, we can ignore these facts when computing an
optimal repair and add them to the repair later. Similarly, if xi3 = xi4 , then we
can ignore all the facts of the form R(a, b) for a 6= b. Thus, from now on we
assume that the instance only contains facts that may participate in a violation.
If R(xi1 , xi2 ) and S(xj1 , xj2 ) share variables (e.g., xi2 = xj1 ), then two facts
will violate the EGD only if they agree on the values of the shared variables.
Hence, we first split the instance into blocks of facts that agree on the values of
the shared variables, and we solve the problem separately for each one of these
blocks, since there are no violations among facts in different blocks. Then, an
optimal repair for the entire instance will be the disjoint union of the optimal
repairs for each one of the blocks. For example, if the only shared variable is
xi2 = xj1 , then each block will contain facts of the form R(·, a), S(a, ·) for some
value a. Note that if the two atoms do not share any variables, then we will have
one block that contains all the facts in the instance.
We start by considering the case where xi and xj both appear in either
R(xi1 , xi2 ) or in S(xj1 , xj2 ). We assume, without the loss of generality, that they
both appear in R(xi1 , xi2 ) (that is, xi = xi1 and xj = xi2 ). This means, that as
long as there is at least one fact in S that belongs to the current block, all the
facts in R that belong to the block should be of the form R(a, a) for some value
a. Hence, we have two possible ways to obtain a consistent subset of a block: (a)
remove all the facts from S, or (b) remove from R all the facts R(a, b) such that
a 6= b. We can compute the cost of each one of these options and choose the one
with the lower cost.
In the case where xi appears only in R(xi1 , xi2 ) and xj appears only in
S(xj1 , xj2 ), we have three possible ways to obtain a consistent subset of a block:
(a) remove all the facts from R, (b) remove all the facts from S, or (c) choose a
single value that will appear in all the attributes corresponding to the variables
xi and xj , and remove from R and S all the facts that use different values in
these attributes. We can again compute the cost of each one of these options and
choose the one with the lowest cost.
Next, we consider EGDs that use a single relation, such that the two atoms
in the EGD do not share any variables.
Lemma A.1.5. Let ∆ be a set of constraints that contains
a single EGD of

the form ∀x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 R(x1 , x2 ), R(x3 , x4 ) ⇒ (xi = xj ) Then, computing an
optimal s-repair can be done in polynomial time.
Proof. If xi and xj are both from either {x1 , x2 } or {x3 , x4 }, then each fact of the
form R(a, b) such that a 6= b violates the EGD by itself. Thus, we have to remove
from the instance all such facts, and we can compute the cost of removing these
facts in polynomial time. Otherwise, xi is one of x1 , x2 and xj is one of x3 , x4 , in
which case we have to choose some value a and remove from the instance all the
facts that do not use this value in both the attributes corresponding to xi , xj .
If xi = x1 and xj = x3 , then all the facts in the instance should agree on the
value of the first attribute, and we have to choose the value that entails the lowest
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cost (that is, the cost of removing all the facts that use a different value in the
first attribute is the lowest among all possible values). The case where xi = x2
and xj = x4 is symmetric to this case.
If xi = x2 and xj = x3 , then again each fact will violate the EGD by itself
unless it is of the form R(a, a). In addition, two facts R(a, a) and R(b, b) for
a 6= b will jointly violate the EGD. Thus, only one fact of the form R(a, a) will
not be removed from the instance, and we again have to choose the one that
entails the lowest cost. The case where xi = x1 and xj = x3 is symmetric to
this case. Hence, computing an optimal s-repair can again be done in polynomial
time.
So far, we have covered the cases where the EGD either considers two different
relations or considers only one relation, but there are no shared variables among
the atoms. In both cases, computing an optimal s-repair can always be done
in polynomial time. Next, we consider the cases where the EGD uses a single
relation and the two atoms do share variables, but the EGD does not satisfy the
condition of the theorem.
Lemma A.1.6. Let ∆ be a set of constraints that contains a single EGD of one
of the following forms:


• ∀x1 , x2 R(x1 , x2 ), R(x1 , x2 ) ⇒ (x1 = x2 )


• ∀x1 , x2 , x3 R(x1 , x2 ), R(x1 , x3 ) ⇒ (xi = xj )


• ∀x1 , x2 R(x1 , x2 ), R(x2 , x1 ) ⇒ (x1 = x2 )
Then, computing an optimal s-repair can be done in polynomial time.
Proof. It is straightforward that computing an optimal s-repair w.r.t. an EGD
of the first form can be done in polynomial time, as each fact in R violates the
EGD by itself, unless it uses the same value in both attributes. Thus, we have to
remove from the instance all the facts of the form R(a, b) for a 6= b, and we can
compute the cost of removing these facts in polynomial time.
For the second case, if xi = x2 and xj = x3 , then an EGD of this form is an FD,
and an optimal s-repair can be computed in polynomial time. If xi , xj ∈ {x1 , x2 }
or xi , xj ∈ {x1 , x3 }, then we are again in the case where only facts of the form
R(a, a) are allowed, and we have to remove the rest of the facts from the instance.
Finally, for EGDs of the third form, it holds that only pairs of facts R(a, b)
and R(b, a) violate the EGD; hence, for each such pair we have to remove one of
facts in the pair, and we will remove the one that entails the lower cost (i.e., has
the lower weight).
Note that the EGDs σ2 and σ3 from Example A.1.1 satisfy the condition of
Theorem A.1.2; hence, computing an optimal s-repair w.r.t. these EGDs is indeed
NP-hard. The EGDs σ1 and σ4 do not satisfy the condition of the theorem; thus,
computing an optimal s-repair w.r.t. these EGDs can be done in polynomial time.
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A.2

Computing an Optimal Update Repair

In this section, we focus on the problem of computing an optimal update repair
and an approximation thereof. We give general results that assist in the complexity analysis of the problem, compare it to the problem of finding an optimal
s-repair (discussed in Chapter 3), and identify sufficient conditions for efficient reductions between the two problems. Unlike s-repairs, the existence of a dichotomy
for optimal update repairs remains an open problem.

A.2.1

Formal Setup

Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema, and let (I, w) be a weighted instance of S. For
simplicity, we assume here that each fact f ∈ I is associated with a unique
identifier id (f ). We denote by I[i] the fact in I with identifier i, and assume
that the weight function w assigns a weight w(i) to each fact identifier i. A value
update of (I, w) (or just update of (I, w) for short) is a weighted instance (U, w)
that is obtained from (I, w) by changing attribute values (note that the weight
function is the same in both (I, w) and (U, w)). More formally, an instance (U, w)
is an update of (I, w) if ids(U ) = ids(I) (where ids(J) is the collection of fact
identifiers of an instance J).
Since in this section we only consider FDs, we assume that every signature
S consists of a single relation R. As mentioned in Chapter 3, this is not a
limiting assumption. Let R(A1 , . . . , An ) be the single relation of S. We adopt
the definition of Kolahi and Lakshmanan [61] for the distance from (U, w) to
(I, w). Specifically, if f and g are facts of instances over S, then the Hamming
distance H(f, g) is the number of attributes in which f and g disagree, that is,
H(f, g) = |{j | f.Aj 6= g.Aj }|. If (U, w) is an update of (I, w) then the distance
from (U, w) to (I, w), denoted dist w
upd (U, I), is the weighted Hamming distance
between (U, w) and (T, w) (where every changed value counts as the weight of
the fact); that is,
X
def
dist w
(U,
I)
=
w(i) · H(I[i], U [i]) .
upd
i∈ids(I)

Let (I, w) be a weighted instance. A consistent update (of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆)
is an update (U, w) of (I, w) such that U |= ∆. An update repair, or u-repair
for short, is a consistent update that becomes inconsistent if any updated value
is restored to its original value in (I, w). An optimal update repair of (I, w), or
just optimal u-repair for short, is a consistent update (U, w) of (I, w) such that
dist w
upd (U, I) is minimal among all consistent updates of (I, w). When there is
risk of ambiguity, we may stress that the optimal u-repair is of (I, w) and under
∆ or under S and ∆.
Example A.2.1. Figure A.1 depicts three consistent updates of the instance
of Figure 3.1. For convenience, we give the original instance, as well as the
corresponding FDs, here again. For clarity, we marked with yellow shading the
values that were changed for constructing each Ui . We have dist w
upd (U1 , I) = 2,
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id

facility

room

floor

city

w

1
2
3
4

HQ
HQ
HQ
Lab1

322
322
122
B35

3
30
1
3

Paris
Madrid
Madrid
London

2
1
1
2

(a) Weighted instance (I, w)

id

facility

room

floor

city

w

1
2
3
4

F01
HQ
HQ
Lab1

322
322
122
B35

3
30
1
3

Paris
Madrid
Madrid
London

2
1
1
2

(b) Consistent update (U1 , w)

id

facility

room

floor

city

w

1
2
3
4

HQ
HQ
HQ
Lab1

322
322
122
B35

3
3
1
3

Paris
Paris
Paris
London

2
1
1
2

(c) Consistent update (U2 , w)

id

facility

room

floor

city

w

1
2
3
4

HQ
HQ
HQ
Lab1

322
322
122
B35

30
30
1
3

Madrid
Madrid
Madrid
London

2
1
1
2

(d) Consistent update (U3 , w)

Figure A.1: For Office(facility, room, floor, city) and FDs facility → city and
facility room → floor, a weighted instance (I, w) and consistent updates (U1 , w),
(U2 , w) and (U3 , w). Changed values are marked in yellow.
w
dist w
upd (U2 , I) = 3, and dist upd (U3 , I) = 4 (since U3 is obtained by changing two
values of a fact of weight 2). The instance (U1 , w) is an optimal u-repair, while
(U2 , w) and (U3 , w) are not.

It should be noted that the values of an update (U, w) of an instance (I, w)
are not necessarily taken from the active domain (i.e., values that occur in I).
An example is the value F01 of instance (U1 , w) in Figure A.1(b). This has
implications on the complexity of computing optimal u-repairs. In fact, our
results are heavily based on the ability to update any cell with any value from an
infinite domain. A natural restriction on the update repairs is to allow revising
only certain attributes, possibly using a finite (or even small) space of possible
new values. It is not clear how to incorporate such a restriction in our results
and proof techniques, and this remains an open problem.
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A.2.2

Reductions between FD Sets

For a set ∆ of FDs, we use attr (∆) to denote the set of attributes that appear in
∆ (i.e., the union of left-hand sides and right-hand sides over all the FDs in ∆).
Two FD sets ∆1 and ∆2 (over the same schema) are attribute disjoint if attr (∆1 )
and attr (∆2 ) are disjoint. For example, {A → BC, C → D} and {E → F G} are
attribute disjoint. The following proposition shows a decomposability property on
the optimal u-repairs of an FD set that can be divided into two attribute-disjoint
FD sets.
Proposition A.2.2. Let (S, ∆) be an FD schema such that ∆ = ∆1 ∪ ∆2 for
two attribute disjoint FD sets ∆1 and ∆2 . Let (I, w) be a weighted instance of
S. If (U, w), (U1 , w), (U2 , w) are optimal u-repairs of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆, ∆1 , ∆2 ,
w
w
respectively, then dist w
upd (U, I) = dist upd (U1 , I) + dist upd (U2 , I).
Proof. Let us denote the Hamming distance of a fact i ∈ ids(I) w.r.t. a subset
of attributes P ⊆ attr (∆) as HP (I[i], U [i]) (i.e., the number of attributes A ∈ P
for which I[i].A 6= U [i].A). Since (U, w) is an optimal u-repair of (I, w) w.r.t.
∆, no attribute A such that A ∈
/ attr (∆) is updated in U . If this is not the
case, then we can build another u-repair (U 0 , w) that agrees with (U, w) on every
value in an attribute A ∈ attr (∆), and agrees with (I, w) on every value in an
0
attribute B 6∈ attr (∆). The instance (U 0 , w) also satisfies ∆ and dist w
upd (U , I) <
w
dist upd (U, I), which is a contradiction to the fact that (U, w) is an optimal u-repair.
Clearly, for each i ∈ ids(I) it holds that Hattr (∆) (I[i], U [i]) = Hattr (∆1 ) (I[i], U [i])+
Hattr (∆2 ) (I[i], U [i]). Hence, we can build two u-repairs (U10 , w), (U20 , w) from U , one
for ∆1 and one for ∆2 , by taking the values of the attributes in attr (∆1 ) (resp.
attr (∆2 )) from U , and keeping the remaining values unchanged. Then, it holds
w
w
0
0
that dist w
upd (U, I) = dist upd (U1 , I) + dist upd (U2 , I). It is only left to prove that
(U10 , w) and (U20 , w) are optimal u-repairs of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆1 and ∆2 , respectively.
Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that (U10 , w) is not an optimal u-repair
of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆1 (a similar proof applies for (U20 , w)). Then, we can construct
another u-repair (U 0 , w) of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆, by taking the values of the attributes in
attr (∆1 ) from (U1 , w) (which is an optimal u-repair of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆1 ), the values
of the attributes in attr (∆2 ) from (U20 , w), and the rest of the values from the
original instance (I, w). Since (U1 , w) is an optimal u-repair of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆1 ,
it does not update any attribute that does not appear in attr (∆1 ). Thus, it again
w
w
w
0
0
holds that dist w
upd (U , I) = dist upd (U1 , I)+dist upd (U2 , I), and since dist upd (U1 , I) <
w
w
w
dist upd (U10 , I), it holds that dist upd (U 0 , I) < dist upd (U, I), which is a contradiction
to the fact that (U, w) is an optimal u-repair of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆.
Using Proposition A.2.2, we can show the following theorem, which implies
that to determine the complexity of the union of two attribute-disjoint FD sets,
it suffices to look at each set separately.
Theorem A.2.3. Suppose that ∆ = ∆1 ∪ ∆2 where ∆1 and ∆2 are attribute
disjoint. The following hold.
4. There is a polynomial-time algorithm that, given a weighted instance (I, w)
and α-optimal u-repairs of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆1 and ∆2 , produces an α-optimal
u-repair of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆.
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5. For each i ∈ {1, 2}, there is a strict reduction from the problem of computing
an α-optimal u-repair for ∆i to the problem of computing an α-optimal urepair for ∆.
Proof. (1) We argue that an α-optimal u-repair (U α , w) of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆ can
be obtained by composing α-optimal u-repairs (U1α , w), (U2α , w) of (I, w) w.r.t.
∆1 , ∆2 , respectively. Suppose that (U, w), (U1 , w), (U2 , w) are optimal u-repairs
of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆, ∆1 , ∆2 , respectively. Since (U1α , w), (U2α , w) are α-optimal urepairs, the following holds.
w
w
w
α
α
dist w
upd (U1 , I) ≤ αdist upd (U1 , I) and dist upd (U2 , I) ≤ αdist upd (U2 , I)

We construct a u-repair (U α , w) of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆ by copying the values of the
attributes in attr (∆1 ) from U1 and the values of the attributes in attr (∆2 ) from
U2 . The rest of the values are copied from the original instance I. The following
holds.
w
w
α
α
α
dist w
upd (U , I) ≤ dist upd (U1 , I) + dist upd (U2 , I)
w
≤ α(dist w
upd (U1 , I) + dist upd (U2 , I))
= αdist w
(from Proposition A.2.2)
upd (U, I)

Hence, (U α , w) is an α-optimal u-repair of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆.
(2) We prove the claim for ∆1 . The proof for ∆2 is symmetric. Given an
input (I, w) to the first problem, we construct an input f (I, w) (that we denote
by (I0 , w)) to the second problem by updating the values of all the attributes
A such that A 6∈ attr (∆1 ) to 0, and keeping the rest of the values unchanged.
Let (U, w), (U1 , w), (U2 , w) denote optimal u-repairs of (I0 , w) w.r.t. ∆, ∆1 , ∆2 ,
respectively. Proposition A.2.2 implies that
w
w
dist w
upd (U, I0 ) = dist upd (U1 , I0 ) + dist upd (U2 , I0 )

No FDs in ∆2 are violated by the facts in I0 , since ∆1 and ∆2 are attribute
disjoint, and it holds that I0 [i].A = 0 for every fact identifier i ∈ ids(I0 ) and
every attribute A 6∈ attr (∆1 ). Hence, U2 = I0 , and dist w
upd (U2 , I0 ) = 0. Therefore,
w
dist w
upd (U, I0 ) = dist upd (U1 , I0 )

Now, given an α-optimal u-repair (U α , w) of (I0 , w) w.r.t. ∆, we generate an
instance (U1α , w) by copying the values of all the attributes in attr (∆1 ) from U α
and keeping the other attributes unchanged (i.e., as in I0 ). Since (U α , w) is an
α-optimal u-repair of (I0 , w) w.r.t. ∆, the following holds.
w
α
dist w
upd (U , I0 ) ≤ αdist upd (U, I0 )

Then, we have:
w
w
w
α
α
dist w
upd (U1 , I0 ) ≤ dist upd (U , I0 ) ≤ αdist upd (U, I0 ) = αdist upd (U1 , I0 )
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Since the attributes that do not belong to attr (∆1 ) are unchanged in U1α and
U1 , and the values of the attributes in attr (∆1 ) are the same in I0 and I, we can
construct an α-optimal u-repair (U 0 α1 , w) of (I, w) from (U1α , w) by copying all the
values of the attributes in attr (∆1 ) from U1α and copying the rest of the values
from I. Similarly, we can construct an optimal u-repair (U10 , w) of (I, w) from
(U1 , w) by copying all the values of the attributes in attr (∆1 ) from U1 and copying
w
0α
α
the rest of the values from I. Clearly, it holds that dist w
upd (U1 , I0 ) = dist upd (U 1 , I)
w
0
and dist w
upd (U1 , I0 ) = dist upd (U1 , I). Thus,
α

w
0
0
dist w
upd (U 1 , I) ≤ αdist upd (U1 , I)

This gives us an α-optimal u-repair of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆1 and that concludes our
proof.
Example A.2.4. Consider the following set of FDs.
def

∆ = {item → cost , buyer → address}
We will later show that if ∆ consists of a single FD, then an optimal u-repair
can be computed in polynomial time. Hence, we can compute an optimal urepair under ∆1 = {item → cost} and under ∆2 = {buyer → phone}. Then,
Theorem A.2.3 implies that an optimal u-repair can be computed in polynomial
time under ∆ as well.
Now consider the following set of FDs.
∆0 = {item → cost , buyer → address , address → state}
def

Kolahi and Lakshmanan [61] proved that it is NP-hard to compute an optimal urepair for {A → B, B → C}, by reduction from the problem of finding a minimum
vertex cover of a graph G. Their reduction is, in fact, a PTAS reduction if we use
vertex cover in a graph of a bounded degree [2]. Hence, computing an optimal
u-repair is APX-hard for this set of FDs. Theorem A.2.3 then implies that it is
also APX-hard for ∆0 .

A.2.3

Reductions by Removing Consensus FDs

Next, we discuss the problem in the presence of consensus FDs. The first property
we show below states that the problem of computing an optimal u-repair w.r.t.
a consensus FD can be solved in polynomial time.
Proposition A.2.5. An optimal u-repair for ∆ = {∅ → A} is computable in
polynomial time.
Proof. Consider an instance (I, w) over a signature S that violates the FD ∅ → A.
That is, at least two facts in (I, w) disagree on the value of attribute A. We
obtain a u-repair (U, w) of (I, w) in the following way. For every value a that
appears in attribute A, we compute the total weight Wa of the facts in σA=a I (i.e.,
Wa = w(σA=a I)). Then, we choose the value a0 , having the maximum weight
Wa among all such a’s (that is, Wa0 ≥ Wa for all a ∈ πA I). We keep the facts
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in σA=a0 I unchanged, and update the value of attribute A in every other fact
f ∈ σA=a I for a 6= a0 to a0 . Clearly, (U, w) is consistent, since now every fact
f ∈ I will have f.A = a0 .
To see that (U, w) is an optimal u-repair, first note that a repair with a lower
distance cannot be obtained by setting the A values to a fresh constant from
the infinite domain, since choosing a value from the active domain saves us the
cost of the repair for at least one fact in (I, w). Now, assume that some other
value a1 6= a0 has been chosen for all facts in (I, w) in a repair (U1 , w) for which
w
dist w
upd (U1 , I) < dist upd (U, I). Note that H(I[i], U1 [i]) = 0 if i ∈ ids(σA=a1 I) and
H(I[i], U1 [i]) = 1 otherwise. Thus,
X
X
X
(U
,
I)
=
w(i)
·
H(I[i],
U
[i])
=
w(i)
dist w
1
1
upd
a6=a1 i∈ids(σA=a I)

i∈ids(I)

=

X
a6=a1

Wa =

X

w(i) − Wa1

i∈ids(I)

whereas,
dist w
upd (U, I) =

X

w(i) − Wa0

i∈ids(I)
w
Since Wa0 ≥ Wa1 , it holds that dist w
upd (U1 , I) ≥ dist upd (U, I), which is a contraw
w
diction the assumption that dist upd (U1 , I) < dist upd (U, I). Hence, (U, w) is an
optimal u-repair.

Recall that, for a set ∆ of FDs and a set X of attributes, the set ∆−X denotes
the set of FDs that is obtained from ∆ by removing each attribute of X from
the left-hand side and right-hand side of every FD. Also recall that cl ∆ (∅) is the
set of all consensus attributes. Using the above results, we prove Theorem A.2.6,
which states that consensus FDs do not change the complexity of the problem.
The proof uses Theorem A.2.3, and a special treatment of the case where all FDs
are consensus FDs using Proposition A.2.5.
Theorem A.2.6. Let ∆ be a set of FDs. There is a strict reduction from the
problem of computing an optimal u-repair for ∆ to that of computing an optimal
u-repair for ∆ − cl ∆ (∅), and vice versa.
Proof. We start by proving that there is a strict reduction from the problem of
computing an optimal u-repair for ∆ to that of computing an optimal u-repair
for ∆ − cl ∆ (∅). Proposition A.2.5 states that an optimal u-repair w.r.t. {∅ →
cl ∆ (∅)} (which is also an α-optimal u-repair for any α ≥ 1) can be computed in
polynomial time. Therefore, using the fact that ∆ and {∅ → cl ∆ (∅)}∪(∆−cl ∆ (∅))
are equivalent and {∅ → cl ∆ (∅)} and (∆ − cl ∆ (∅)) are attribute disjoint, this
direction follows from the first part of Theorem A.2.3. The second direction
follows immediately from the second part of Theorem A.2.3.
As an example of applying Theorem A.2.6, if ∆ consists of only consensus FDs,
then an optimal u-repair can be computed in polynomial time, since ∆ − cl ∆ (∅)
is empty. As another example, if ∆ is the set {∅ → D, AD → B, B → CD} then
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∆ − cl ∆ (∅) = {A → B, B → C} and, according to Theorem A.2.6, computing an
optimal u-repair is APX-hard, since this problem is hard for {A → B, B → C}
due to Kolahi and Lakshmanan [61], as explained in Example A.2.4.

A.2.4

Reductions to/from Subset Repairing

In this subsection, we establish several results that enable us to infer complexity
results for the problem of computing an optimal u-repair from that of computing
an optimal s-repair via polynomial-time reductions. We first need a notation.
Let ∆ be a set of FDs. An lhs cover of ∆ is a set C of attributes that hits
every nonempty lhs, that is, X ∩ C 6= ∅ for every X → Y in ∆, such that X 6= ∅.
We denote the minimum cardinality of an lhs cover of ∆ by mlc(∆). For instance,
if ∆ is nonempty and has a common lhs (e.g., Figure 3.1), then mlc(∆) = 1.
The results of this subsection are based on the following proposition, which
shows that we can transform a consistent update into a consistent subset (with
no extra cost) and, in the absence of consensus FDs, a consistent subset into a
consistent update (with some extra cost).
Proposition A.2.7. Let ∆ be a set of FDs and (I, w) a weighted instance. The
following can be done in polynomial time.
6. Given a consistent update (U, w), construct a consistent subset (J, w|J ) such
w
that dist w
sub (J, I) ≤ dist upd (U, I).
7. Given a consistent subset (J, w|J ), and assuming that ∆ is consensus free,
construct a consistent update (U, I) such that dist w
upd (U, I) ≤ mlc(∆) ·
w
dist sub (J, I).
Proof. For (1), we construct (J, w|J ) from (U, w) by excluding any i ∈ ids(I)
such that I[i] has at least one attribute updated in U (i.e., H(I[i], U [i]) ≥ 1).
For (2), we construct (U, w) from (J, w|J ) as follows. Let C be an lhs cover of
minimum cardinality mlc(∆). The fact of each i ∈ ids(J) is left intact, and for
i ∈ ids(I) \ ids(J) we update the value of I[i].A for each attribute A ∈ C to a
fresh constant from our infinite domain Val. Since C is an lhs cover and there
are no consensus FDs, for all X → Y in ∆ it holds that two distinct facts in U
that agree on X must correspond to intact facts; hence, U is consistent (as J is
consistent).
As we discuss later in Section A.2.5, Proposition A.2.7, combined with Proposition 3.3.4, reestablishes the result of Kolahi and Lakshmanan [61], stating that
computing a u-repair is in APX. We also establish the following additional consequences of Proposition A.2.7. The first is an immediate corollary (that we refer
to later on) about the relationship between optimal repairs.
Corollary A.2.8. Let ∆ be a set of FDs, (I, w) a weighted instance, (J, w|J )
an optimal s-repair of (I, w), and (U, w) an optimal u-repair of (I, w). Then,
w
w
dist w
sub (J, I) ≤ dist upd (U, I). Moreover, if ∆ is consensus free, then dist upd (U, I) ≤
w
mlc(∆) · dist sub (J, I).
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The second consequence relates to FD sets ∆ with a common lhs, that is,
mlc(∆) = 1.
Corollary A.2.9. Let ∆ be an FD set with a common lhs. There is a strict
reduction from the problem of computing an optimal s-repair to that of computing
an optimal u-repair, and vice versa.
For example, if ∆ consists of a single FD, then an optimal u-repair can be
computed in polynomial time. Additional examples follow.
Example A.2.10. To illustrate the use of Corollary A.2.9, consider the FD set
∆ of our running example (Figure 3.1). Since ∆ has a common lhs, and we
have established in Example 3.3.2 that an optimal s-repair for ∆ can be found in
polynomial time (i.e., ∆ passes the test of OSRSucceeds), we get that an optimal
u-repair can also be computed in polynomial time for ∆.
As another illustration, consider the following FD set.
def

∆1 = {id country → passport , id passport → country}
Again, ∆1 has a common lhs and ∆1 passes the test of OSRSucceeds (by applying
common lhs followed by an lhs marriage), and therefore, Theorem 3.3.1 implies
that an optimal u-repair can be found in polynomial time.
Finally, consider the following set of FDs.
def

∆2 = {state city → zip , state zip → country}
The reader can verify that ∆2 fails OSRSucceeds, and therefore, from Theorem 3.3.1 we conclude that computing an optimal u-repair is APX-complete.
By combining Theorem A.2.6, Corollary A.2.9, and Corollary 3.3.3, we conclude the following.
Corollary A.2.11. If ∆ is an FD set with an lhs chain, then an optimal u-repair
is computable in polynomial time.
Proof. If ∆ has an lhs chain, then so does ∆ − cl ∆ (∅). Theorem A.2.6 states that
computing an optimal u-repair has the same complexity under the two FD sets.
Moreover, if ∆ − cl ∆ (∅) is nonempty, then it has at least one common lhs. From
Corollary A.2.9 we conclude that the problem then strictly reduces to computing
an s-repair, which, by Corollary 3.3.3, can be done in polynomial time.
Hence, for FD sets with an lhs chain, an optimal repair can be computed for
both the subset and update variants.
Comparison to s-repairs Corollaries A.2.9 and A.2.11 state cases where computing an optimal s-repair has the same complexity as computing an optimal urepair. A basic case (among others) that the corollaries do not cover is in Proposition A.2.12, which uses ∆ = {A → B, B → A}, and where again both variants
have the same (polynomial-time) complexity. In the proof of Proposition A.2.12
w
we show that, even though mlc(∆) is 2, we have dist w
upd (U, I) = dist sub (J, I) for
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all instances (I, w) over S, optimal u-repairs (U, w) and optimal s-repairs (J, w|J ).
Since ∆ passes the test of OSRSucceeds (by applying lhs marriage), from Theorem 3.3.1 an optimal s-repair can be computed in polynomial time, and therefore
an optimal u-repair of {A → B, B → A} can also be computed in polynomial
time (note that the FDs {A → B, B → A} imply that in a consistent update,
one value of A cannot be associated with multiple values of B and vice versa).
Proposition A.2.12. An optimal u-repair for ∆ = {A → B, B → A} can be
computed in polynomial time.
Proof. Let (I, w) be a weighted instance over a signature S. We now prove that
w
dist w
upd (U, I) = dist sub (J, I) for an optimal u-repair (U, w) and an optimal s-repair
(J, w|J ) of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆. Corollary A.2.8 implies that
w
dist w
sub (J, I) ≤ dist upd (U, I)

(A.1)

Given (J, w|J ), we can construct a consistent update (U, w) of (I, w) by keeping
the facts in J unchanged, and updating the value in either attribute A or attribute
B for the rest of the facts, as follows. Consider any facts f ∈ I \ J. There must
exist a facts f 0 ∈ J with either f.A = f 0 .A or f.B = f 0 .B; otherwise, f could
be included in J, which contradicts the optimality of J. If there exists a fact
f 0 ∈ J with f.A = f 0 .A, then we change the value of f.B to the value of f 0 .B.
Analogously, if there exists a fact f 0 ∈ J with f.B = f 0 .B, then we change the
value of f.A to the value of f 0 .A. Hence, we get a consistent update (U, w) with
w
dist w
sub (J, I) ≥ dist upd (U, I)

(A.2)

Combining the inequalities (A.1) and (A.2), we get that (U, w) is an optimal
u-repair of (I, w) w.r.t. ∆.
Since ∆ passes the test of OSRSucceds, Theorem 3.3.1 implies that an optimal
s-repair (J, w|J ) can be computed in polynomial time, from which an optimal urepair can be computed in polynomial time as described above.
Do the two variants of optimal repairs feature the same complexity for every
set of FDs? We have already seen an example of an FD set ∆ where an optimal
u-repair can be computed in polynomial time, but finding an s-repair is APXcomplete. Indeed, Example A.2.4 shows that {A → B, C → D} is a tractable
case for optimal u-repairs; yet, it fails the test of OSRSucceeds, and is therefore
hard for optimal s-repairs (Theorem 3.3.1). The question of whether there exists
a set of FDs for which computing an optimal u-repair is hard, while computing
an optimal s-repair can be done in polynomial time remains open.

A.2.5

Approximation

In this section, we discuss approximations for optimal u-repairs. We restrict
the discussion to FD sets ∆ that are nonempty and consensus free. Note that
this is not a limiting assumption, since empty ∆s are trivially tractable, and
consensus FDs can be eliminated, without increasing the approximation ratio,
due to Theorem A.2.6.
The combination of Propositions 3.3.4 and A.2.7 gives the following.
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Theorem A.2.13. An α-optimal u-repair can be computed in polynomial time
for α = 2 · mlc(∆).
Observe that the approximation ratio can be further improved by applying Theorem A.2.3: if ∆ is the union of attribute-disjoint FD sets ∆1 and
∆2 , then an α-optimal u-repair can be computed (under ∆) where α = 2 ·
max{mlc(∆1 ), mlc(∆2 )}.
Kolahi and Lakshmanan [61] gave a constant-factor approximation algorithm
for u-repairs (assuming ∆ is fixed). We first explain their ratio, and then compare
it to ours.
Let ∆ be a set of FDs, and assume (without loss of generality) that the
right-hand of each FD consists of a single attribute. By MFS (∆) we denote
the maximum number of attributes in the left-hand side of any FD in ∆. An
implicant of an attribute A is a set X of attributes such that X → A is entailed
by ∆. A core implicant of A is a set C of attributes that hits every implicant of
A (i.e., X ∩ C 6= ∅ whenever X → A is in the closure of ∆). A minimum core
implicant of A is a core implicant of A with the smallest cardinality. By MCI (∆)
we denote the size of the largest minimum core implicant over all attributes A.
Theorem A.2.14. [61] An α-optimal u-repair can be computed in polynomial
time where α = (MCI (∆) + 2) · (2MFS (∆) − 1).
In both Theorems A.2.13 and A.2.14, the approximation ratios are constants
under data complexity, but depend on ∆. It is still unknown whether there is a
constant α that applies to all FD sets ∆. Yet, it is known that a constant-ratio
approximation cannot be obtained in polynomial time under combined complexity
(where S, (I, w), and ∆ are all given as input) [61].
Although the proof of Theorem A.2.13 is much simpler than the non-trivial
proof of Theorem A.2.14 given in [61], it can be noted that the approximation
ratios in these two theorems are not directly comparable. If k is the number of attributes, then the worst-case approximation ratio in Theorem A.2.14 is quadratic
in k, while the worst-case approximation in Theorem A.2.13 is linear in k (precisely, linear in min(k, |∆|)). Moreover, an easy observation is that the ratio
between the two approximation ratios can be at most linear in k. In the remainder of this section, we illustrate the difference between the approximations with
examples.
First, we show an infinite sequence of FD sets where the approximation ratio
of Theorem A.2.13 is Θ(k) and that of Theorem A.2.14 is Θ(k 2 ). For a natural
number k ≥ 1, we define ∆k as follows.
def

∆k = {A0 · · · Ak → B0 , B0 → C, B1 → A0 , . . . , Bk → A0 }
The approximation ratio for ∆k given by Theorem A.2.13 is 2(k + 2). For the
approximation ratio of Theorem A.2.14, we have MFS (∆k ) = k + 1 (due to
the FD A0 · · · Ak → B) and MCI (∆k ) = k (since the core implicant of A0 is
{B1 , . . . , Bk }). Hence, the approximation ratio of Theorem A.2.14 grows quadratically with k (i.e., it is Θ(k 2 )).
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On the other hand, bellow is a sequence of FD sets in which the approximation
ratio of Theorem A.2.13 grows linearly with k, while that of Theorem A.2.14 is
a constant.
∆0k = {A0 A1 → B0 , A1 A2 → B1 , . . . , Ak Ak+1 → Bk }
def

Here, it holds that mlc(∆0k ) = d(k + 1)/2e, that MFS (∆0k ) = 2, and that
MCI (∆0k ) = 1. Therefore, the approximation ratio of Theorem A.2.13 is Θ(k)
while that of Theorem A.2.14 is constant.
The following two theorems show that computing an optimal u-repair is hard
for both ∆k and ∆0k ; thus, an approximation is, indeed, needed.
Theorem A.2.15. Let k ≥ 1 be fixed. Then, computing an optimal u-repair is
APX-complete for S that consists of a single relation R(A0 , . . . , Ak , B0 , . . . , Bk , C)
and ∆k .
Proof. We have previously established membership in APX for the problem of
computing an optimal u-repair (Theorem A.2.13); thus, it is only left to show that
this problem is APX-hard. The proof for ∆k is by a reduction from the problem
of computing an optimal u-repair under {A → B, B → C} (see Example A.2.4).
Our reduction is a strict reduction from this problem, and since this problem is
APX-hard, our problem is APX-hard as well.
Construction Given an instance (I, w) over SABC , we construct an instance
f (I, w) (which we denote by (I 0 , w)) over S in the following way. For every fact
f = (a, b, c) in I, we create a fact f 0 = (0, a, 0, 0, · · · 0, b, 0, 0, · · · , 0, c) in I 0 (i.e.,
f 0 .A1 = f.A, f 0 .B0 = f.B, f 0 .C = f.C, and f 0 has the value 0 in the remaining
attributes A0 , A2 , · · · , Ak and B1 , · · · , Bk ).
We claim that there is a consistent update (U, w) of (I, w) with dist w
upd (U, I) ≤
w
0
0
k if and only if there is a consistent update (U , w) of (I , w) with dist upd (U 0 , I 0 ) ≤
k.
The “if ” direction Assume that (I, w) has a consistent update (U, w) such
0
0
that dist w
upd (U, I) ≤ k. We can obtain a consistent update (U , w) of (I , w) with
the same distance by updating the values of the attributes in {A1 , B0 , C} in the
same way U updates the values of the attributes in {A, B, C}. That is, if U
updates a value f.A for some fact f in T , then U 0 updates the value of f 0 .A1 in
the same way in the fact f 0 in I 0 that was generated from the fact f . Similarly, if
U updates a value f.B, then U 0 will update the value f 0 .B0 in the corresponding
fact, and if U updates a value f.C, then U 0 will update the value f 0 .C in the same
way. The rest of the values in I 0 will remain unchanged.
w
0 0
Clearly, it holds that dist w
upd (U, I) = dist upd (U , I ). We will now prove that
0
(U , w) is consistent. Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that (U 0 , w) is
inconsistent. If B0 → C is violated in (U 0 , w) by two facts f10 , f20 , then B → C will
also be violated by the corresponding facts f1 and f2 in (U, w). If A0 · · · Ak → B0
is violated by two facts f10 , f20 in (U, w), they must have different values of B0 , but
the same values of A0 · · · Ak . In particular, it holds that f10 .A1 = f20 .A1 . Hence,
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the corresponding facts f1 and f2 in U also agree on the value of attribute A but
disagree on the value of attribute B, violating the FD A → B in (U, w). In both
cases, we get a contradiction to the fact that (U, w) is consistent. Finally, the
FDs B1 → A0 . . . , Bk → A0 are satisfied in (U 0 , w), since the value 0 appears in
the attributes A0 and B1 , · · · , Bk of all the facts in (U 0 , w).
The “only if ” direction Assume that we have a consistent update (U 0 , w) of
0 0
0
(I 0 , w) such that dist w
upd (U , I ) ≤ k. We will first transform (U , w) to another
consistent update (U 00 , w) of (I 0 , w) such that only the values in the attributes
A1 , B0 , C are updated in (U 00 , w), and the values of the attributes B1 , · · · , Bk and
A0 , A2 , · · · , Ak are unchanged.
To achieve this, consider the subset of fact identifiers S ⊆ ids(I 0 ), such that
in every fact f = I 0 [i] for i ∈ S, at least one attribute from B1 , · · · , Bk or
A0 , A2 , · · · , Ak has been updated in U 0 . For all facts with identifiers in S, we
update the corresponding facts in U 00 as follows. We keep the value 0 for the
attributes B1 , · · · , Bk and A0 , A2 , · · · , Ak , we change the values of the attributes
B0 and C in the same way they are updated in U 0 , and we change the value of
attribute A1 to a fresh constant from the infinite domain (a different constant
for every fact). The rest of the facts are updated in the same way they are
updated in U 0 . Note that since U 0 updates at least one value in the attributes
B1 , · · · , Bk or A0 , A2 , · · · , Ak for every fact with identifier in S, and we don’t
update any of these values, while only updating at most one value that has not
been changed by U 0 (the value of attribute A1 ) in each one of these facts, it holds
w
00 0
0 0
that dist w
upd (U , I ) ≤ dist upd (U , I ).
Next, we argue that (U 00 , w) is a consistent update of (I 0 , w) where all facts
have the value 0 in all the attributes B1 , · · · , Bk and A0 , A2 , · · · , Ak . Since (U 0 , w)
is a consistent update, it satisfies the FD B0 → C, and since we changed all the
values of both B0 and C in U 00 in the same way they were updated by U 0 , this FD
is still satisfied in U 00 . The FDs B1 → A0 · · · , Bk → A0 are satisfied in U 00 , since
all the facts in U 00 have the value 0 in all these attributes. The FD A0 · · · Ak → B0
is satisfied by all facts with identifiers not in S, since we updated them in U 00
in the same way they are updated in U 0 . It is also satisfied by all facts with
identifiers in S, since each one of these facts uses a fresh constant for attribute
A1 ; hence, none of these facts agrees with any other fact on the left-hand side of
this FD.
Therefore, we now have a new consistent update (U 00 , w) of (I 0 , w), such that
00 0
dist w
upd (U , I ) ≤ k, where only the values of the attributes A1 , B0 , C are updated.
We can now generate a consistent update (U, w) of (I, w) from (U 00 , w) as follows:
U = ρA1 →A,B0 →B (πA1 ,B0 ,C U 00 ) (that is, we project U 00 on the attributes A1 , B0 , C
and rename A1 to A and B0 to B). It can be seen that U satisfies the FD
B → C, since B0 → C is satisfied in U 00 . The instance (U, w) also satisfies the
FD A → B, since otherwise there are two facts f1 , f2 ∈ U with the same value of A
and different values of B, which implies that the corresponding facts f100 , f200 in U 00
have the same value of A1 and different values of B0 . Since f100 , f200 also agree on the
values of all the attributes A0 , A2 , · · · Ak (the value of all these attributes is 0 in
both facts), they jointly violate the FD A0 · · · Ak → B0 , which is a contradiction
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to the fact that (U 00 , w) is consistent. Hence, we get a consistent update (U, w)
w
w
00 0
of (I, w), such that dist w
upd (U , I ) = dist upd (U, I) and dist upd (U, I) ≤ k.
Theorem A.2.16. Let k ≥ 1 be fixed. Then, computing an optimal u-repair is
APX-complete for S that consists of a single relation R(A0 , . . . , Ak+1 , B0 , . . . , Bk )
and ∆0k .
Proof. As mentioned in the proof of the previous theorem, we only need to show
that computing an optimal u-repair under ∆0k is APX-hard. We first show that
the problem is APX-hard for k = 1. In this case, the FD set contains two FDs
A0 A1 → B0 and A1 A2 → B1 ; thus, A1 is a common lhs, and Corollary A.2.9,
combined with the fact that computing an optimal s-repair under {A → B, C →
D} is APX-hard (Theorem 3.3.1), implies that computing an optimal u-repair is
APX-hard as well. Next, we construct a reduction from computing an optimal
u-repair under ∆0k for k = 1 to computing an optimal u-repair under ∆0k for k > 1.
Construction Given an instance (I, w) over the signature S1 (that consists of
a single relation R(A0 , A1 , A2 , B0 , B1 )), we construct an instance f (I, w) (which
we denote by (I 0 , w)) over the signature Sk (that consists of a single relation
R(A0 , . . . , Ak+1 , B0 , . . . , Bk )), where for every fact f = (a0 , a1 , a2 , b0 , b1 ) in (I, w),
we generate a fact f 0 = (a0 , a1 , a2 , , . . . , , b0 , b1 , , . . . , ) in (I 0 , w). That is,
f t0 .A = f .A for every A ∈ {A0 , A1 , A2 , B0 , B1 }, and f 0 .A = for the rest of the
attributes.
We claim that (I, w) has a consistent update (U, w) such that dist w
upd (U, I) ≤ k
0 0
if and only if (I 0 , w) has a consistent update (U 0 , w) such that dist w
upd (U , I ) ≤ k.
The “if ” direction Suppose that (I, w) has a consistent update (U, w) of
distance k. We can obtain a consistent update (U 0 , w) of (I 0 , w) that has the
same distance by updating the values of A0 , A1 , A2 , B0 , B1 in I 0 in exactly the
same way we update these values in I, and leave the values in the rest of the
attributes in I 0 unchanged. Clearly, each FD that is not one of A0 A1 → B0 or
A1 A2 → B1 is satisfied by U 0 . This holds since we did not change the values of
the attributes in {B2 , . . . , Bk }; hence, all the facts in U 0 have the same value
in these attributes, and they agree on the right-hand side of each one of these
FDs. Moreover, if two facts f t01 and f20 in U 0 violate one of A0 A1 → B0 or
A1 A2 → B1 , then the corresponding two facts in U also violate these FDs, which
is a contradiction to the fact that (U, w) is a consistent update of (I, w). Clearly,
the distance of both updates is the same.
The “only if ” direction Suppose that we have a consistent update (U 0 , w)
of (I 0 , w) of distance k. We can obtain a consistent update (U, w) of (I, w) that
has a lower or equal distance by updating the values of A0 , A1 , A2 , B0 , B1 in I in
exactly the same way we update these values in I 0 . Let us assume, by way of
contradiction, that (U, w) is inconsistent. In this case, there are two facts f1 and
f2 in U that violate one of A0 A1 → B0 or A1 A2 → B1 . There is a fact f10 in U 0 that
agrees with f1 on the value of each one of the attributes in {A0 , A1 , A2 , B0 , B1 }.
Similarly, there is a fact f20 in U 0 that agrees with f2 on the value of each one
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of the attributes in {A0 , A1 , A2 , B0 , B1 }. Clearly, these two facts also violate one
of A0 A1 → B0 or A1 A2 → B1 , which is a contradiction to the fact that (U 0 , w)
is a consistent update of (I 0 , w). Clearly, the distance of (U, w) from (I, w) is at
most k (it can be lower than k if U 0 also updates values in the attributes not in
{A0 , A1 , A2 , B0 , B1 }).
Clearly, one can take the benefit of the approximations of both Theorems A.2.13
and A.2.14 by computing u-repairs by both algorithms and selecting the one with
the smaller cost. As we showed, this combined approximation outperforms each
of its two components.
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התלויות הפונקציונליות המאפשרת חישוב בזמן יעיל היא מצומצמת מאוד וכוללת אך
ורק את קבוצות התלויות הפונקציונליות השקולות לתלות פונקציונלית יחידה .עם זאת,
אנו מציגים אלגוריתמים יעילים ליצירת תיקונים מועדפים אשר מאפשרים לנו לענות
בזמן פולינומיאלי על שאלות מהצורה ׳׳האם קיימים לפחות מאה תיקונים מועדפים?׳׳
גם במקרים בהם לא ניתן לספור את מספר התיקונים באופן מדויק.

iv
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על ידי מחיקת רשומות .על אף שתלויות פונקציות נחקרות כבר מעל לשלושים שנה
ותיקונים נחקרים מעל לעשרים שנה ,הבעיה של ספירת תיקונים היא אחת הבעיות
הבסיסיות שנותרה פתוחה לכל אורך השנים הללו .הבעיה של ספירת תיקונים שקולה
לבעיה של ספירת קבוצות בלתי תלויות מקסימליות בגרף )כלומר ,קבוצות צמתים
מקסימליות שלא מכילות קשת( ,אשר ידועה כבעיה קשה חישובית .עם זאת ,קיימות
מחלקות של גרפים עבורן ניתן לספור את מספר הקבוצות הבלתי תלויות בזמן פולינומיאלי.
אחת מהמחלקות הללו היא מחלקת הקו־גרפים אשר מכילה את כל הגרפים שלא
קיים להם תת גרף מושרה שהוא מסלול באורך ארבע.

אנו מראים כי מחלקה זו

תופסת בדיוק את אותם מקרים בהם ניתן לספור תיקונים בזמן פולינומיאלי .בפרט,
אנו מתקדמים פעם נוספת בסיבוכיות המידע ומוכיחים כי ניתן לספור תיקונים בזמן
פולינומיאלי אם ורק אם לכל מסד נתונים מעל קבוצת התלויות הפונקציונליות גרף
הסתירות )אשר מכיל צומת לכל רשומה במסד הנתונים וקשת בין זוג צמתים אם
הרשומות המתאימות מפרות לפחות תלות פונקציונלית אחת( הוא קו־גרף.

למעשה,

בפרק זה אנו מראים כי הבעיה של ספירת תיקונים קשה יותר מזו של מציאת תיקון
אופטימלי משתי בחינות .ראשית ,מחלקת קבוצות התלויות הפונקציונליות עבורן ניתן
לספור תיקונים בזמן פולינומיאלי מצומצמת יותר מזו של קבוצות התלויות הפונקציונליות
עבורן ניתן לחשב תיקון אופטימלי בזמן פולינומיאלי .שנית ,בעוד שאנו תמיד יכולים
למצוא קירוב לתיקון אופטימלי ,בעיית קירוב מספר התיקונים היא עודנה בעיה פתוחה.
על מנת לפתור את הבעיה ,יש לפתור תחילה בעיה בסיסית שפתוחה כבר עשרות שנים
והיא הבעיה של קירוב מספר השידוכים המקסימליים בגרף דו צדדי.
הנחה בסיסית שהנחנו בפרק  4היא שכל התיקונים טובים באותה מידה.

עם זאת,

במקרים רבים למשתמש יש סיבות להעדיף תיקונים מסוימים על פני תיקונים אחרים.
למשל ,יתכן כי המשתמש יעדיף להשאיר במסד הנתונים רשומות שהתקבלו ממקור אמין
יותר )במידה והמידע במסד הנתונים התקבל ממקורות שונים( או רשומות שחותמת
הזמן שלהן עדכנית יותר .לכן ,בפרק  ,5אנו מתמקדים פעם נוספת במדד בו התמקדנו
בפרק  ,4אך כעת ,אנו לוקחים בחשבון את קיומן של העדפות בין רשומות שונות במסד
הנתונים .בפרט ,אנו מתמקדים בשלוש הגדרות שונות של תיקונים מועדפים שהוצעו בעבר
ומנתחים את הסיבוכיות החישובית של ספירת תיקונים מועדפים לכל אחת מההגדרות
הללו .ההבדל בין ההגדרות נובע מהאופן בו הן ׳׳מניפות׳׳ את ההעדפות בין הרשומות
במסד הנתונים להעדפות בין תיקונים .כצעד ראשון לקראת הבנת הסיבוכיות החישובית
של תיקונים מועדפים ,אנו מתחילים בניתוח בעיה פשוטה יותר :להחליט האם קיים
תיקון מועדף אחד או יותר .בעיה זו לא עולה בתיקונים ללא העדפות ,שכן כאשר קבוצת
האילוצים מורכבת מתלויות פונקציונליות ,תמיד קיימים לפחות שני תיקונים .ההבנה של
הסיבוכיות החישובית של בעיה זו חיונית לצורך הבנת הסיבוכיות החישובית של בעיית
הספירה ,שכן כאשר לא ניתן להחליט האם קיים תיקון אחד או יותר ,בוודאי שלא ניתן
לספור את התיקונים .אנו מראים כי הסיבוכיות החישובית של בעיה זו שונה עבור כל
אחת משלוש ההגדרות השונות של תיקונים מועדפים .לאחר מכן ,אנו עוברים לבעיה של
ספירת תיקונים מועדפים .גם בפרק זה ,אנו מציגים סיווג מלא של קבוצות של תלויות
פונקציונליות לאלה שעבורן ניתן לספור תיקונים מועדפים בזמן פולינומיאלי ואלה שעבורן
הבעיה היא קשה חישובית .אנו מראים כי לכל אחת משלוש ההגדרות ,מחלקת קבוצות
iii
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במסד הנתונים .דוגמה נוספת היא מדד המבוסס על מספר הרשומות הבעייתיות במסד
הנתונים ,שהן הרשומות המשתתפות בהפרה של אילוץ .שלושת המדדים הללו תמיד
ניתנים לחישוב בזמן סביר.

לעומת זאת ,קיימים מדדים אשר הסיבוכיות החישובית

שלהם היא שאלה פתוחה .לכן ,אנו מתמקדים בשני מדדים בסיסיים כאלה ומנתחים
את הסיבוכיות החישובית שלהם .המדד הראשון מבוסס על מספר הפעולות המינימלי
הנדרש לתיקון מסד הנתונים והמדד השני מבוסס על מספר התיקונים האפשריים .אנו
מציגים תוצאות אשר מספקות סיווג מלא של המקרים בהם ניתן לחשב את המדד
בזמן יעיל ומקרים בהם חישוב זה הוא בלתי אפשרי בזמן יעיל )תחת הנחות סיבוכיות
מקובלות(.
בפרק  3אנו חוקרים את הסיבוכיות החישובית של מדד המבוסס על מספר הפעולות
המינימלי הנדרש לצורך תיקון מסד הנתונים .אנו מתמקדים באילוצים הניתנים לביטוי
כתלויות פונקציונליות ובתיקונים המתקבלים על ידי מחיקת רשומות .אנו מנתחים את
הסיבוכיות של חישוב תיקון אופטימלי שהוא תיקון המתקבל על ידי מחיקת מספר
מינימלי של רשומות.

למעשה ,אנו חוקרים בעיה כללית יותר מזו ומניחים כי לכל

רשומה במסד הנתונים יש משקל אשר יכול לייצג ,לדוגמה ,את מידת האמון שלנו
ברשומה זו .במצב זה ,תיקון אופטימלי הוא תיקון המתקבל בעלות מינימלית ,כאשר
העלות של תיקון מוגדרת כמשקל הכולל של הרשומות שנמחקו ממסד הנתונים ליצירת
התיקון .הבעיה של חישוב תיקון מינימלי עולה לא רק באתגר של מדידת חוסר עקביות
במסדי נתונים ,אלא גם באתגר של מימוש מערכת אוטומטית לניקוי מידע ,בה תיקון
אופטימלי הוא המועמד הטוב ביותר שכן הוא התיקון הקרוב ביותר למסד הנתונים
המקורי .אנו מתמקדים בסיבוכיות המידע ) (DATA COMPLEXITYשל הבעיה ,כלומר ,אנו
מקבעים את קבוצת התלויות ומניחים שאנו מקבלים כקלט את מסד הנתונים בלבד.
לכן ,כל קבוצת תלויות פונקציונליות מהווה בעיה חישובית נפרדת.

סיבוכיות המידע

הינה מדד סיבוכיות נפוץ מאוד בתחום מסדי הנתונים ,שכן לרוב קבוצת התלויות קטנה
והקושי החישובי נובע מגודלו של מסד הנתונים .התוצאה המרכזית בפרק זה היא סיווג
מלא )דיכוטומיה( של קבוצות של תלויות פונקציונליות לאלה שעבורן ניתן לחשב תיקון
אופטימלי בזמן פולינומיאלי ואלה שעבורן הבעיה היא קשה חישובית .בפרט ,אנו מציגים
אלגוריתם עם זמן ריצה פולינומיאלי לפתרון הבעיה אשר מצליח על קבוצות מסוימות
של תלויות פונקציונליות ונכשל על אחרות.

אנו מוכיחים כי האלגוריתם מקיים את

התכונות הבאות .כאשר הוא מצליח ,הוא מחזיר תיקון מינימלי בזמן פולינומיאלי אפילו
תחת סיבוכיות משולבת ) ,(COMBINED COMPLEXITYכלומר ,כאשר קבוצת התלויות וכן מסד
הנתונים מתקבלים כקלט .כאשר האלגוריתם נכשל ,הבעיה היא  APXשלמה .בפרט ,קיים
קירוב לבעיה )למעשה ,תמיד ניתן למצוא תיקון שעלותו לכל היותר כפולה מהעלות של
תיקון אופטימלי( ,אך לא ניתן להתקרב לתיקון אופטימלי מעבר לסף מסוים .לבסוף,
אנו מציגים קשר בין הבעיה של חישוב תיקון אופטימלי לבין בעיית מציאת מסד נתונים
הסביר ביותר בנושא של מסדי נתונים הסתברותיים ומראים כיצד התוצאה שלנו פותרת
שאלה פתוחה הקשורה לבעיה זו.
בפרק  ,4אנו מנתחים את הסיבוכיות החישובית של מדד המבוסס על מספר התיקונים
האפשריים .כמו בפרק הקודם ,אנו מתמקדים בתלויות פונקציונליות ובתיקונים המתקבלים
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תקציר
איכות גבוהה של מידע הינה חיונית ליישומים מבוססי נתונים .מסדי נתונים משמשים
לאחסון פרטי מידע מסוגים שונים ,ותומכים בפעולות פנים ארגוניות וכן אינטראקציה
עם גורמים חיצוניים .פעולות אלה מסתמכות לרוב על ההנחה כי המידע במסד הנתונים
הוא עקבי .אחת הדרכים הנפוצות לשמירה על עקביות המידע היא באמצעות הגדרה
של אילוצים מעל הסכימה של מסד הנתונים .אילוצים אלה משמשים להגדרת תנאים
סמנטיים שהמידע במסד הנתונים צריך לקיים )למשל ,לכל אדם תאריך לידה יחיד(.
אכיפת האילוצים מאפשרת להפוך את מסד הנתונים למודל מדויק יותר של העולם
האמיתי .האילוצים נאכפים לרוב על ידי מערכת ניהול מסד הנתונים או על ידי התוכנה
המתקשרת עם מסד הנתונים.
בפועל ,מסדי נתונים רבים היום הם לא עקביים ומפרים את האילוצים המצופים להתקיים.
בעידן הביג דאטה ,יישומים רבים אוספים מידע ממקורות שונים המכילים לעתים מידע
סותר או משתמשים בפורמטים שונים .בנוסף ,המידע מגיע לעתים קרובות ממקורות
המכילים שגיאות )כגון רשתות חברתיות ,אנציקלופדיות שיתופיות ,וחיישנים המחוברים
למוצרים שונים( ונאסף באמצעות שיטות לא מדויקות )כגון עיבוד שפה טבעית ,עיבוד
אותות ,עיבוד תמונה( .חוסר עקביות במסדי נתונים היא אחד האתגרים המשמעותיים
ביותר במחקר וביישום של פתרונות לניהול מידע בעשורים האחרונים.

במהלך שני

העשורים האחרונים חוקרים הציעו וחקרו גישה עקרונית להתמודדות עם חוסר עקביות
המבוססת על המושג של תיקונים .תיקון מוגדר לרוב כמסד נתונים עקבי )כלומר ,מסד
נתונים שמקיים את האילוצים( אשר שונה ממסד הנתונים הלא עקבי בצורה ׳׳מינימלית׳׳.
בחיבור זה ,אנו חוקרים בעיות שונות שעולות באתגר של מדידת חוסר העקביות של
מסד הנתונים .הנושא של מדידת חוסר עקביות נחקר רבות על ידי חוקרים בתחומים
של ייצוג ידע ולוגיקה ,ובשנים האחרונות החשיבות של הנושא קיבלה הכרה גם בתחום
מסדי הנתונים .מדדי חוסר עקביות חשובים על מנת להעריך עד כמה ניתן לסמוך על
המידע המתקבל ממסד הנתונים ,וכן את כמות המאמץ הנדרש על מנת לנקות אותו.
מדדים אלו דרושים לשם שילוב מד התקדמות במערכות לניקוי מידע ,הצעת הצעד
הבא במערכות אינטראקטיביות לניקוי מידע ,וכן הערכת השימושיות ,העלות ,והמשאבים
הנדרשים לשילוב מסד הנתונים במערכת.
מדדים שונים לחוסר עקביות הוצעו ונחקרו על ידי חוקים בתחום ייצוג הידע.

מדד

פשוט לדוגמה הוא המדד הדרסטי ,אשר מקבל את הערך אחד כאשר מסד הנתונים
עקבי ואת הערך אפס אחרת.

מדד אחר מבוסס על מספר ההפרות של האילוצים
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. בפקולטה למדעי המחשב,המחקר בוצע בהנחייתו של פרופסור בני קימלפלד
חלק מן התוצאות בחיבור זה פורסמו כמאמרים מאת המחבר ושותפיו למחקר בכנסים
 אשר גרסאותיהם העדכניות,ובכתבי־עת במהלך תקופת מחקר הדוקטורט של המחבר
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